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High-temperature diode formed by epitaxial GaP layers
M. M. Sobolev and V. G. Nikitin
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The preparation of pure, undoped, high-temperature GaP grown by liquid-phase epitaxy is
reported. Results are presented of studies of GaPp–n structures grown at various crystallization
initiation temperatures, using the capacitance–voltage (C–V) method and deep-level
transient spectroscopy~DLTS!. The characteristics of GaP are determined by the low concentration
of background impurities and deep-level defects. Measurements of the temperature
dependence of the forward branch of the current–voltage characteristic showed that the
thermometric characteristic of the diode is linear between2191 and;1600 °C. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00105-0#
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Gallium phosphide is now widely used to fabricate ligh
emitting diodes in the visible range. Wide-gap GaP may a
be regarded as a promising material to develop hi
temperature electronics devices and photodetectors.1 How-
ever, its application is impeded by the difficulties involved
producing comparatively pure GaP with a background im
rity level lower than 1016 cm23 and a concentration of deep
level point defects less than 1014 cm23. Reports of the prepa
ration of GaP with a residual donor impurity concentration
the order of 1014–1015 cm23 have appeared only compar
tively recently.2,3 A low level of residual impurities is an
important requirement for the preparation of hig
temperature GaP but is not the only one. Another equ
important criterion which determines the production of hig
temperature, thermally stable GaP is the presence of d
level point defects formed during the epitaxial growth pr
cess. It is known4 that the intrinsic properties of GaP, th
concentration and presence of defects, and also the beh
of background impurities in the material is determined by
degree of deviation from stoichiometry and thus by the
gion of homogeneity which depends on the crystallizat
temperature. This explains the need to study the quality
epitaxial undoped GaP layers—the concentrations of
carriers and deep-level defects—as a function of the tech
logical growth conditions of the epitaxial layers, especia
the crystallization initiation temperature.

Here we report the preparation of pure, undoped, hi
temperature GaP. Results are presented of studies of
p–n structures using the capacitance–voltage (C–V)
method and deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS!. The
thermometric characteristic of a GaP diode structure is a
presented.

Layers ofn-GaP were grown by liquid-phase epitaxy b
cooling a Ga-P flux at a constant rate of 0.1–0.3 °C/min. T
substrates were@100#-oriented n- and p-type GaP wafers
with a carrier concentration of;1018 cm23, grown by the
Czochralski method. The epitaxial growth process was c
ried out in a hydrogen stream with a dew point of265 C at
crystallization initiation temperatures of 700–950 °C. T
thicknesses of the epitaxial layers were of the order of 5–
3291063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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mm. Dopedn1-type epitaxial layers inp1 –n0–n1 struc-
tures andp1-type layers inn1-n0-p1 structures were ob-
tained by incorporating Si and Mg in the fluxes, respective
The Hall effect was measured by the four-probe method
ing layers grown on semi-insulating GaP substrates. T
C–V and DLTS measurements were made using a Bio-R
DLTS 4600 spectrometer. The presence of ap-n structure
allowed us to study deep traps of majority and minority c
riers by applying suitable filling pulses to the sample. T
duration of these filling pulses was 5 ms. The temperature
the sample in the cryostat was swept between 80 and 45
The thermal activation energyE and the capture cross se
tion s were determined using the Arrhenius dependence
T/e on 1000/T, where e is the rate of electron and hol
emission andT is the maximum temperature of the DLT
peak. The concentrations of deep-level defects and imp
ties were determined from the relationNt52(Nd

2Na)uDCum /C0 , whereNd2Na is the concentration of un
compensated shallow donor levels,uDCum is the height of the
DLTS peak, andC0 is the steady-state capacitance of t
depleted layer at appropriate reverse biases.

Figures 1a and 1b show the changes in the concentra
of free electrons and their mobility in undoped epitaxial G
n0 layers, determined using the Hall effect andC–V mea-
surements, plotted as a function of the crystallization init
tion temperatureT0. The results of the Hall measuremen
showed that the compensation coefficient in our epitax
GaPn0 layers is less than 0.5 and the shallow donor conc
tration Nd is thus much higher than the acceptor concen
tion Na andn5Nd2Na>Nd . It can be seen from the result
plotted in Fig. 1 that asT0 increases, the concentration o
free electrons in the layers decreases while their mob
increases. The free electron concentration in the layers va
between 1.531017 cm23 and 731014 cm23. The electron
mobility at room temperature in GaP layers grown atT
>900 °C was 200–250 cm2/V•s. At liquid nitrogen tem-
perature the mobility increased by an order of magnitude
the purest samples withn'531014 cm23, the mobility
reached 3000 cm2/V•s. The DLTS measurements made f
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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these samples revealed a low concentration of deep-leve
fects. The lowest concentrationNt was observed a
T05800 °C and was 3.531012 cm23 ~Fig. 1a!. Over the en-
tire temperature range of the DLTS measurements, the D

FIG. 1. a — Concentration of free electrons (n) determined byC–V mea-
surements~1! and the Hall effect~2!, and also of deep-level defects i
undoped epitaxialn-layers of GaP as a function of the crystallization initi
tion temperatureT0; b — electron mobility in undoped epitaxialn-layers of
GaP determined at liquid-nitrogen (n77K) ~1! and room temperature (n300K)
~2! as a function of crystallization initiation temperatureT0.
e-

S

spectrum for the sample withT05800 °C comprised a con
tinuous wide band, attributed to the majority carriers,
which no levels could be isolated. WhenT0 increased to
900 °C, the concentration of deep-level defects increa
~Fig. 1a!. Two separate peaks associated with hole tr
could be identified in the DLTS spectra~Fig. 2!. The level
parameters were respectively FH15290 meV, sp56.1
310217 cm2 and FH25649 meV,sp53.0310211 cm2. At
T05950 °C, a further increase in the concentration of m
nority carrier traps was observed~Fig. 1a!. As in the previous
case, two peaks associated with hole traps could be ident
in the DLTS spectrum~Fig. 2! but with different parameters
FH35106 meV,sp53.7310221 cm2 and FH45807 meV,
sp54.8310213 cm2. The FH2 and FH4 hole traps wer
similar to the H3 and H7 levels, respectively, which we
observed previously in GaP grown by liquid-phase epitax5

but their nature was not established. It is noted in Ref. 5 t
no electron traps were observed, which is typical of G
grown from a phosphorus-gallium flux. For then1 –n0–p1

structure obtained atT05800 °C we measured the forwar
voltage drops across the diode as a function of tempera
during passage of a direct current~100 mA! in the range
between 191 and;600 °C. Figure 3 shows that the therm
metric characteristic of the diode when forward biased
linear over the entire temperature range studied.

We shall now discuss the results of our studies of
concentration of electrons and deep-level defects as a f
tion of the crystallization initiation temperature. The electr
concentration in the undoped layers decreases as the cry
lization initiation temperature increases and their mobil
increases accordingly. A probable reason for the obser
changes is that the majority residual impurities in GaP
shallow volatile S, Se, and Te donors. The high concen
tion of electrons in the layers obtained at comparatively l
growth temperatures may be attributed to the incomplete
rification of the flux from volatile impurities. AsT0 increases
further, the conditions for removal of these impurities im
prove and the concentration of free electrons in the epita
C

FIG. 2. DLTS spectra of undoped epitaxialn-layers of GaP
grown at crystallization initiation temperatures of 800 °
~1!, 900 °C~2!, and 950 °C~3!.
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FIG. 3. Forward voltage drops across GaP diode versus t
perature during passage of a direct current~100 mA!.
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GaP layers decreases. The observed increase in the co
tration of hole traps~Fig. 1b! with increasing crystallization
initiation temperature in the epitaxial GaP layers is cons
tent with the results of theoretical estimates of the heats
defect formation.6 These estimates show that asT0 increases
during growth of GaP from a P-Ga flux, the GaP compo
tion shows an increasing shift from stoichiometry in favor
Ga, which should increase the concentration of Vp and Gap
defects or their vacancy complex VpGapVp .

To sum up, the results of our investigations show t
GaP layers grown by liquid-phase epitaxy may form the
sis for devices operating at extremely high temperatures
to 600 °C, which cannot be achieved by using conventio
materials such as Si and GaAs. These characteristics of
are determined by the low concentration of background
purities and deep-level defects which ensured that the d
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had a linear thermometric characteristic when forward bia
over the entire temperature range studied.
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Permittivity of strontium titanate film in a SrTiO 3/Al2O3 structure

A. M. Prudan, E. K. Gol’man, A. B. Kozyrev, A. A. Kozlov, and V. L. Loginov

St. Petersburg Electrotechnical University
~Submitted September 23, 1997!
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It is shown that strontium titanate film has the same Curie temperature as the single crystal. The
minimum temperature above which the permittivities are the same is determined. The
dielectric nonlinearity is investigated over a wide range of field strengths. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00205-5#
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Multilayer structures containing strontium titanate fil
synthesized on the surface of dielectrics (Al2O3 , LaAlO3 ,
NbGaO3) by various methods are interesting for practic
applications in microwave electronics. In most cases,
films have a perovskite SrTiO3 structure.1–3 However, the
possibility of obtaining more complicated compounds of t
SrO type (SrTiO3)n during the synthesis process cannot
discounted.4

A review of the published literature draws attention
the following fact. In most cases, SrTiO3 films have a per-
ovskite crystal lattice but the values of the permittivity («F)
at room temperature cover a wide range:«FP 90–350~Refs.
1–4!. For comparison the permittivity of a SrTiO3 single
crystal atT' 300 K is 340–360. In addition, no studies ha
been carried out to identify the film material from the stan
point of the«F(T) dependence typical of a ferroelectric. Th
aim of the present study is to confirm the corresponde
between the perovskite crystal structure of the film mate
and the known permittivity of a SrTiO3 single crystal.

The film was deposited by magnetron sputtering o
ceramic SrTiO3 target on a single-crystal Al2O3 (r -cut! wa-
fer (12.0312.030.5 mm! whose surface contained a set
planar platinum electrodes. The sputtering was carried ou
a gas mixture (0.7O210.3 Ar! at pressureP;4 Pa and sub-
strate temperatureT5700°C. The film thickness wash
50.8mm.

X-ray structural analysis of the multilayer syste
(SrTiO3/Pt/Al2O3) showed that the film has a perovski
crystal lattice preferentially oriented in the~100! direction
relative to the substrate surface. In the@100# direction the
unit cell was lengthened (a50.3941 nm! compared with the
single crystal (a050.3902 nm!. The results of an x-ray dif-
fraction analysis revealed a fine-grained structure. An exa
nation of the surface using electron force microscopy a
revealed cavities up to 100 nm in diameter.

A four-probe method~using an E7-12 meter! at 1 MHz
was employed to investigate the temperature behavior of
capacitanceC(T) of planar capacitors having a multilaye
SrTiO3/Pt~capacitor electrodes!/Al 2O3 structure. The gap be
tween the electrodes in the capacitor was 3mm. The tempera-
ture dependence of the capacitanceC(T) was measured
without an electric field,C(0,T), and with control voltages
Ui applied to the capacitor electrodes for which the dep
3321063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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denceC(Ui ,T) revealed a maximum in the rangeT.78 K.
The capacitance–voltage characteristicsC(U,Ti) were mea-
sured at two temperatures (Ti578 and 290 K! in the voltage
rangeU50–200 V. The capacitors typically exhibited th
following relative changes in the total capacitance:

C~0,78 K!/C~0,290 K!>1.9,

C~0,78 K!/C~200 V,78 K!>2.7,

C~0,290 K!/C~200 V,290 K!>1.4.

The interelectrode gap in a planar capacitor has an in
mogeneous dielectric filling~air, substrate, film! and it is
reasonable to assume that the SrTiO3 film also possesse
nonuniform permittivity. This nonuniformity may be cause
by the presence of air inclusions~cavities! and by the appear
ance of boundary conditions for the polarization vector at
surface of the crystallites.5 In simplified terms, the total ca
pacitanceC of the capacitor may be represented by
equivalent circuit containing three componentsCS , CL , and
CF of which two (CL andCF) are connected in series. Eac
component characterizes the energy of the electric field in
and the substrateCS , in regions of the film with low permit-
tivity CL , and in regions of the film with ferroelectric filling
CF . In this case, the required permittivity of the ferroelect
material may be determined from

«F5
1

«0FF
S 1

C2CS
2

1

CL
D 21

, ~1!

whereFF is the form factor of the capacitanceCF and «0

58.85310212 F/m is the dielectric constant.
The values ofC, CS , CL , andFF on the right-hand side

of Eq. ~1! can be measured. The capacitanceCS is deter-
mined by analyzing the correspondence between the de
dence C(0,T) and a Curie-type functionC(0,T)5A/(T
2T0) ~Ref. 6!. The componentCL is determined using a
relation which links the permittivities with the control field
«F(Ei ,Tm), and without it,«F(0,Tm), at the temperatureTm

for which «F(Ei ,T) has a maximum. An analysis of th
dependenceCF(0,T) yielded the Curie temperature chara
teristic of a SrTiO3 single crystal. Using the Curie consta
(CC) as the true constant for a ferroelectric allowed us
determine the form factor
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FF5
1

«0CC

d~1/~C2CS!!

dT
. ~2!

For one of the capacitors we obtained the following valu
C~0.78 K!51.44 pF, CS50.14 pF, CL52.71 pF, andFF

51.3731024 m.
The results of analysis of the raw dataC(U,T) using this

algorithm are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The SrTiO3 film has a
Curie temperature~Fig. 1! corresponding to that of single
crystal strontium titanate (TC538 K!. In the range 180 K
,T, 300 K, the film material and the SrTiO3 crystal are
indistinguishable in terms of permittivity and temperatu
behavior, although some departure from the Curie law
observed~Fig. 1! at a higher temperature (T>180K! than
that for the crystal (T>100 K!.

The design of the capacitor allowed us to investigate
dielectric nonlinearity of SrTiO3 over a wide range~up to
E;108 V/m! of electric field strengths~Fig. 2!. The permit-
tivity varies substantially under the action of the field, ev
at room temperature. A similar result was obtained fo
control field oriented normal to the film.3

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the permittivity («F): 1 — single-
crystal strontium titanate and2 — strontium titanate film on an Al2O3

(r -cut! surface with zero (E50) bias field. Film thicknessh50.8mm.
:
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a

In the rangeT.180 K the absolute values and temper
ture dependence of the permittivity of strontium titanate fi
with a perovskite crystal lattice on the surface of an Al2O3

(r -cut! substrate are indistinguishable from those of a f
SrTiO3 crystal. The difference observed in the rangeT
,180 K is probably caused by the mechanical action of
substrate on the film as a result of the mismatch between
temperature coefficients of linear expansion.6

1Yu. A. Bo�kov, I. P. Pronin, Z. G. Ivanovet al., Fiz. Tverd. Tela
~St. Petersburg! 38, 133 ~1996! @ Phys. Solid State38, 72 ~1996!#.

2F. A. Miranda, C. H. Mueller, and G. A. Koepf, Supercond. Sci. Techn
8, 755 ~1995!.

3S. Komatsu and K. Abe, J. Appl. Phys.34, 3597~1995!.
4T. Hirano, M. Taga, and T. Kobayashi, J. Appl. Phys.32, L3597 ~1993!.
5O. G. Vendik, S. P. Zubko, and L. T. Ter-Martirosyan, Fiz. Tverd. Te
~St. Petersburg! 38~12!, 3654~1996! @ Phys. Solid State38, 1991~1996!#.

6A. M. Prudan, E. K. Gol’man, A. B. Kozyrev, R. N. Kyutt, and V. E
Loginov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 39, 1024~1997! @ Phys. Solid
State39, 920 ~1997!#.

Translated by R. M. Durham

Edited by David L. Book

FIG. 2. Permittivity of single crystal strontium titanate~1, 3! and strontium
titanate film~2, 4! versus external electric field strength atT578 K ~1, 2!
andT5290 K ~3, 4!.
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Observation of carbon segregation and evolution of vacancy defects in a surface layer
of iron exposed to a low-energy high-current electron beam

V. I. Lavrent’ev, A. D. Pogrebnyak, A. D. Mikhalev, N. A. Pogrebnyak, R. Shandrik,
A. Zecca, and Yu. V. Tsvintarnaya

Sumy Institute of Surface Modification
~Submitted November 28, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 13–20~May 12, 1998!

For the first time, Rutherford backscattering~RBS! and proton-induced x-ray emission~PIXE!
using a proton microbeam and a slow positron beam were used to analyze~scan! the
surface and near-surface layers ofa-Fe after exposure to a low-energy high-current electron
beam. Grain-boundary segregation of carbon and the formation of impurity complexes were
observed. Proton microbeam scanning revealed regions of reduced local density which are
sources of crater formation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00305-X#
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Beam technologies are now fairly widely used to mod
the surface of metals and enhance their performa
characteristics.1–4 Electron-beam treatment is a typical re
resentative of this type of treatment and is used to re
surface layers to the melting depth of the layers.5

Pulsed treatment by a low-energy high-current elect
beam is accompanied by melting of the surface layer, wh
gives rise to high concentrations of point and line
defects.6,7 Reliable data on the defects formed by puls
treatment are required to study the nature of the energy
sorption mechanisms. So far, few studies have been mad
these mechanisms, mainly because of the limited capabil
of experimental methods to investigate thin~between a few
nanometers and a micrometer thick! surface layers with a
nonuniform distribution of defects over depth.2

Thus, our aim was to study characteristic features of
defect structure and the redistribution of carbon atoms i
surface layer ofa-Fe exposed to a low-energy high-curre
electron beam, using a combination of modern nucle
physical methods.

It should be noted that in a series of studies made by
authors, it was shown that an increase in the numbe
pulses during exposure to a low-energy high-current elec
beam sharply reduces the number of craters on
surface,5–8 which appreciably enhances the corrosion res
tance, improves the dry-friction resistance, and increases
fatigue strength under cyclic loading.5,8

For the experiments we used samples 12 mm in diam
and around 2 mm thick, with a grain size of approximately
mm. The total impurity content was at most 0.01 wt.% a
the initial dislocation density was 108 cm22. The samples
were bombarded using a Nadezhda-2 electron source wit
average energy varying between 6 and 20 keV, a pu
length of around 0.8ms, and pulse energy densityW be-
tween 2.5 and 5.2 J/cm2 ~Ref. 8!. The defect structure~va-
cancy subsystem! was analyzed using a slow positron bea
~Trento University, Italy9! by measuring the lifetimetp and
the S-parameter of the Doppler broadening of the annih
tion peak.9 The positron lifetime was measured using a
mCi Na(b1g) positron source in a Mylar envelope. Th
3341063-7850/98/24(5)/4/$15.00
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positron lifetime in the source was described by two co
ponents: t15250 ns, I 156.2%, t25450 ns, I 252.5%
~Ref. 10!.

A 207Bi source was used for calibration. The distributio
of elements along the surface of the sample was analy
qualitatively using color maps of areas between 1003100
and 250032500mm, obtained by RBS and PIXE as a resu
of scanning with a 3 MeV proton beam~Oxford University!.
The microbeam current was 100 pA and the diameter
than 1mm. Figure 1 shows energy spectra of theS-parameter
of the Doppler broadening of the annihilation peak ofa-Fe
samples before and after single bombardment by an elec
beam with different energy densityW. In fact, these curves

FIG. 1. S-parameter of the positron annihilation Doppler broadening curv
measured using a slow positron beam ina-Fe samples, as a function of laye
depth ~or positron energy!: 1 — initial state,2 — after exposure to a 2.5
J/cm2 electron beam, and3 — after exposure to a 4.2 J/cm2 electron beam,
t50.8 ms.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Qualitative analysis of the distribution of elements in va
ous surface microregions after exposure of ana-Fe sample to a 2.5
J/cm2 electron beam using maps~color! of 250032500mm areas:
a — Fe, b — carbon, c — diagram of Fe surface distribution
showing the distribution in Fig. 1a more clearly.
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show the distribution of the vacancy defect concentration
a function of doping depth below the plane of the surfa
The results indicate an increased vacancy concentration
the entire depth analyzed~up to 1.02mm!, starting at 20 nm.
An increase in the energy flux density from 0.1 to 4.5 J/c2

increases theS parameter for the entire range of positro
energies.

A further increase inW to 5.2 J/cm2 is accompanied by
a drop in the concentration of vacancy defects (S-parameter!,
especially in the near-surface layers~up to 400 nm!.

A study of the distributions of the atomic composition
the surface ofa-Fe samples exposed to low energy densit
(W up to 3.5 J/cm2) by RBS and PIXE by proton microbeam
scanning revealed the presence of carbon impurities dis
uted comparatively uniformly in the regions studied with
average concentration of 10–15 at.%~Fig. 2b!. No other im-
purities were observed in these experiments. However,
color maps which show the distribution of iron reveal ch
acteristic ‘‘shading,’’ having a circular profile of aroun
2000mm ~Fig. 2a!. The diagram in Fig. 2c gives a clear
picture of this iron distribution in black and white.

When the surface of the metal is exposed to a lo
energy high-current electron beam at this energy, the de
profile with absorbed energy initially has the form of
Gaussian distribution with a maximum at a depth of arou
1mm.

Calculations made using a numerical solution of the o
dimensional heat conduction equation fora-Fe bombarded
by a 6–20 keV electron beam~pulse lengtht50.8 ms!
s
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showed that asW is increased from 2.3 to 5.2 J/cm2, the
thickness of the molten layer and its lifetime increase fro
0.7 to 2.5mm and from 0.5 to 3ms, respectively.8,11 The rate
of cooling of the surface layer ofa-Fe is 53109 K/s and the
velocity of the crystallization front varies between 2 and
m/s as a function of the cooling time and layer depth.4

The results of a simulation of the melting of the nea
surface layers ofa-Fe exposed to a pulsed electron bea
indicate that at energy densities of at least 3 J/cm2 the upper
surface layer at a depth of around 1mm undergoes quench
ing. At these high quenching rates of 53109 K/s a high
concentration of nonequilibrium vacancies forms~up to 1023

at.%! ~Ref. 12!, which are confirmed by positron annihila
tion. The componentt15108 ns of the lifetime obtained as
result of irradiation ofa-Fe (W53.3 J/cm2) corresponds to
the lifetime in a defect-free iron crystal lattice.11 The second
componentt25195 ns is close to the lifetime of positron
captured by divacancies.13 Thus, the nonequilibrium vacan
cies formed at low electron beam energy densitiesW mainly
combine to form divacancies. The maximum concentrat
of divacancies is initially found at a depth of around 1mm,
which corresponds to the maximum absorbed energy. As
temperature rises and the heat becomes redistributed, the
ers of material closer to the surface are heated faster bec
the rate of increase in temperature in the surface layer
greater than the rate of decrease inside the material~rate of
heat removal!.12 As a result, most of the nonequilibrium va
cancies~divacancies! tend toward the surface. The easie
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FIG. 3. Qualitative analysis of the distribution of elements
various surface microregions after exposure of ana-Fe sample
to ten pulses of a 4.2 J/cm2 electron beam using maps~color!
of 1003100 mm areas: a — carbon distribution, b — Fedis-
tribution.
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paths for the migration of vacancies are along dislocati
and grain boundaries.

Thus, the local density of material should decrease n
these defects. This is precisely the effect observed in stu
of the surface distribution of elements in ana-Fe sample
exposed to an electron beam with lowW ~up to 3 J/cm2),
when the iron distribution patterns along the boundary o
region having the size of a grain reveal shading, which in
cates a reduction in the local density of material at th
points ~Fig. 2c!.

The migration of nonequilibrium vacancies toward t
surface is confirmed by an increase in theS-parameter in the
near-surface layers~Fig. 1!. These regions of reduced loc
density are evidently sources of crater nucleation on the
face of a material exposed to a low-energy high-current e
tron beam with elevated energy densities.14

Measurements of the second component of the posi
lifetime t2

15165 ns when the beam energy density is
creased toW54.2 J/cm2 indicate that the nonequilibrium
vacancies combine to vacancy–carbon atomic complexe15

Under the action of the strain wave generated by
electron beam, carbon migrates into the material, which
responsible for the extended spatial distribution of carbo
vacancy complexes and the higher values of theS parameter
in the deeper layers~Fig. 1!.

As a result of redistribution, some of the vacancies
nihilate with interstitial atoms, which causes the intensity
the second component to decrease with increasingW. In ad-
dition, in this last case a decrease inI 2 may be caused by th
formation of ‘‘vacancy 2–3 carbon atom’’ complexes as
result of the increased carbon concentration. The binding
ergy of a positron with a vacancy in these complexes
creases sharply because the addition of carbon to vaca
carbon atom complexes reduces the capacity of a positro
be trapped in the forming states.15

When the number of pulses is increased from 1 to 10
more ~at elevated energy densities around 4.2 J/cm2), the
region of localization decreases abruptly and the concen
tion of carbon in these regions increases~Fig. 3!, i.e., carbon
segregation is observed in regions of reduced density
craters form in these regions.
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Thus, the use of nuclear physics method~RBS and
PIXE, slow positron annihilation! has allowed us to study th
evolution of vacancy defects in near-surface layers ofa-Fe
after exposure to a low-energy high-current electron and
observe the onset of carbon segregation as the numbe
pulses increases. It was observed that the absorption o
ergy deposited in the sample by the electron beam lead
the formation of regions of reduced local density at the s
face of the sample near the initial grain boundary. Noneq
librium vacancies expelled by the thermal front from t
quenched upper-surface layer are concentrated in thes
gions. When the energy density or number of pulses are
creased, these regions may form a source of crater nu
ation. At the same time, an increase in the carb
concentration in local regions leads to the binding of no
equilibrium vacancies to form vacancy–carbon atom~or sev-
eral carbon atoms! complexes.
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Maximum rate of transition between boiling regimes
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Similarity theory is used to study the transition from one boiling regime to another. An analysis
is made of the rate of propagation of the interface between boiling regimes for a critical
heat flux. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00405-4#
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Liquid boiling crises are caused by a transition betwe
boiling regimes with significantly different rates of heat e
change. As a result, the temperature of the heat-emitting
face either increases or decreases abruptly. The trans
from one regime to another takes place in a finite time wh
is determined by the rate of propagationv of centers of the
new regime and the linear scaleL, which characterizes the
average distance between the centers formed under the
ence of variations in the flux of released heat, the he
releasing surface, or various fluctuations. The transition t
is an important parameter for the design of technical dev
to prevent a crisis or which are controlled by a sharp cha
in temperature. Here exact results of similarity theory
used to analyze the rate of propagation of the heat-relea
interface between boiling regimes for a critical heat flux a
an experimental investigation is reported.

The propagation of the heat-releasing interface betw
boiling regimes is controlled by the heat conduction equat
with a source and suitable boundary conditions at the sur
of the heater. Assuming that the heater body is sufficien
thin so that the temperature in the heater cross section
pendicular to the direction of propagation of the interface
constant, after integrating over this cross section, we ob
an equation for the temperatureT per unit length of the
heater:

SC~T!]T/]t5¹~Sl~T!¹T!1P~W2Q!. ~1!

HereC(T) is the specific heat of the heater material calc
lated per unit volume,l is its thermal conductivity,W(T)
andQ(T) are the heat release and heat removal densitie
the heater surface, andS and P are the area and the coole
perimeter of the cross section orthogonal to the direction
propagation. The analysis is confined to one-dimensio
motion of the heat-releasing interface between the regime
is also assumed thatL is fairly large so that simple boundar
conditions can be set for Eq.~1!. The temperatureT is as-
sumed to be a continuous function and its derivatives van
at an infinite distance from the heat-releasing interface.
main nonlinearity in Eq.~1! is concentrated in the sourc
F(T)5W2Q which is determined by the heat exchan
function Q(T). From well known experiments1,2 Q(T) has
the form shown in Fig. 1. Four regions with different he
exchange regimes are usually identified: natural convec
~I!, bubble boiling~II !, transition boiling~III !, and film boil-
3381063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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ing ~IV !. In regions~II !–~IV ! the rate of heat exchange
governed by the temperature difference between the h
releasing surface and the saturated liquid and is express
terms of the coefficient of heat exchangea in the form
Q(T)5a(T)(T2Ts). Assuming that only critical effects
taking place at the interfaces of the third region are cons
ered, we shall subsequently neglect the heat transporte
natural convection. The maximum heat fluxqc1 on the heat
exchange curve in the second region is usually called the
critical heat flux and the corresponding temperatureTc1 the
first critical temperature. Similarly, the second boiling cris
is achieved for the minimum heat flux in region~IV ! with the
coordinatesqc2 and Tc2. For qc2<W<qc1 there are three
homogeneous steady-state solutions of Eq.~1! which are de-
termined byF(T)50: T5T1, T5T2, T5T* , T1<T* <T2.
Letting L tend to infinity, we can take the initial condition i
the Cauchy problem for Eq.~1! in the form of a step function
with values ofT1 andT2 at 6`. Some problems in biology
and physics can be reduced to this Cauchy problem.3–5 In the
one-dimensional case, the solution of the Cauchy prob
stabilizes with time and tends to a traveling-wave functi
T(x,t)5T(j5x1vt) with the limiting valuesT(2`)5T1,
T(1`)5T2 for the source F(T) which satisfies the
conditions5

F~T1!5F~T2!50, F~T!<0 for T1,T,Ta,T2 ,

F~T!.0 for Ta,T,T2 , ~2!

E
T1

T2
FdT>0, F~T!<0 for T1,T,Ta0<Ta ,

F8~T2!,0. ~3!

We assume that conditions~2! and~3! are satisfied. Neglect
ing the stabilization time, we shall seek a solution in t
form of a traveling waveT(x,t)5T(j5x1vt) which satis-
fies the equation

d/dj~l~T!dT/dj!2C~T!VdT/dj1F~T!/a050. ~4!

Here the same notation with the subscript ‘‘0’’ is taken as
unit of measurement forl, C, j, v, and a, where j0

5(Sl0 /Pa0)1/2, v05v/V5(Pa0l0 /SC0
2)1/2. The order of

Eq. ~4! can be reduced by changing the variables. Taking
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Heat exchange versus heater temperature
steady-state regime and source function for const
heat release:1 — Q(T), 2 — W(T). Heat exchange
regimes: I — convection, II — bubble boiling, III —
transition boiling, and IV — film boiling. The inset
shows a fragment ofc(z) in the limiting regime
W⇒qc1, curves3 and 4 correspond toz* 1 and z* n ;
z* 1.z* n .
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the unknown the derivative of the Kirchhoff substitution a
the Goodman substitution as independent variables~see
Refs. 6 and 7!:

y5$l~T!dT/dj%Y E
T1

T2
CdT,

z5E
T1

T

CdTY E
T1

T2
CdT, ~5!

we obtain an equation encountered in studies of the pro
gation of normal zones in a cooled current-carryi
superconductor7

yyz82Vy1c~z!50,

c~z!5l~z!F~z!/a0C~z!E
T1

T2
CdT, ~6!

y~0!5y~1!50. ~7!

The two conditions~7! can be used to determine the soluti
y(z) and the velocityV. These changes of variables tran
formed the range of temperature variation@T1 ,T2# to the
range of variationz@0,1#. It is easy to establish that for mos
known dependencesl(T), C(T), if F(T) satisfies conditions
~2! and~3!, then for fairly largeW(T) c(z) will also satisfy
the same conditions for the range of variationz@0,1#. In this
case, the following statements were proven in Ref. 5 for
problem~6! and~7!: ~* ! For someV>0 which can be deter
mined uniquely, a solution of the problem~6!, ~7! exists
uniquely and in additiony(z).0 holds for 0,z,1.

Integrating Eq.~6! with allowance for Eq.~7!, we have

V5E
0

1

cdz/E
0

1

ydz5E
0

1

~c/y!dz. ~8!

It follows from Eq.~8! and the fact thaty is positive that the
signs ofV and the integral ofc are the same. For a negativ
integral of the sourceF(T) it is sufficient to replaceT with
T22T and x with 2x in Eq. ~1!. After making this substi-
tution, we obtain the Cauchy problem for the equation wh
a-

-

e

h

satisfies conditions~2! and ~3!, where the role ofT1 andT2

will be played by 0 andT22T1. Thus, the solution of the
Cauchy problem stabilizes in this case, as was obser
experimentally.9–11 For negativeV we shall seek a traveling
wave solutionT5T(j5x2vt) using the variablej512z
instead ofz in the substitution~5!. Ultimately, instead of
Eq. ~6!, we have

yyj82uVuy1x~z!50, x~z!52c~12z!,

z5E
T

T2
CdT/E

T1

T2
CdT. ~68!

Apart from the notation, this equation is the same as Eq.~6!.
For fairly small W(T) the integral ofx(z) is positive and
thus the statements~* ! are valid forV,0.

Then, using the qualitative theory of differential equ
tions ~see, for example, Ref. 8! we obtain information on the
change inv in two limiting cases, whenW(T1)⇒qc1 or
W(T2)⇒qc2. Note that we cannot use the results of Refs
and 4. For example, forW(T1)⇒qc1 we haveT* ⇒T1 and
F(T)⇒F* (T), which is not differentiable at the pointT1,
since the derivative has different limits for calculations in t
regionsT1,T,T* or T* ,T,T2. Equations~6! and ~68!
have three singular points in the plane (z,y) either (z,y):
(0,0), (z* ,0), ~1,0!, or (0,0), (z* ,0), (1,0). Let us conside
Eq. ~6!. The roots of its characteristic equation arer1,2(z)
50,5V6@0.25V22Cz8(z)#0.5. For c8(0),0 the singular
point ~0,0! is a saddle and the only direction of the integr
curve which satisfies~* ! is the positive directionr1(0).
Similarly, the saddle point~1,0! only has the negative direc
tion of the integral curver2(1). At the third singular point
(z* ,0) we findcz8(z* )>0. The evolution of the first crisis
for the maximum thermal load takes place forW(T1)⇒qc1.
If c(z* )50 is the only solution in the range 0,z* ,1, this
passage to the limit is equivalent toz* ⇒0. For smallz* , in
accordance with Eq.~7!, the integral curve enters the vicinit
of the singular point (z* ,0) where, if V2>4cz8(z* ), then
(z* ,0) is a node andy(z* )50, which is impossible accord
ing to the statement~* !. Thus, we haveV2,4cz8(z* ) and
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there is a focus at the point (z* ,0). We construct the de
scending sequencez* i⇒0 for i⇒`. According to the state-
ment ~* !, each value ofz* i corresponds to a value ofVi

where 0<Vi,4cz8(z* i). Suppose that limVi5V(1) . Going
to the limit, we have

0<V~1!<2Acz8~10!. ~9!

Equality can be achieved at the upper boundaryV(1) if con-
dition ~7! is satisfied. It was shown in Ref. 7 that for a co
vex limit functionc(z), V(1) in the limit attains a bifurcation
value of the velocity 2Acz8(10) with an infinite derivative
of V(1) with respect to z* . Similarly, considering
W(T2)⇒qc2, we obtain for the limiting negative velocity
V(2:

0<2V~2!<2Axz8~10!, ~10!

where a bifurcation value is achieved with an infinite deriv
tive of V(2) with respect toz* for the convex limit function
x(z). If there is a smooth transition at the boundaries
region III rather than a kink ofQ(T), the limiting bifurcation
values are zero. Going to the limit in this case, we obt
from Eqs.~9! and~10! that eitherV(1) or V(2) tends to zero,
which implies degenerate boiling crises, i.e., a smooth tr
sition from one regime to another controlled by a change
the heat release. Similar degeneracy was obse
experimentally.11 Generally, we can make the bifurcatio
value of the velocity go to zero by selectingF(T), i.e., nuclei
of the new regime can be stabilized as far as the limiting h
fluxes by controlling the thermal load. Thus, in the limitin
cases, the rate of propagation of the heat-releasing inter
between boiling regimes is determined by a narrow region
-

f

n

-
n
ed

at

ce
f

transition boilingqc1, qc2. This influence severely limits the
freedom of modeling the heat exchange in region III. Ho
ever, no experimental data are available on the structur
Q(T) near the points (qc1, Tc1) and (qc2, Tc2) for the mov-
ing interface between boiling regimes. In our view, this pro
lem may be solved by means of an experimental invest
tion which is planned for the very near future.
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A. N. Pavlenko for discussions.
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Dynamic recrystallization in a near-eutectic Pb–Sn–Ag alloy under thermal cycling
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An analysis is made of the behavior of solders under thermal cycling. Dynamic recrystallization
can be used to explain the evolution of the microstructure of soldered joints during
operation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00505-9#
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The reliability of soldered joints in electronic circuits
an important factor. Solders undergo cyclic strain caused
thermal cycling of the circuits during operation and crea
by the large difference between the coefficients of therm
expansion of the components. The thermal changes
place at high homologous temperatures for these allo
which may lead to dynamic recrystallization.

Experiments were carried out to study the evolution
the solder microstructure. The material used for the st
was an alloy containing 62% Sn, 36% Pb, and 2% Ag. T
soldered joints were subjected to cycling between240 and
100 °C ~air–air! with a 5 min pause and 25 min holdin
time. After every 250 cycles, the circuits were removed fro
the thermal chamber and the samples were cut into polis
sections to assess the change in the microstructure using
tical and scanning electron microscopy and an image a
lyzer. The evolution of the microstructure and damage to
solders was examined from transverse polished micro
tions using a Nikon optical microscope and a JSM 84
scanning electron microscope. The microstructure dim
sions were measured using an image analyzer. The im
analyzer was a Nikon microscope connected to an Image
Plus computer program which can automatically calcul
various parameters of the microstructure such as the a
perimeter, diameter, and so on, which can be represe
numerically, statistically, or graphically.
3411063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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Figure 1 gives the grain sized of the lead phase as
function of the number of thermal cyclesN. It can be seen
that the dependence is nonmonotonic with a maximum
served for 500 thermal cycles. Figure 2 shows photogra
of the microstructure in the initial state and after therm
cycling. It can be seen that after 250 thermal cycles, the
of the lead phase~unshaded! is slightly reduced, after 500
cycles it increases, then decreases up to 750 cycles, an
gins to increase again. After 250 cycles the structure exhi
porosity and after 500 cycles microcracks begin to appe
After 750 cycles the large grains break down into sma
ones and after 1000 cycles fairly large cracks are obser
In general, the behavior of the microstructure reflects
dependence of the grain size on the number of ther
cycles.

Dynamic recrystallization is an efficient mechanism f
local rearrangement of the microstructure in many metals
reduces the grain size at high strain rates and modera
high temperature and also leads to grain growth at st
rates below 10 s21, particularly when the deformation take
place at relatively high temperatures.1,2

These conditions are usually associated with superp
ticity: a temperature around half the absolute melting po
~or above!, diffusion-controlled structural changes induce
by strain, or as a possible alternative, a fine-grain
structure.3 Some superplastic alloys are resistant to static
er-
FIG. 1. Grain size of lead phase versus number of th
mal cycles.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Microstructure of 62Sn–36Pb–2Ag alloy in initial state~a! and after
thermal cycling for 250~b!, 500 ~c!, 750 ~d!, and 1000~e! cycles.
crystallization and undergo dynamic recrystallization.4 Su-
perplasticity was observed in Pb–Sn alloys under hi
temperature strain~20–170 °C! at strain rates of 107–102

s21 over a wide range of grain sizes.5 Since even 25 °C is a
high homologous temperature for a solder, dynamic recr
tallization may take place, since the metal is in the strain
state.

Eutectic solders have been extensively studied beca
of their widespread application in electronic devices. This
the first attempt to explain the evolution of the microstru
ture of these alloys on the basis of dynamic recrystallizati
The behavior of eutectics varies substantially as a function
their morphology. Soldered joints undergo heterogene
strain. Shear strains are concentrated at sites of struc
coarseness. The accumulated strains lead to cracking at
sites and the joint ultimately ruptures. An understanding a
simulation of the microstructure evolution using the expe
mentally determined parameters can improve the opera
life of electronic joints.
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Alternation of nonequilibrium carrier states in n -GaAs

P. N. Gorle , P. P. Gorle , and P. M. Tomchuk
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Institute of Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, Kiev
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Numerical methods are used to demonstrate the alternation between stable and chaotic states of a
time-dependent system of nonequilibrium carriers in a semiconductor with parameters
similar to n-GaAs, under conditions suitable for the Gunn effect to occur. Changes in the
quantitative characteristics of evolution of the phase variables~maximum Lyapunov exponent and
Hausdorff dimension! are also studied as a function of the external field. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00605-3#
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Self-organization and dynamic chaos effects in semic
ductors in strong electric fields in the presence of vario
types of nonlinearities have recently been actively stud
~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2!. In particular, a similar
problem was studied experimentally for semi-insulati
GaAs in Ref. 3 and theoretically forn-GaAs in Ref. 4, where
numerical methods were used to demonstrate the trans
from current oscillations to a chaotic state of the electro
system in a semiconductor subject to the Gunn effect. H
ever, these studies did not consider the scenario for this t
sition and its characteristics such as the transformation of
phase portrait, the dependence of the Hausdorff dimen
on the control parameter, and other factors. A knowledge
this behavior would provide a better understanding of
physics of nonequilibrium processes and would allow reco
mendations to be proposed as to possible methods of con
ling these processes.

Here we examine this problem.
We shall take as our starting point the one-dimensio

field model of the Gunn effect in semiconductors. In t
presence of an ac electric fieldE(x,t), the corresponding
equation for ann-type semiconductor has the form4

]E

]t
5D

]2E

]x2
1v~E!

]E

]x
2

en0

««0
v~E!1

j 0~ t !

««0
. ~1!

Here n0 is the equilibrium electron concentration,D is the
diffusion coefficient, which does not depend on the coor
nate or the electric field,e is the absolute electron charge,«0

and « are the static permittivities of vacuum and the sem
conductor material, respectively, andj 0(t) is the integration
constant. The dependence of the carrier drift velocity on
electric field v(E) is usually described by the following
formula:5

v~E!5
u1E1vs~E/Ea!g

11~E/Ea!g
, ~2!
3431063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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whereu1 is the carrier drift velocity in weak electric fields
andvsEa andg are adjustable parameters.

Using a standard method, we seek a solution of Eq.~1!
as a Fourier series expansion ofE(x,t) near the uniform
electric field distributionE0(t) along the sample:4

E~x,t !5E0~ t !1 (
mÞ0

Em~ t !exp~ imk0x!. ~3!

Here Em(t)5Emr(t)1 iEmi(t) is the complex amplitude o
the mth harmonic of the oscillations,k052p/L, whereL is
the characteristic wavelength in the crystal, which is a
rameter of the problem. Confining ourselves in Eq.~3! to
m561,62 and converting to the dimensionless variab
y15E1r /E0, y25E1i /E0, y35E2r /E0, y45E2i /E0, x
5v0t, Eq. ~1! can be rewritten as the system

]yi

]x
5aiyi1ciBi1bi (

s52

4
1

s!
AsiCs ~ i 51,2,3,4!. ~4!

Here v0 is the characteristic oscillation frequency in th
crystal, ai , bi , and ci are dimensionless quantities whic
depend on the parameters of the problem,Asi and B are
complicated nonlinear functions ofyi , and

Cs~g,E0 /Es ,vs /u1Ea!5
E0

s21

u1

]sv

]EsU
E5E0

~5!

is also a complex function of its parameters. Because of t
cumbersome nature, these functions cannot be given he

The strength of the external electric field was taken
the control parameter. The system~4! was solved for the
parameters ofn-GaAs given in Ref. 4. In this case, unlik
Ref. 4, the carrier drift velocityv(E) was expanded as
Maclaurin series up to and including the fourth power of t
deviationDE5E(x,t)2E0(t).
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the phase portrait projected on they2y4 plane
and values of its numerical characteristics as a function of
control parameterE0: a — E054.125783105 V/m, l50.6, DH

52.07; b — E054.127283105 V/m, l50.65, DH52.26; c —
E054.13163105 V/m, l520.2134, DH51.62; d — E0

54.132983105 V/m, l510.21, DH52.25; e — E054.1361
3105 V/m, l520.5309,DH51.0; f — E054.139163105 V/m,
l528.44,DH52.49.
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In the steady state]yi /]x50, in addition to the trivial
solution yi50, the system of equations~4! has solutions
which cannot be determined analytically. It is found that
analyze the states of such a system, it is sufficient to res
attention to a cross section of regions of possible solution
Eqs. ~4!, for example, in the planey15y250. If C450 is
also assumed, the solutions of Eqs.~4! will be

H Y356y4 ,

y456$24a@16~b/aC11d!#/~C26bC3!%1/2,
~6!

wherea, b, andd are coefficients which depend on the p
rameters of the problem.

It follows from ~6! that subject to the assumptions mad
the system can have four or eight nontrivial solutions or no
at all, depending on the ratio between the parameters of
problem. In all probability, the authors of Ref. 4 investigat
that range of parameters for which there are no additio
steady-state solutions of system~4!. In the four-dimensional
solution spaceyiÞ0, the set of possible solutions of syste
~4! can only be greater than the case studied.

A numerical integration of system~4! was performed by
the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method while the maximu
ict
of

,
e
he

al

Lyapunov exponentl and the Hausdorff dimensionDH were
calculated using a procedure developed in Ref. 2.

These results showed that variation of the external e
tric field E0 as the control parameter in a small range b
tween 4.113105 and 4.143105 V/m appreciably transforms
the phase portraits of the system~Fig. 1! and their numerical
characteristics~Fig. 2!.

It is found that the transformation of the states of t
nonsteady system begins with a transition from the equi
rium focus (E0,4.112043105 V/m, DH50, l,0) to the
limit cycle ~Fig. 1a! and then, by means of period doublin
~Fig. 1b!, leads to the formation of four new limit cycle
~Fig. 1c!. A further increase in the control parameter i
creases the linear dimensions of the limit cycles, caus
them to initially merge in pairs and then form a randomiz
structure—a strange attractor~Fig. 1d!. The strange attracto
is then abruptly destroyed, and this is followed by the fo
mation of a stable system first with one, then with two, fo
and eight discrete states~Fig. 1e!, which is consistent with
the analysis of system~4! described above. A further in
crease in the control parameter is accompanied by rapid
domization of the system~Fig. 1f! after which it becomes
generally incompatible.
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the numerical characteristics of the pha
portrait as a function of the control parameterE0: a — maximum
Lyapunov exponent and b — Hausdorff dimension.
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The results of these investigations have shown for
first time that in the presence of the Gunn effect, a tim
dependent system of nonequilibrium carriers in a semic
ductor having the parameters ofn-GaAs is characterized b
complex dynamics of alternating state transitions. It can a
be seen from Fig. 2 that ranges of values of the con
parameter for which the system is stable~whenl.0) exist
and may be used for practical applications.
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try of Science and Technology~Grant No. 2.4/745!.
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Electron dynamics during laser neutralization of negative ions
A. R. Karimov

Institute of High Temperatures, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted July 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 38–42~May 12, 1998!

A hydrodynamic approach is used to study the electron dynamics when laser radiation acts on a
negative ion beam. An analytic solution of the problem is obtained. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00705-8#
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Atomic fluxes may be obtained by photoionization
negative ion beams.1–4 The divergence of the neutral beam
specifically caused by the action of the ion beam sp
charge whose magnitude is determined by the photoion
tion rate and the drift of electrons from the bulk of the bea
The product electrons can initiate an optical discharge in
beam and the negative ions may be converted into atoms
positive ions. In order to allow for these effects, an analy
is made of the electron dynamics when laser radiation act
a negative ion beam.

The transverse electron motion relative to the beam
two-dimensional geometry is analyzed, neglecting the tra
verse motion of the ions. The electron drift allowing f
photoionization in an electromagnetic field of frequencyv
and intensityI under the action of the self-induced Coulom
field of the beamE is described by

]ne

]t
1

]~neue!

]x
5

nb

tph
, ~1!

]ue

]t
1ue

]ue

]x
52

e

me
E, ~2!

]E

]x
524pe~ne1nb!, ~3!

dnb

dt
52

nb

tph
, ~4!

wherene andue are the electron density and velocity,nb is
the ion density,e is the ion and electron charge,me is the
electron mass,tph

215sphI /\v, andsph is the photoionization
cross section.

In Eqs. ~1!–~4!, we go over from the densities to th
total number of particles:

Ns~x,t !5E
0

x

ns~z,t !dz,s5e,b. ~5!

Equation~4! then gives

Nb5Nb0 exp~2t/tph!. ~6!

If the density distribution over the beam cross section is u
form we have

Nb05xn0 ,
3461063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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where n0 is the initial ion density in the beam. Equation
~1!–~3! in terms of the Lagrangian variables5

t5t, j5x2E
0

t

ue~j,t8!dt8, ~7!

wherex(j,t) satisfies the initial condition

x~j,0!5j,

reduce to

]Ne

]t
5

Nb

tph
, ~8!

]ue

]t
5

4pe2

me
~Ne1Nb!. ~9!

Differentiating Eq.~9! with respect tot, using Eqs.~6!, ~8!,
and

ue5
]x

]t
, ~10!

we obtain

]2ue

]t2
5

ue

tb
2

exp~2t/tph!, ~11!

wheretb
2154pe2n0 /me . The general solution of Eq.~11!

may be written in the form

ue5A~j!expF2
A2tphe

2t/2tph

tb
G

1B~j!expFA2tphe
2t/2tph

tb
G . ~12!

The solution~12! for tph@t should differ little from the
accurate solution of Eqs.~1!–~4!, which corresponds totph

5`. We use this observation to determine the form of t
constantsA(j) andB(j). The accurate solution of Eqs.~1!–
~4! for tph5` is

ue5U0~j!1
jt

tb
2

. ~13!

Confining ourselves to linear terms in the expansion of
exponential function in terms of the small parametert/tph

~12!, we obtain
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ue5Ae
2A2tph /tb1BeA2tph /tb1

t

A2tb

3@Ae
2A2tph /tb2BeA2tph /tb#1 . . . ~14!

We shall assume that the initial velocity distribution is

U0~j!50.

Then, equating terms with the same powers oft in Eqs.~13!
and ~14!, we have

A5
j

A2tb

eA2tph /tb, B52
j

A2tb

e2A2tph /tb,

so that Eq.~12! can be written as

ue5
j

A2tb
FexpS t

A2tb
D 2expS 2

t

A2tb
D G . ~15!

For t.tb the second term in Eq.~15! may be neglected
The approximate value of the coordinatex(t,j) then has the
form

x~t,j!5j expS t

A2tb
D , ~16!

so that the solution~8! assumingNe(t50,j)50 can then be
written as

Ne5
A2n0tb

tph2A2tb
FexpS tph2A2tb

A2tbtph

t D 21G . ~17!

From

ne5
]Ne

]j F]x

]j G21

and Eqs.~16! and ~17! we then obtain

ne5
A2n0tb

tph2A2tb
FexpS 2

t

tph
D2expS 2

t

A2tb
D G . ~18!
Equations~16! and ~18! describe the production an
space-time distribution of electrons when the negative i
undergo photoionization.

In particular, we can then obtain the necessary condit
for the evolution of an optical discharge in a negative i
beam. Equation~16! can be used to find the characteris
electron residence time in the bulk of a beam having
transverse dimension 2b:

t in5A2tb lnS b

j D . ~19!

Equation~18! can be used to obtain the time at whichne

reaches a maximum:

te5
A2tbtph

tph2A2tb

lnS tph

A2tb
D . ~20!

Favorable conditions for the evolution of a discharge
evidently established whente<t in holds, which will be
achieved for

tph

tph2A2tb

lnS tph

A2tb
D < lnS b

j D . ~21!

This relation defines the system parameters for which an
tical discharge may develop.
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New channels for mechanical twinning
V. S. Savenko

Mozyr State Pedagogical Institute
~Submitted August 27, 1997!
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The creation of twins at twinning wedge boundaries in bismuth single crystals whose surface is
deformed by a concentrated load, has been observed and explained for the first time.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00805-2#
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Although twinning is one of the main types of deform
tion in crystals, unlike glide, this type of plastic deformatio
has not been studied in detail. This is evidenced by the v
small number of publications concerned with twinnin
However, experimental investigations of twinning sugg
that such studies are desirable, as has been confirme
discoveries of new phenomena accompanying this type
plastic deformation. In Refs. 1–3, for example, it was est
lished that dislocation processes accompanying crystal tw
ning are intensified when high-density electric current pul
~of the order of hundreds of amperes per square millime!
are passed through the crystals. In Ref. 4 twinning of b
muth single crystals was investigated when superposed e
tric and magnetic fields were applied to the sample. It w
observed that the twinned volume of material was increa
appreciably compared with that when the twinning plas
deformation process takes place in the absence of any e
nal energy influences. This suggests that in principle, it m
be possible to control plastic deformation by twinning und
conditions where external energy influences are applied.

In the present study it was observed that intensive stim
lation of dislocation processes accompanying crystal tw
ning by external energy influences and also in some ca
without these influences, leads to the establishment of
channels for plastic deformation of crystals by twinni
which is observed as ‘‘twin branching.’’
3481063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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When the~111! cleavage plane of a bismuth single cry
tal is deformed by a concentrated load, which usually1–4

takes the form of the diamond pyramid of a standard PMT
microhardness meter, it is comparatively easy to obtain
ensemble of wedge-shaped twins of the form$101%^001&
~Fig. 1! consisting of between five and eight twins, which a
usually created at dislocation pile-ups. Twinning was inv
tigated by means of electron microscopy.

It was shown in Refs. 5 and 6 that internal stresses o
relax as a result of the evolution of glide, for example,
regions of the crystal adjacent to twinning boundaries. Ho
ever, it was observed in the present study that inter
stresses in bismuth single crystals deformed by a conc
trated load can relax as a result of the formation and evo
tion of twins. Moreover, the twins are formed not only
pile-ups of complete dislocations but also at interfaces
tween twinning layers, i.e., at pile-ups of twinning disloc
tions ~Figs. 1–3!.

In the absence of external energy influences, ‘‘bran
ing’’ twins are frequently created at twinning boundari
with a low degree of coherence~Fig. 1!. Curving of twinning
boundaries is caused by an excess concentration of twin
dislocations at these boundaries. An enhanced density of
locations at a twinning boundary has the result that the in
nal stresses created by the twinning dislocations become
calized at this boundary. In this event, stresses comparab
a
FIG. 1. Formation of a twin at a twinning boundary with
low degree of coherence.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Twin branching at an obstacle.
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the threshold for the formation of a wedge-shaped twin m
be created at dislocation pile-up sites. These stresses rela
creating a new twin at the twinning boundary, which dev
ops in a new energetically favored direction~Fig. 1!.

Note that in a bismuth single crystal whose~111! cleav-
age plane is deformed by a concentrated load, twins m
develop in three directions@101#, @1̄01#, and@101̄# ~Schmidt
factor 0.48!. Thus, if the ‘‘parent’’ twin evolves in the@101#
direction, the ‘‘daughter’’ twin can only develop in the@1̄01#
or @101̄# direction.

An excess concentration of partial twinning dislocatio
at certain sections of twinning boundaries may be caused
obstacles in the form of structural irregularities in the crys
lattice or a pile-up of complete dislocations~Fig. 2!. In this
last case, the ‘‘daughter twin’’ may be formed as a result
splitting of complete dislocations into partial twinning one

Figure 3 shows the case where branching of a twin w
caused by an obstacle in the translational path of the tw
ning dislocations. This is evidenced by the blunt shape of
twin tip. To explain this case, we use the stress field pat
near a wedge-shaped twin~Fig. 4! which was obtained as
y
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suming that the twinning boundary consists of complete7–9

rather than partial dislocations. The stress field aroun
wedge-shaped pile-up of these dislocations may be ca
lated using the formula:

sxy5
Gb

2p~12n! H (
n50

N1 ~x1nd!@~x1nd!22~y1nh!2#

@~x1nd!21~y1nh!2#2

1 (
n51

N2 ~x1nd!@~x1nd!22~y2nh!2#

@~x1nd!21~y2nh!2#2 J , ~1!

wheresxy are the cleavage stresses,10 b is the magnitude of
the Burgers vector,G is the shear modulus,n is the Poisson
ratio, n is the summation index, andN1 andN2 are the num-
bers of dislocations at the twinning boundaries. In our ca
it was assumed thatN25N1510 to obtain the computer plo
of the curves shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the stresses increase
increasing proximity to the twinning boundary, and at the
of the twin they are of the same order of magnitude as th
in the immediate vicinity of the twinning boundary, but at
ns-
FIG. 3. Twin branching caused by an obstacle in the tra
lation path of twinning dislocations.
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FIG. 4. Stress field at a wedge-shaped twin.
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distance two or three orders of magnitude greater. As a
sult, when obstacles are present in the path of the wed
shaped twin, the stresses at its tip become redistribute
that their projections on the new twinning direction are co
parable with the threshold for the formation of a twin.

Dislocation processes accompanying twinning may
stimulated by passing electric current pulses throu
crystals.1–5 As the pulse current density increases, the p
cesses involved in the generation of twinning dislocatio
are intensified. In this case, a group of twinning dislocatio
migrating along twinning boundaries may not only intera
with an obstacle to form a new twin but may also overco
the resistance of the stopped dislocations to form a sec
tip.

The stimulation of twin branching by electric curre
pulses can also be attributed to the increased internal stre
in the crystal as a result of the pinch effect. The appeara
of additional stresses in the crystal increases the probab
of a second twin tip being formed.

To sum up, electron microscopy and computer constr
tion of the stress fields around a wedge-shaped twin h
been used to establish that the internal stresses in bism
single crystals may relax by twinning as a result of tw
branching. In this case, a new twin tip is created at par
twinning dislocations rather than at complete dislocations
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Operating characteristics and their anisotropy in a high-power laser „1.5 W, 300 K…

with a quantum-dot active region
Yu. M. Shernyakov, A. Yu. Egorov, B. V. Volovik, A. E. Zhukov, A. R. Kovsh,
A. V. Lunev, N. N. Ledentsov, M. V. Maksimov, A. V. Sakharov, V. M. Ustinov,
Zhen Zhao, P. S. Kop’ev, Zh. I. Alferov, and D. Bimberg

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg;
Technical University, Berlin, Germany
~Submitted January 6, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 50–55~May 12, 1998!

Continuous-wave lasing has been demonstrated in a vertically coupled quantum-dot laser with a
high output power~1.5 W! at room temperature. It was shown that anisotropy of the
quantum dot profile leads to anisotropy of the laser operating characteristics. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!00905-7#
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Considerable success has recently been achieved in
technology, physics, and instrumental applications of se
conductor heterostructures with self-organizing quant
dots fabricated by self-organization during growth. Lasi
via quantum-dot states has been demonstrated in these s
tures using optical1 and injection2,3 pumping. Quantum-do
lasers have now almost reached a level where they are
able for commercial applications. In Ref. 4 we reported
lasing in a vertically coupled quantum-dot structure with
output power of ;1 W at room temperature. Surface

FIG. 1. Electroluminescence and lasing spectra for a quantum-dot
structure at 300 K. Stripe length 900mm and width 100mm.
3511063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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emitting quantum-dot lasers having characteristics as goo
the best values for vertical quantum-well lasers of simi
geometry were demonstrated in Ref. 5.

Here we report further improvements in the operati
characteristics of quantum-dot lasers and the attainment
high cw output power of 1.5 W at room temperature. T
laser structure was grown on a GaAs~100! substrate in a
standard distributed-feedback double-heterostructure ge
etry with a graded-index waveguide.6 The active region, an
array of vertically coupled quantum dots, was deposited
the center of a 0.2mm thick GaAs layer bounded on eithe

erFIG. 2. Threshold current density and lasing wavelength versus temper
for a quadruply cleaved sample.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 3. Current–voltage characteristic and lasing sp
tra for several pump currents. Stripe length 900mm and
width 100mm.
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side by short-period AlAs~20 Å!/GaAs~20 Å!/10 superlat-
tices. The formation process, structure, and optical prope
of ~In,Ga!As–GaAs vertically coupled quantum dots we
described by us in detail in Ref. 7. An array of vertica
coupled quantum dots was formed by four-cycle dep
ition of 30 Å thick In0.4Ga0.6As layers separated by 50 Å
Al0.15Ga0.85As intermediate layers.

The substrate temperature for the deposition of the ac
layer and the 100 Å thick AlGaAs coating layer was 480
and for the growth of the remaining structure, it w
2600 °C. The lasers were fabricated in a stripe geome
with a stripe width of 100mm ~shallow mesa structure!. We
investigated stripes fabricated parallel and perpendicula
the @0–11# direction. We also investigated samples with fo
cleaved faces where the output losses were negligible,
the case of an ‘‘infinitely long’’ stripe. No insulating coa
ings were deposited on the mirrors.

Figure 1 shows the lasing and electroluminescence s
tra of this laser structure at 300 K. The spectral position
the lasing line coincides with the electroluminescence p
obtained at low excitation density. Thus, for the quadru
cleaved samples and long stripes, lasing takes place via
ground state of the vertically coupled quantum dots. T
threshold current densityJth at room temperature for the qua
druply cleaved samples is 100 A/cm22 and for the stripes
perpendicular to the@0–11# direction it is 330 A/cm22

~stripe length 900mm!. An interesting fact is that for stripe
parallel to the @0–11# direction, the threshold density i
higher, 550 A/cm22. For stripes perpendicular to the@0–11#
direction, the internal quantum efficiency, determined fro
the dependence of the reciprocal differential efficiency on
stripe length, was 83%; for parallel stripes this efficiency w
slightly lower, 61%. The dependence of the parameters
quantum-dot lasers on the stripe orientation is attributed
the anisotropy of the wave function at the dots which
caused by the anisotropy of their profile.8 The internal losses
for both orientations were approximately the same, aro
13 cm21. Thus, the dependence ofJth on the stripe orienta-
es
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tion cannot be attributed to the light scattering anisotropy
the waveguide.

Figure 2a gives the threshold current density as a fu
tion of temperature for a quadruply cleaved sample. In
range 80–150 K the threshold density decreases with
creasing temperature. This type of behavior is caused by
distribution of carriers between dots with different localiz
tion energies and is typical of quantum-dot lasers.9 It is
interesting to note that in the range 80–200 K the thresh
current density does not exceed 27 A/cm22. The temperature
dependence of the lasing wavelength~Fig. 2b! is approxi-
mately the same as that of the GaAs band gap. Thus
increase in temperature is not accompanied by any ab
change in the lasing mechanism~hopping to excited states o
wetting-layer states!.

Figure 3a gives the current–voltage characteristic of
laser at room temperature and Fig. 3b gives the lasing spe
at certain fixed pump currents. The maximum lasing pow
at both mirrors was around 1.5 W at room temperature.

To sum up, we have demonstrated that vertica
coupled quantum-dot structures are potentially useful for
sers with high output powers and we have shown that
operating characteristics of quantum-dot lasers dep
strongly on the stripe orientation.
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New method for measurement of the concentration of acceptor centers
in photorefractive crystals
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A new method for measurement of the concentration of deep traps is proposed and confirmed
theoretically and experimentally. The method involves measuring the intensities of the
signals formed by the first and second harmonics of a holographic grating. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01005-2#
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The concentrationNA of acceptor centers~deep traps! is
one of the most important parameters of photorefractive
dia, and its measurements are of major interest for the p
ics of photorefractive materials and semiconductors. Here
propose a new way of measuring this concentration.

As was described in detail in Ref. 1, a nonlinear reco
ing regime may be established when holograms are reco
in photorefractive media using a high-contrast interfere
pattern. In this case, not only is a hologram~refractive index
grating! recorded with the wave vectorKg corresponding to
that of the interference pattern but gratings are also reco
with multiple (2Kg , 3Kg , and so on! wave vectors. More-
over, if a thin hologram is considered, diffraction orders a
observed not only from the fundamental-frequency~‘‘lin-
ear’’! grating but also from higher harmonics~‘‘nonlinear’’
gratings!, known as non-Bragg diffraction orders.

If the intensity of the diffraction orders is measured u
ing adaptive interferometry, where one of the record
beams is phase-modulated1 ~with the modulation amplitude
u and frequencyV), the light intensity in the first non-Bragg
order of a thin hologram~three-wave mixing! is described
by1

I 5I const24AI RI Sh0hNLJ0~u!@J1~u!sin~d!cos~Vt !

1J2~u!cos~d!cos~2Vt !#. ~1!

Here I const is the constant component of the output intens
I R and I S are the intensities of the phase-modulated and
modulated beams, respectively,h0 andhNL are the diffrac-
tion efficiencies of the linear (Kg) and nonlinear (2Kg) grat-
ings, J0, J1, andJ2 are Bessel functions of the zeroth, firs
and second orders, respectively, andd is the phase difference
between the linear and nonlinear gratings. In previous stu
d was introduced empirically.

Here, we put forward an explanation for the phase s
d and we demonstrate that measurements of this shift ca
used to estimate the acceptor concentration, which is res
sible for the photorefraction effect in light-sensitive mate
als.

It has been established2 that a holographic grating has a
initial phase shiftD relative to the interference pattern. Pr
vided that the drift recording mechanism predominates in
measurements, in accordance with Ref. 2, we have
3541063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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D5arctanE0 /Eq'E0 /Eq , ~2!

whereE0 is the external field applied to the sample,

Eq5eNA /Kg««0 , ~3!

e is the electron charge,NA is the concentration of accepto
centers~traps!, « is the permittivity of the medium, and«0 is
the permittivity of vacuum. SinceD is proportional toKg , it
is natural to assume that for a grating with 2Kg , the phase
shift relative to the interference pattern will be 2D, and thus
the phase shift between the linear and nonlinear grating
d5D.

We consider the ratio of the amplitudesI V of the first
harmonic andI 2V of the second of the output signal, usin
Eq. ~1!:

I V

I 2V
5

J1~u!sin~d!

J2~u!cos~d!
'

4

u
tan~d!'

4

u
d, ~4!

which yields

I V

I 2V
5

4

u

E0

Eq
. ~5!

It is clear from Eq.~5! that having measured the ratio of th
harmonicsI V andI 2V, we can findEq and then the deep tra
concentrationNA .

For the experiments we used holographic adapt
interferometry1 and the following samples: Bi12SiO20 ~BSO!
in a ‘‘PRIZ’’ geometry3,4 of thickness T50.8 mm and
Bi12TiO20 ~BTO!. The BTO crystal was 0.8 mm thick,~110!
cut, the electric field was applied along the@11̄0# axis, and
the vector of the recorded grating was directed along@11̄0#.
The light source was a 20 mW He–Ne laser (l5633 nm!
and the signal was recorded using a photodiode spect
analyzer which allowed the first and second harmonics to
measured simultaneously. The measurements were ma
frequencies (V/2p5180 Hz ~BSO!, V/2p58 kHz ~BTO!!
far from the resonant frequencies of the photorefract
effect,5 with the contrastm50.8. The phase modulation am
plitude wasu50.2 rad and an external fieldE051.8 kV was
applied to the samples. The ratioI V/I 2V was investigated as
a function ofE0 andKg .
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence ofUV/U2V on the external fieldE0 for
Kg5Keff5624 mm21 for BTO ~1! and BSO~2!, respectively.
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The experimental results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2
can be seen that the experimental curves show good ag
ment with the theory. In the calculations ofNA for BSO
allowance was made for ‘‘clamping’’ of the field to the neg
tive electrode~bottleneck effect3!. In this case, the depen
dence for BSO is plotted as a function ofKeff5AKg

21Kz
2,

whereKz is an empirical constant~fitting parameter!. Good
agreement with the theory~a linear dependence onKeff) is
obtained forKz580 mm21. The thickness of the charg
layer near the negative electrode can then be estimate
h'2p/Kz512.5mm.
It
ee-

as

These data were used to determine the trap concen
tions for BSO:NA55.531016 cm23 and for BTO:NA56.3
31015 cm23. These figures show satisfactory qualitati
agreement with estimates ofNA obtained by other methods
NA~BSO!>1.231016 cm23 andNA~BTO!52.331015 cm23

~Refs. 5 and 6!.
This method of comparing the first and second harm

ics to determineD can also be used to record two-wav
mixing.1 Preliminary experiments were carried out using th
technique and qualitative agreement was established with
data presented above.
FIG. 2. Dependence ofUV/U2V on Kg ~1 — BTO! andKeff ~2 —
BSO!; E056 kV/cm for BTO andE0522.5 kV for BSO.
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To sum up, a very simple and effective method of det
mining the concentration of deep traps in photorefract
crystals has been proposed for the first time.

This work was carried out under the Russian Fund
Fundamental Research, Project No. 98-02-18254.
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Mechanism for the anomalously long range of a ‘‘hard laminar flame’’
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An explanation is given for the anomalously long range of a type of laminar flame which has
been termed a ‘‘hard laminar flame.’’ A model of an isobaric laminar jet with a given
bulk energy release is used to show that the unusual properties of the flame are determined by its
two-layer structure. The outer hot sheath stabilizes the flow as a whole and creates conditions
for extended axial flow of the cold gas mixture. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!01105-7#
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In Refs. 1 and 2 the structure, properties, and conditi
are described for the existence of a previously unknown t
of burning, laminar jet referred to by the author as a ‘‘ha
laminar flame.’’ This type of jet flow exhibits unusually hig
stability and range. No explanation of the physical nature
the anomalous properties of a hard laminar flame is give
the literature. Laminar flow is conserved in this type of flam
up to Reynolds numbers Re~determined from the paramete
at the nozzle edge and the nozzle diameterd) of the order of
33104. The length of the flame reaches~200–400!d. A hard
laminar flame is created when a mixture of fuel~natural! gas
and air with an excess air coefficient 0.2,n<0.6 flows into
air from a circular nozzle (d52–4 mm! and an ignitor is
positioned near the nozzle (x/d,3). The diameter of this
hard laminar flame at a distance of 150 mm from the noz
is ~1.5–4!d depending onn and the gas flow rate. In a na
row axial zone of lengthL'~60–80!d the temperature, ga
composition, and dynamic pressure remain almost cons
The thickness of the burning sheath surrounding the c
axial zone is 0.4–1 mm.

In gas jets ~without combustion!, laminar flow at a
nozzle edge is maintained for Reynolds numbers R*
<2300 and the region of laminar flow in the jet~before the
cross section where a transition to turbulence takes pl!
has length l , which is determined by the number Rl
5ruml /m523104, wherer is the density,um is the flow
rate on the axis of the jet in the transition cross section,
m is the viscosity.3 The rangeL of laminar jets~the distance
from the nozzle at which the axial flow rateu or the dynamic
pressurepD5ru2/2 decreases to a specific value, such
u/u050.9 or pD /pD0

50.9) is proportional to the numbe

Re, although its value has an upper limit imposed by
condition L, l . The rangeL0.9 of laminar jets is at mos
~10–20!d ~Ref. 3!.

The flow in a laminar flame~burning jet! differs substan-
tially from that in isothermal and fuel gas jets without com
bustion. This difference is caused by their different hydrod
namic structure. Unlike an inert jet, a flame has two clea
defined flow regions: an axial zone of cold gas flow and
peripheral zone of heated gas flow, separated by a relati
thin combustion zone.
3571063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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Heating of the gas in the combustion zone, and the
duction in density and increase in the viscosity of the g
which accompany the heating, sharply increase the role
viscosity forces~reduce the effective Reynolds numbe!.
Thus, unlike the jet flow of an inert gas, in a laminar flam
the Reynolds number at the nozzle edge is not a param
which determines the flow regime in the jet. The transiti
from laminar to turbulent flow in flames takes place at s
nificantly higher numbers Re* . In accordance with Ref. 4
for gas–air flames this number is Re* 5~3–9!3103. Data1,2

for a hard laminar flame extend this range to Re* <33104.
In our view, the nature of the high stability of the flow

in all types of laminar flames, including hard laminar flame
is the same and can be reduced to the stabilizing effect
more viscous, less dense annular region of fuel gas.
unusual properties of a hard laminar flame can be explai
by the characteristics of mixing and energy release in a fla
of partially mixed gases for 0.2,n<0.6, which give rise to
an unusually extended annular combustion region while
axial flow of denser, less viscous cold gas is conserved. T
two-layer flow structure with a substantially different ratio
inertial forces to viscosity forces in the outer and inner lay
leads to the conservation of laminar flow and increases
range of the axial flow.

The determining role of the two-layer flow structure of
hard laminar flame in the mechanism responsible for
anomalously high range is confirmed by the results of ma
ematical modeling. A model of an isobaric laminar jet with
given law of bulk energy release was used to describe
flow in the flame. The geometry of the region and the ene
release parameters of this model approximately simulate
heat of combustion. This model is undoubtedly approxim
but can be used to examine the influence of energy releas
the flow in a jet from the most general viewpoint.

Figure 1 gives experimental data2 ~dashed curve! show-
ing the variation of the dynamic pressurepD ~a! and the
temperatureT ~b! along the axis of a hard laminar flame
Also plotted are the results of approximate modeling of
flame by a jet with a given uniform release of energy in
cylindrical layer of thicknessy/dP@1;1.5# and lengthx/d
P@0;50# ~curve1! andx/dP@0;100# ~curve2!, wherex and
y are the longitudinal and transverse coordinates. The exp
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mental data correspond to a flow rate of the gas–air mix
of 8.3531025 m3/s, with n50.6 for d54 mm. The experi-
ment and calculations were performed for Re5r0u0d/m0

52000,T0 /Te51 ~whereT0 andTe are the temperature a
the nozzle edge and in the surrounding medium!. In the
model calculations the total energy release in the jet per
time, relative to the enthalpy flow at the nozzle edge, is
sumed to be equal to the ratio of the heat of combustion

FIG. 1. Variation of the dynamic pressurepD ~a! and temperatureT ~b!
along the axis of a laminar flame. The dashed curves give the experim
results2 and the continuous curves give the calculations for the jet mo
with a given energy release in a cylindrical layer of lengthx/d550 ~1! and
100 ~2!.
re

it
-
f

the fuel gas in the experiment.2 Figure 2 gives the transvers
profiles of T ~a! and u ~b! in the cross sectionx/d575 for
the flame model~curves1 and2!. An increase in the region
of energy release increases the range and length~along thex
axis! of the cold flame core. The results of the approxima
modeling show good qualitative agreement with the exp
mental data. The anomalously long range of a hard lam
flame is in fact attributable to the two-layer structure. T
outer hot sheath stabilizes the flow as a whole and cre
conditions for long-range axial flow of the cold gas mixtur
The mechanism for this effect is of major interest as
method of controlling jets and other flows with a bulk ener
supply~such as flows with electric discharges, absorption
laser radiation, and so on!.

The authors are grateful to M. Kh. Strel’ets for ass
tance with selection of the mathematical model and the
merical scheme.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
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FIG. 2. Distributions of temperatureT ~a! and flow rateu ~b! in the cross
section (x/d575) of the jet model of a flame. For notation see Fig. 1.
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Optical limitation effect in a cholesteric liquid crystal–fullerene system
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An investigation is made of optical limitation in nematochiral liquid crystal composites with
added fullerene C70 under conditions such that diffraction suppresses absorption. It is shown that
these systems have the lowest energy threshold for nonlinearity yet recorded. A qualitative
explanation of the results is put forward. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!01205-1#
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Optical limiters which utilize fast Kerr nonlinearity in
distributed-feedback systems were proposed in Refs. 1 an
The optical limitation effect in this system was demonstra
experimentally using a chiral liquid crystal with an add
ketocyanine dye~known as Borrmann cells!.2 However, the
use of fullerene solutions for optical limitation has attract
considerable attention among researchers. In these solut
a successful combination of photodynamic parameters, i.
short-lived S1 state, a high rate of interconversion to th
triplet state and long-lived triplet state, and cross sections
absorption from excited singlet and triplet states exceed
those for the ground state, can produce intensive absorp
via triplet and excited singlet states in a medium havin
high initial transparency.3

Here we report the results of an investigation of the o
tical limitation effect in a structure which combines the ch
acteristics of both these types of limiter and comprise
Borrmann cell where fullerene C70 is used as a resonant a
sorbing impurity.

The Borrmann cell was a planar quartz capillary fill
with a planar-oriented nematochiral composite consisting
benzonitriles and cyanobiphenyls with a phase-transi
temperatureTn2c;47 °C and a selective reflection band
l;545 nm. The gap was 20mm thick. The initial planar
orientation was created by mechanically rubbing the s
strate surface which had been precoated with a polyim
film orientant. The C70 concentration in the working liquid
crystal composite was 0.22–0.24 abbr.%. The homogen
of the working solution was monitored under a microsco
The cell was filled in vacuum in a previously evacuated a
outgassed chamber at a temperature of;60 °C.

The system was excited in the absorption band of
impurity ~fullerene! by linearly polarized second-harmon
radiation from a single-pulse yttrium aluminum garnet la
(tpuls;15 ns,Epuls up to 0.5 J!. The radiation intensity was
varied by means of calibrated light filters. The output sig
energy was measured using an ILD device with a lower s
sitivity limit of ;1029 J.

In all cases, the exciting radiation fell within the regio
of overlap of the absorption and selective reflection band
3591063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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Experimental investigation of the operation of Borrma
cells as optical limiters involved studying their optical tran
mission~the radiation intensity at the cell exitI out) as a func-
tion of the input intensityI in .

These dependences are plotted in Fig. 1~curves1 and4!.
Also plotted are similar dependences for a solution of C70 in
a nematic~curve3! and for a nematochiral composite with
out an absorbing component~curve 2!. A comparison be-
tween curves1 and 3 reveals that in addition to the usua
limiting effect characteristic of fullerene solutions, the Bo
rmann cell also exhibits a region of limiting at appreciab
lower intensity levels. For C70 this intensity region coincides
with the region in which dynamic hysteresis is observed
perimentally in similar Borrmann systems (1026–1023

J/cm2), where dyes as used as absorbing impurities.2–4 Exci-
tation in the spectral range where the diffraction suppress
of absorption is observed~Borrmann effect! leads to an
abrupt change in the two states: transmission and reflec
This is because when the critical intensity is reached,

FIG. 1. Optical limitation effect in a liquid-crystal composite with fulleren
C70 : 1, 4 — fullerene C70 in a Borrmann cell:1 — 22°,4 — 30 °C;2 — I out

versus input intensityI in for a pure chiral system;3 — fullerene C70 in a
nematic.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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change in the refractive index~as a result of resonance sat
ration of excited impurity molecules2! leads to a change in
the operating wavelength in the medium. Unlike the syste
described above, the critical threshold energy for limiting
this system is the lowest achieved so far (Ethr,1025) J/cm2.
However, it should be noted that this chiral system is
tremely sensitive to the temperature conditions of the exp
ment ~curves1 and4!.

We would like to conclude by thanking V. P. Budtov fo
supplying the fullerene C70.
s

-
i-

1V. V. Danilov, V. A. Smirnov, and S. V. Fedorov, Abstracts of Pape
presented at the Third International Workshop ‘‘Fullerenes and Atom
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2M. V. Gryaznova, V. V. Danilov, N. V. Kamanina, V. A. Smirnov, an
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~1997!#.
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Influence of substrate thickness on plasma resonance in a semiconductor
heterostructure with a two-dimensional electron gas

V. V. Popov and G. M. Tsymbalov

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences (Saratov Branch)
~Submitted November 21, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 70–74~May 12, 1998!

A strict electrodynamic approach is used to analyze the excitation of oscillations of a two-
dimensional electron plasma by an external plane electromagnetic wave in a semiconductor
heterostructure with a grating coupling element. An analysis is made of the influence of
the substrate thickness on the resonance magnitude and the profile of the resonance curve.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01305-6#
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An investigation of resonant absorption of electroma
netic waves by two-dimensional plasmons can provide us
information of the properties of two-dimensional spa
charge layers in GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions. To excite
two-dimensional plasmons, a metal grating with the per
L!l is formed on the surface of the heterostructure, wh
l is the electromagnetic wavelength.1,2 An external plane
electromagnetic wave incident normally on the surface o
heterostructure with a grating coupling element excites tw
dimensional plasmons with the wave vectorsKn52pn/L
(n51,2,3,. . . ). To achieve the most efficient coupling, th
grating is positioned at a distanced!L from the two-
dimensional space charge layer and is isolated from this
layer of wide-gap AlGaAs semiconductor, for which th
grating coverageW/L is close to unity, whereW is the width
of the metal stripes.

Experimental investigations are usually made of the f
quency dependences~spectra! of DT5(T02T)/T0, whereT
is the coefficient of~power! transmission of an electromag
netic wave through the structure in a given frequency ran
which includes the plasma resonant frequency, andT0 is the
transmission coefficient of the reference signal. This re
ence signal is usually the transmission spectrum of the e
tromagnetic wave through the same structure, but with
ferent external parameters~gate electrode voltage, stat
magnetic field! which change the properties~conductivity! of
the two-dimensional electron gas. These parameters are
lected so that the reference signal spectrum contains no r
nance characteristics caused by the excitation of t
dimensional plasma oscillations in this frequency range.

The resonant frequency and the profile of the resona
curve clearly depend not only on the properties of the tw
dimensional electron plasma in the heterojunction but a
on other electrophysical and geometric parameters of
structure and the grating coupling element. These fac
may have a very substantial influence and this must be ta
into account in the interpretation of experimental results.
instance, it was shown in Ref. 3 that the radiative damping
plasmons caused by their scattering at a grating coup
element may be comparable with the dissipative damping
two-dimensional plasmons which is determined by the fin
3611063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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relaxation timet of the electron momentum in the two
dimensional plasma layer. Additional allowance for the
electric losses~introducing the complex permittivity«5«8
2 i«9) in the layers of material forming the heterostructu
as well as allowance for the electron relaxation and radia
damping, could quantitatively explain4 the width of the
plasma resonance line observed experimentally in Ref
The results presented in Refs. 3 and 4 were obtained usi
strict electrodynamic approach developed in Refs. 5 and

Here, the approach developed in Refs. 5 and 6 is use
study the influence of the substrate thickness~semi-
insulating GaAs! on the profile of the plasma resonan
curve in a semiconducting GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruct
with a two-dimensional electron gas. The calculations w
made for the parameters of the structure used in
experiments:1 L58.731025 cm, d5831026 cm, W/L
50.90, «GaAs8 512.8, «AlGaAs8 511, and surface electron con
centration in heterojunctionNs56.731011 cm22.

Figure 1 shows calculated frequency dependences o
transmission coefficients of the investigated and refere
signals, obtained neglecting dissipation (t→`, «950) for
the substrate thicknessh5300mm. The reference signal wa
the transmission spectrum of the electromagnetic w

FIG. 1. Transmission spectra of investigated~curve1! and reference~curve
2! signals.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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through the structure without an electron plasma layerNs

50). At the plasma resonance frequency (1/l51/lR543
cm21), the transmission coefficientT decreases to zero, i.e
the electromagnetic wave is completely reflected from
structure. The situation here is similar to the reflection o
wave in a long line by a load in the form of a series oscil
tory circuit under conditions where voltage resonance ex
in the circuit.7 The values ofT off resonance andT0 vary
periodically with frequency as a result of electromagne
wave interference in the substrate. The small shift of
investigated and reference spectra in Fig. 1 is caused by

FIG. 2. Resonance curves for various substrate thicknessesh: 1 — 310mm,
2 — 300 mm, 3 — h→`; a — neglecting dissipation, b — allowing for
dissipation (t57310212 s, «950.37).
e
a
-
ts

c
e
he

influence of the finite~purely reactive in the absence o
losses! conductivity of the two-dimensional plasma layer o
the effective optical thickness of the substrate.

The behavior ofDT calculated using the spectra ofT
and T0 is plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 2 fo
different layer thicknessesh. Interference effects in the sub
strate distort the profile of the resonance curve compa
with the caseh→`. The oscillations ofDT off-resonance
are attributable to the shift of the spectra of the investiga
and reference signals~Fig. 1!. In the absence of dissipation
the value ofDT at resonance naturally reaches 100% rega
less of the substrate thickness~Fig. 2a!. With allowance for
dissipation~Fig. 2b!, the height of the resonance curve d
pends on the substrate thickness and for selected param
of the structure may vary between 30 and 50%. In this ca
the highest resonance value, i.e., the most effective exc
tion of two-dimensional plasmons, is achieved forh
5nlR/2A«GaAs (n51,2,3 . . . ), i.e., when plasma resonanc
occurs at the maximum of the interference curve~Fig. 1!.

Interference effects in the substrate are usually con
ered by experimentalists as undesirable and the substra
specially made non-plane-parallel to eliminate the
effects.1,2 Such experimental conditions are closest to
case of a semi-infinite substrate. In fact, curve3 in Fig. 2b is
closest to the experimental resonance curve.1 We have
shown here that by specially selecting the substrate thickn
we can substantially improve the efficiency of excitation
two-dimensional plasmons by an external electromagn
wave.

This work was financed by the Russian Fund for Fun
mental Research~Project Code 96-02-19211a!.
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Dielectric properties of triglycine sulfate crystals with a periodic stratified
impurity distribution

I. F. Kashevich

Institute of Technical Acoustics, Belarus Academy of Sciences, Vitebsk
~Submitted November 24, 1997!
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Problems associated with the influence of a nonuniform impurity distribution on the properties of
ferroelectric water-soluble crystals are studied. Triglycine sulfate crystals with a specially
created periodically stratified distribution of chromium impurity ions are used to show that the
properties of these crystals~permittivity, spontaneous polarization, pyrocoefficient! differ
from those of triglycine sulfate crystals with randomly distributed impurities and also depend on
the period of the structure of the inhomogeneous crystals. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01405-0#
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The properties of ferroelectric crystals and their appli
tion as piezo-active and pyro-active elements dep
strongly on their degree of unipolarity and on conserving
stability of this state. In turn, a nonuniform impurity distr
bution must play an important role in the establishment
unipolarity and in the fixing of a specific domain structure
doped ferroelectric crystals.1,2 For instance, it is known tha
the domain structure of some ferroelectric crystals is in m
respects the same as the configuration of the growth laye3,4

In this context, it is interesting to study the properties
ferroelectric crystals with a specifically formed regular
nonuniform impurity distribution. The present paper repo
results of a study of the dielectric properties of triglyci
sulfate ~TGS! crystals with a periodic stratified distributio
of Cr31 chromium impurity ions as a function of the numb
of layers with the same impurity concentration~period!.

Triglycine sulfate crystals with a periodic stratified di
tribution of Cr31 impurity ions were obtained by periodicall
applying low-frequency oscillations~vibrations! having an
amplitude of 3 mm and frequency 20 Hz during growth
the crystals from impurity-containing solutions. These os
lations increase the growth rate by a factor of 3–4~Refs. 5
and 6!. Since the impurity distribution coefficient for TGS
less than unity, the concentration of impurities in the crys
decreases as the growth rate increases.7 By periodically ap-
plying vibrations to the growing crystal, the growth rate a
thus the concentration of impurities in the crystal varied
riodically. The impurity concentration between layers vari
negligibly, approximately by 0.5–0.831023 wt.%. The pe-
riod was determined by the time of crystal growth in a sp
cific regime, dynamic or static. Inhomogeneous crystals w
grown with a period between 30 and 250mm.

While these inhomogeneous banded crystals were gr
ing, the same solutions were also used to grow control c
tals with randomly distributed impurities in static~with no
vibrations applied! and dynamic regimes~with vibrations ap-
plied continuously!. From these as-grown inhomogeneo
and control TGS crystals containing chromium impur
ions, wafers were then cut perpendicular to the polarc axis
3631063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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and aluminum electrodes were deposited on these wa
such that the polarization vector was perpendicular to lay
with different impurity concentrations. The temperature d
pendences of the permittivity« were investigated using a
E7-8 bridge and the spontaneous polarizationPs and coeffi-
cient of unipolarityk were determined by measurements
the hysteresis loop. Pyroelectric measurements were m
by a dynamic method at a frequency of 20 Hz. Wafers
single-domain TGS containing L-a-alanine with known
properties were used as the reference pyrodetector.

Characteristic curves of«(T) and Ps(T) for as-grown
crystals are plotted in Fig. 1. Curves1, 18 and2, 28 refer to
the control crystals grown with continuously applied vibr
tions and in the static regime, respectively. It can be s
from Fig. 1 that the properties of the crystals with a period
stratified impurity distribution depend on the period. For i
homogeneous crystals with a period between 60 and 150mm
the values ofPs and«max decreased atT«max, the dielectric
peak became broader,T«max was shifted toward higher tem
peratures by 1.5–3 °C, and the range of existence of
ferroelectric state also increased~Fig. 1, curves4 and 48!.
The curves of«(T) and Ps(T) for samples with layers of
regular structure greater than 150mm ~Fig. 1, curves5 and
58! were similar to those for control crystals grown und
static conditions. These curves also showed a decreas
«max, but T«max was shifted toward lower temperatures b
0.5–1 °C.

Since few impurities entered the crystal and the struct
was more homogeneous,6 the curves of«(T) andPs(T) for
the control crystals grown with continuously applied vibr
tions and for inhomogeneous crystals with a period less t
60 mm ~Fig. 1, curves3 and 38! were almost the same a
those for pure TGS crystals. Some difference in the prop
ties of the inhomogeneous and control crystals clearly ar
because inhomogeneous crystals with a periodic gradu
varying impurity concentration have some regular impur
gradient which creates appreciable internal fields in the c
tal in the direction of this gradient.8 In these crystals this
factor is stronger than the structural damage caused by
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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incorporation of impurities and thus, the range of existen
of the ferroelectric phase, i.e.,T«max, is shifted toward higher
temperatures in inhomogeneous crystals9 and the fraction of
the volume undergoing polarization reversal is also reduc
i.e., Ps decreases.

Evidence of a stable unipolar state formed by the in
mogeneous incorporation of impurities is also provided
the fact that a series of heating~to 90 °C! and cooling cycles
passing through the pointTc negligibly altered the coeffi-
cient of unipolarity of the inhomogeneous crystals wher
for the randomly doped crystals,k decreased abruptly.

The temperature dependence of the pyrocoefficientg for
crystals with a periodic stratified distribution of Cr31 impu-
rity ions with layers between 60mm and 150mm was simi-
lar to the g(T) curve for TGS crystals doped with L–a-
alanine for which a stable unipolar state is achieved
means of a high internal bias fieldEin created in the crystals
by unidirectional irreversible glycine dipoles~Fig. 2!. Heat-
ing the samples with an inhomogeneous impurity distribut
aboveTc did not significantly reduce the value ofg at 20 °C,
whereas the control samples exhibited a sharp drop ing at
T520 °C.

The fact that the properties of crystals with a period
stratified impurity distribution depend on the period of t
structure must be attributed to the influence of the de
structure on the domain structure. In our case, this influe
was particularly effective when the dimensions of the lay
with different impurity concentrations were comparable w
the average domain sizes in the crystals~50–150mm!. In
studies of the domain structure of inhomogeneous TGS c

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the permittivity and spontaneous p
ization of triglycine sulfate crystals with a periodic stratified distribution
chromium impurity ions with different periods~3, 38 — less than 60mm, 5,
58 — greater than 150mm, 4, 48 — between 60 and 150mm! and control
crystals grown with continuously applied vibrations~1, 18! and under static
conditions~2, 28!.
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tals by the nematic liquid crystal method,10 it was established
that in samples for which the period of the structure alo
the axis is between 60 and 150mm, a fairly ordered domain
structure is formed corresponding to layers of different i
purity concentration. Crystals having a period of less than
mm and greater than 200mm and also the control crystal
typically exhibited disordered lenticular domains with d
mensions less than 30mm.

Thus, the domain structure and properties of TGS cr
tals with a periodic stratified distribution of chromium impu
rity ions are determined in many respects by the period of
impurity structure.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the pyrocoefficient of triglycine sul
crystals with a periodically stratified distribution of chromium impurity ion
with different periods~3 — less than 60mm, 5 — greater than 150mm, 4
— between 60 and 150mm! and control crystals grown with continuousl
applied vibrations~1! and under static conditions~2!.
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Enhancement of the luminescence yield of Er 31 ions at l51.54mm in ZBLAN glass
additionally doped with Eu 31 and Tb 31 and pumped in the range l50.975 mm

A. A. Andronov, I. A. Grishin, V. A. Gur’ev, V. V. Orekhovski , and A. P. Savikin

N. I. Lobachevski� State University, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted November 14, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 81–85~May 12, 1998!

In fluorozirconate glasses the luminescence yield of Er2
31 ions on the4I 13/2–

4I 15/2 lasing
transition was increased more than tenfold by additional doping with Yb31 and Tb31 ions.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01505-5#
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For fiber amplifiers of light in the 1.5mm range (4I 13/2

→4I 15/2 transition in the Er31 ion! it is preferable to use
ZBLAN fluorozirconate glasses for which the magnitude a
width of the gain profile are greater than those in oth
glasses.1

These characteristics are attributable to the low proba
ity of nonradiative relaxation of the4I 13/2 excited level of the
Er31 ion caused by the low phonon energy of ZBLAN gla
(E0>575 cm21) and to the large ratio of the lasing
transition energy gap (DE>6589 cm21) to the phonon en-
ergy.

However, for precisely this reason, nonradiative rela
ation from the 4I 11/2 pumped level to the4I 13/2 level is
slowed.

A possible method of augmenting the population of t
4I 11/2 pumped level in ZBLAN with the long-lived4I 13/2

level could involve additional doping of Er31-doped
ZBLAN with other rare-earth elements.

It is known2 that multicomponent doping of glasses wi
rare-earth elements may produce various cooperative ef
involving different ions which may provide additional cha
nels for relaxation in a system of Er31 levels. We have al-
ready studied these cooperative effects in investigation
enhanced-frequency luminescence in multicompon
ZBLAN glasses doped with rare-earth elements.3 Here we
consider the influence of multicomponent doping
3651063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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l51.54mm luminescence obtained by pumping diodes
l50.975mm. In particular, we found that the additional do
ing of the ZBLAN glass with Eu31 or Tb31 ions appreciably
increased thel51.54mm luminescence for the same level
Er31 doping. This increase is evidently caused by coope
tive effects in the system of rare-earth elements, altho
details of these effects have still to be explained.

Experimental measurements were made of the lumin
cence intensities of Er31 ions for the 4I 13/2→4I 15/2 and
4I 11/2→4I 15/2 transitions, and the luminescence decay tim
under pulsed excitation was also measured.

The samples had the same thickness (L>2 mm!, but
different compositions and concentrations of rare-earth
ments.

An increase in the concentration of Er31 ions~for single-
component doping! from 1 to 6 mol.% was accompanied b

TABLE I.

No. Sample I 1, a. u. K t1, ms t2, ms

1 1% Er31 5 0.16 10.0 6.0
2 6% Er31 20 0.3 9.0 5.0
3 1% Er3113%Yb31 20 0.08 7.5 1.8
4 1% Er3111%Eu31 26 1.2 2.0 ;0.3
5 1% Er3113%Yb3110.5%Tb31 100 3.0 4.0 0.6
FIG. 1. a — Cross relaxation of Er31 ion involving
Tb31 ions; b — cooperative filling of the4I 13/2 level of
the Er31 ion.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. a — Cross relaxation of Er31 ion involving
Eu31 ions; b — cooperative filling of the4I 13/2 level of
the Er31 ion.
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an increase in the luminescence intensity in both bands.
intensities of thel51.54mm andl50.98mm luminescence
are denoted byI 1 and I 2, respectively, with the ratio
K5I 1 /I 2>0.3. The decay time of thel50.98mm lumines-
cence (t2) decreased from 6 to 5 ms, while that atl51.54
mm (t1) decreased from 10 to 9 ms~see Table I!.

The addition of 3 mol.% Yb31, which is a donor, in-
creased the intensity of the long-wavelength luminesce
band to approximately the same level as that for 6% dop
However, most of the pump energy was re-emitted in
short-wavelength band.

In a sample containing 1% Er3111%Eu31, the intensity
of the long-wavelength luminescence band began to
dominate over the short-wavelength one (K51.2).

The best results were obtained in a three-component
tem containing 1% Er3113%Yb3110.5%Tb31 with the ra-
tio K53. The decay time of thel51.54 mm emission de-
creased tot154 ms. The decay time of thel50.98 mm
luminescence decreased abruptly tot250.6 ms ~Figs. 1a
and 2a!.

According to the energy level diagram~Fig. 1!, the states
in which Tb31 and Eu31 ions can participate in interionic
interactions have a lower energy than the Er31 ion in the
4I 13/2 state. Thus, this state cannot be filled by a dono
acceptor scheme.

It is possible that ions accumulate in the5D4 metastable
level as a result of cooperative pumping. Decay of this s
involving Er31 ions would lead to filling of the4I 11/2 state,
which would be accompanied by an increase in the lifeti
of the Er31 ions in this level.

In our experiments we observed a sharp drop in the
he
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cay time and a reduction in the luminescence intensity of
short-wavelength Er31 band in samples Nos. 4 and 5 whe
Tb31 ions and Eu31 ions were incorporated. This indicate
that the above mechanism does not take place. It is m
likely that Er31 ions undergo cross relaxation from the4I 11/2

state with energy transfer to the7F2 and7F6 excited states of
the Tb31 or Eu31 ions, respectively~Figs. 1a and 2a!. The
small energy gaps not exceeding 1000 cm21 between the
lower levels of these ions ensure intra-ionic transitions
volving one or two matrix phonons to the7F4 and7F5 levels.

The subsequent summation of the energy of two ions
these states may result in cooperative excitation of a sin
Er31 ion to the4I 13/2 level ~Figs. 1b and 2b!.

The resonance relations are best satisfied for the4I 13/2

levels of the Er31 ion and the7F4 level of the Tb31 ion,
which may be responsible for the high luminescence yield
l51.54 mm in the sample having the composition 1
Er3113%Yb3110.5%Tb31.

The authors would like to than N. B. Zvonkov for sup
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Influence of moisture on the properties of long streamers in air
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A simulation has shown that the suppression of streamer propagation with increasing air
moisture content discussed repeatedly in the literature is caused by accelerated electron–ion
recombination rather than by the kinetics of the negative ions, as was previously assumed.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01605-X#
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Streamer propagation is an important discharge phas
the breakdown of long gas gaps. The question as to how
characteristics of streamers in air vary with changes in
moisture content has been addressed for several dec
~see, for example, Ref. 1!. This topic has recently attracte
increased interest because of the use of streamer corona
barrier discharges to remove oxides of nitrogen and su
from flue gases in which the water content may reach 2
~Ref. 2!.

Experiments have shown that an increase in the mois
content in air impedes the evolution of streamers.1,3,4 This
takes the form of a reduction in the size of the stream
corona, a reduction in the electric charge transported by
streamers, and an increase in the average field required
streamer corona to cover a gap of given length. The stren
of this field has repeatedly been measured for various e
trode configurations, interelectrode gaps, applied pulse
files, air pressure, and moisture content~see, for example
Refs. 5 and 6!.

According to current thinking, the main reason for t
observed behavior is an enhanced loss of electrons in
process

e1O21M→O2
21M , ~1!

which is assumed to be the main mechanism for their
moval in the streamer channel. The rate constant of pro
~1! for M5H2O is approximately ten times higher than th
for M5O2 ~Refs. 7 and 8!. A decrease in the rate of electro
detachment from negative ions in the streamer channel
also been indicated as a possible factor which impedes
evolution of streamers in moist air.1,9

Although this topic has been discussed repeatedly in
literature, so far no quantitative theoretical studies have b
made. Thus, the assumptions put forward as to the me
nism responsible for the influence of moisture on the pr
erties of streamers are merely hypotheses based only
rough qualitative estimates.

The aim of the present study was to make a numer
simulation of a long positive streamer in air under norm
conditions as a function of its moisture content. To do t
we used the 1.5-D streamer model, which assumes tha
streamer channel has a constant radius, and we used a
detailed model of ion-molecular processes. These mo
3671063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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were described for dry air in Refs. 10–12. The main diffe
ence between the present model and that used earlier is t
takes into account reactions involving components produ
as a result of the presence of water vapor in the air. Th
include H2O molecules, OH radicals, and O2

11H2O, H2O1,
H3O1(H2O)n (n50 –3!, O2

2(H2O)n (n51,2), and
OH2(H2O)n (n50 –2! ions. The additional processes in
clude reaction~1! with M5H2O, ion-molecular conversion
reactions of positive and negative ions, decomposition
negative ions, and electron–ion and ion–ion recombinat
The rate constants of these reactions were taken from R
7, 8, 13, 14, 15, and 16. The rates of electron impact ion
tion of H2O molecules and dissociative attachment of el
trons to these molecules were assumed to be the same a
O2 molecules. This is valid for the moderate H2O concentra-
tions considered here.

The calculations simulated a streamer directed tow
the cathode in gaps with abruptly nonuniform and unifo
electric field distributions. In the first case, an isolat
spherical anode of radius 1 cm was used and the length o
gap covered by the streamer reached 20 cm. In the sec
case, the streamer was formed between planar electro
The situation was simulated where the streamer started f
a short zone of locally intensified field which was created
a sphere of 0.1 cm radius, positioned 10 cm from the pla
cathode. To this sphere we applied an additional posi
voltage of 12 kV relative to the cathode~around 10% of the
total voltage across the gap!, so that the sphere functioned a
the anode. Even when the channel was;0.5 cm long, the
streamer left the section of the gap perturbed by the sph
and propagated into the region of external uniform field. T
radius of the streamer channel was assumed to be 0.03
This shows good agreement between the calculations and
measurements of the electric field required for streamer
cover long gaps in dry air.17

Figure 1 gives results of calculations of the average e
tric field required for a streamer to cover these gaps a
function of the water vapor partial pressure. Also plotted
experimental data5 obtained under similar conditions for un
form gaps 9 cm long, which show good agreement with
results of other measurements~see, for example, Ref. 6!. The
agreement between the calculations and the experiment
gests that on the whole, the model used accurately takes
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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account the main relationships associated with the increa
air moisture and can be used to analyze the mechanism
sponsible for the influence of moisture on the properties
long streamers in air.

Figure 2 shows typical times dependences of the elec
densityne and the electron loss frequencies in the stream
channel. In this case, at a partial water pressurepw515
mbar, the streamer started from a spherical anode of 1
radius at a voltage of 115 kV sufficient to form a channel
cm long. The calculation point was 5.7 cm from the anode
can be seen from Fig. 2 thatne and the conductivity of the
streamer channel decreased mainly because of electron
recombination. An increase in moisture content is accom

FIG. 1. Electric field required to cover discharge gap as a function of w
vapor partial pressure in air:1 — experiments reported in Ref. 5,2 —
calculations for a 10 cm long streamer in a uniform field, and3 — calcula-
tions for a 20 cm long streamer in an abruptly uniform field.

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the electron density~curve1!, the electron loss
frequency in the streamer channel as a result of dissociative recombin
with hydrated ions~curve2!, and process~1! with M5H2O ~curve3!.
ed
re-
f

n
r

m

It

ion
a-

nied by an increase in the fraction of hydrated ions,
which the rate of electron recombination is higher than t
for ions in dry air.14–16Thus, the conductivity of the streame
channel and the potential of the streamer head, where
ionization zone is situated, decrease more rapidly. As a
sult, the external field required for the streamer to cover
gap increases.

The rate of process~1! also increases with increasin
moisture content in the air. However, the calculations sh
that the formation of negative ions can only become an
portant factor at the later stages of streamer channel de
by which time the densityne and conductivity of the
streamer channel can decrease by almost two orders of m
nitude.

The importance of electron recombination with hydrat
ions and the insignificance of attachment processes is i
cated by the numerical experiments in which the calculat
model completely eliminated either hydration reactions
positive ions or reaction~1! with M5H2O. The first calcu-
lations almost completely negated the effect of moisture c
tent, giving only a 6.5% increase in the average field co
pared with ideal dry air at a partial pressure of 15 mbar.
the second case, the effect of moisture remained almos
same, decreasing from 27% to 22%.

To sum up, the simulation performed here indicates t
the frequently observed more rapid slowing of long strea
ers in moist air is not caused by the kinetics of the nega
ions in the channel, as was previously assumed. It is att
utable to the hydration of positive ions, which speeds
electron–ion recombination and the loss of conductivity
the streamer channel.

This work was supported by the State Committee
Higher Education of the Russian Federation~Grant No. 95-
0-5.2-147!.
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Influence of the ‘‘matrix memory’’ effect on the photodecay of dye molecules adsorbed
in porous glass

V. N. Beger
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Photodecay quantum yields were determined experimentally for several laser dyes adsorbed in
porous silicate glass at various dye concentrations. It was observed that the efficiency of
photodecay of the adsorbed molecules depends on the method of incorporating the dyes in the
porous matrices, especially on the type of solvent used when introducing the dye into the
porous glass from solution, with subsequent removal of the solvent. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01705-4#
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The photostability of laser dyes in porous silica
glasses1–4 is one of the most important parameters of the
media and determines the potential usefulness of these
as solid-state active elements of tunable lasers. It was
served previously that the photodecay efficiency of dye
sorbates is frequently very sensitive to intermolecular in
actions. In particular, the photodecay quantum yield of d
molecules adsorbed in porous glass exhibited a strong
centration dependence4 which may indicate that inductive
resonant interactions between adsorbed molecules hav
appreciable influence on the intramolecular parameters
sponsible for the stability of a molecule under electronic
citation.

However, it is well known that the surface of the por
in porous glass is extremely inhomogeneous and as a re
the electronic spectra of dye adsorbates~many of which pos-
sess significant solvatochromism and solvatofluo
chromism! in these matrices exhibit appreciable inhomog
neous broadening.5 Since variations in the interaction
between adsorbed molecules and adsorbent should not
influence the position of the energy levels of the adsor
molecules but also their photostability, it is quite natural
assume that the experimentally determined photodecay q
tum yields of dye molecules in porous glass reflect aver
values, which characterize an inhomogeneous ensemb
adsorbate molecules as a whole. At the same time, the a
photostability of individual molecules adsorbed on sectio
of surface with different properties~for instance, on section
with different local curvature! should vary appreciably.

It has also been observed that the distribution of
sorbed dye molecules over an inhomogeneous surface
tained when dye solutions are introduced into porous gl
first depends very much on the solvent used and secon
frequently conserved after the solvent has been remo
from the pores because of the very low diffusion mobility
dye molecules in ‘‘dry’’ matrices.6,7 This long-lived conser-
vation of a nonequilibrium distribution of adsorbed mo
ecules on an inhomogeneous surface in ‘‘dry’’ matrices
responsible for the ‘‘matrix memory’’ effects observe
earlier.6,7 With this in mind, it is quite natural to assume th
3691063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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matrix memory effects should also be observed for the p
todecay efficiency in an inhomogeneous ensemble of ad
bate molecules. Thus, the aim of the present study wa
examine how the method of introducing dyes into poro
glass influences the photostability of the adsorbates.

An investigation was made of the photostability of se
eral laser dyes~oxazine 17, coumarin 7, and coumarin 3!
introduced into porous glass from various solvents~heptane,
toluene, ethanol! for various concentrations of dye molecule
in the porous matrices. In order to determine the photode
quantum yieldq, the dye was ‘‘burnt out’’ by laser radiation
at a wavelength in the absorption band of the dye and
dynamics of the optical densityD(t) of the samples mea
sured as a function of time. Helium–neon laser radiation
632.8 nm was used for oxazine 17 and 488.0 nm argon l
radiation for coumarin 7 and coumarin 30. In all cases
power density of the laser radiation incident on the samp
wasless than 100 mW/cm2. The results~values ofq calcu-
lated using theD(t) data by a method described in Ref.!
are given in Table I. It can be seen that the photostability
the dye adsorbates depended on the method of introdu
the dyes into the porous glass. The lowest photostability
exhibited by adsorbates obtained by introducing dyes i
porous glass from solvents having the highest Henry c
stant for that particular dye~this constant characterizes th
equilibrium ratio of concentrations of adsorbed molecu
and molecules in the dye solution introduced into the ma
pores!.

It was noted earlier,6 that using dye solutions based o
solvents with high Henry constants leads to the formation
adsorbates whose electronic spectra exhibit relatively w
inhomogeneous broadening and preferential adsorption
molecules on sections of the surface having the highest
sorption energy. Solutions with low Henry constants fo
more inhomogeneous ensembles of adsorbed molecule
porous glass, with dye molecules distributed over section
the surface with both high and low adsorption energies. N
that sections of the pore surface with the maximum lo
curvature are the most effective for physical adsorpt
~which predominates for the dye molecules used in th
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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matrices!. It is also possible that the adsorption of fairly larg
polyatomic molecules on these parts of the surface is acc
panied by a particular type of molecular deformation, wh
not only reduces the fluorescence quantum yield7 but also
enhances the probability of molecular decay under electro
excitation.

Note that an increase in the concentration of adsor
molecules not only increased the photodecay quantum yi
of the adsorbate molecules~this effect was observed in Re
4! but also had the result that the photostability of the
sorbed molecules depended more strongly on their metho
incorporation into the porous glass. It is quite likely that t
use of different solvents produces different types of spa
distribution of the adsorbed molecules, which may have

TABLE I. Photodecay quantum yields of dye molecules adsorbed in po
glass as a function of method of incorporating dye into porous matrix.

Concentration
Incorporation of dye into matrix

of dye molecule
from following solutions:

Dye in matrix, cm23 Ethanol Toluene Heptane

531016 862 1263 1563
Oxazine 17 1017 1563 2364 3066

231017 3666 5366 70610

531016 862 1062 1463
Coumarin 7 1017 1864 2564 3566

231017 4568 6066 85610

531016 962 1263 1563
Coumarin 30 1017 2064 2664 3066

231017 4568 6568 75610
-

ic

d
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-
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ferent fractal dimensions~it was observed earlier that th
distribution of dye molecules in the bulk of porous glass is
fractal distribution, frequently with an extremely low fract
dimension!.8,9 An important factor is that for the same con
centrations of adsorbed molecules but different fractal
mensions characterizing their spatial distribution in the b
of the adsorbent, the probability of nonradiative transfer
electronic excitation energy differs. Thus, the probability
electronic excitation energy being transferred to the le
stable molecules in an inhomogeneous ensemble is also
ferent.
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Interrelation between the resistance of Gunn diodes in weak electric fields
and the characteristics of oscillators based on them

D. A. Usanov, A. V. Skripal’, and A. V. Babayan

Saratov State University
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A theoretical description is given of an experimentally established dependence which determines
the interrelation between the resistance of a semiconductor structure in weak electric fields
and the characteristics of Gunn oscillators. This experimentally established dependence is of
considerable practical value since it can be used to predict the main characteristics of
diode microwave oscillators using easily measured parameters of dc diodes. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01805-9#
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It is known that the output power and long-term pow
and frequency instability of Gunn oscillators differ substa
tially when different Gunn diodes of the same type are u
in the same oscillator design, with the same power suppl
has been established1 that this difference is caused by
spread of the diode parameters in terms of their resistanc
weak electric fields, which in turn may be caused by unc
trollable factors in the fabrication process of the diode str
tures. The experimental results also indicate that attemp
increase the output power of Gunn oscillators by using lo
resistivity diodes substantially increase the long-term po
and frequency instability of the oscillators. This experime
tally determined dependence is of considerable pract
value since it makes it possible to predict the main char
teristics of diode microwave oscillators from easily measu
dc parameters of diodes. However, no theoretical descrip
has been put forward for the interrelation between the re
tance of a semiconductor structure in weak electric fields
the characteristics of Gunn diode oscillators, which has m
it difficult to understand the physical factors responsible
this behavior.

In order to understand this interrelation, the physi
processes in a Gunn diode were analyzed by simultaneo
solving the system of Kirchhoff equations2 and the time-
dependent heat balance equation, expressed in the form3

Cm

dT

dt
5 i ~U,T!U2

T2T0

RT
,

whereT andT0 are the temperature of the diode crystal a
the surrounding medium, respectively,RT is the total thermal
resistance of the device, andCm is the specific heat of the
semiconductor crystal. For the calculations we used the t
cal current–voltage characteristici (U,T) of a Gunn diode,4

which was approximated by the expression2,5

i 5R0
21 d

m~T!

3
m~T!~U1D !/d1Vs~T!@~U1D !/Un#4

11@~U1D !/Un#4
,
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whereR05@qn0m(T)S/d#21 is the resistance of the sem
conductor structure in weak electric fields,n0 is the concen-
tration of completely ionized donors,S andd are the effec-
tive cross-sectional area and length of the dio
respectively,D50 for U<Un , D52 for U.Un ,

m~T!5300m0 /T,

VS~T!5V0 /@T~125331024T!#.

This model was used to calculate the transient proce
leading to the establishment of steady-state operation
Gunn oscillator with allowance for self-heating. Figure
gives the output powerP, the variation of the dc currentD i
in the power supply to the Gunn diode, and the tempera
of the diode crystalT as a function of the timet after appli-
cation of a fixed bias for diodes with various values of t
resistanceR0 and thermal resistanceRT . It can be seen from
the results of the calculations plotted in Fig. 1 that the pow
generated by a Gunn diode and the variation of the dc cur
in the steady-state regime increase and the resistanceR0 and
thermal resistanceRT decrease.

FIG. 1. Output power~a!, variation of dc current in supply circuit to Gunn
diode~b!, and diode temperature~c! as a function of timet after application
of a fixed bias for diodes with different resistancesR0 and thermal resistance
RT : 1—R0510 V, RT5100 deg/W, 2—R0510 V, RT5150 deg/W,
3—R055 V, RT5100 deg/W.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Absolute values of TCF~a!, TCP ~b!, and TCD i
~c! versus

diode resistanceR0 for various values of the thermal resistanc
RT : 1 — RT5150 deg/W,2 — RT5100 deg/W.
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Calculations of the temperature coefficients of frequen
(TCF5D f /DT), power (TCP5DP/DT), and current varia-
tion (TCD i5D i /DT) showed that the absolute values of t
long-term instability of the main characteristics, caused
changes in the temperature of the surrounding medium,
crease as the thermal resistanceRT andR0 increase. Figure 2
gives the absolute values of TCF, TCP , and TCD i as a func-
tion of the diode resistanceR0 for various values of the ther
mal resistanceRT .

In order to determine the long-term instability of th
output signal characteristics of a Gunn oscillator caused
changes in the heat transfer conditions, we calculated
modulation sensitivity with respect to the thermal resista
of the frequency (D f /DRT), the power (DP/DRT), and the
change in the dc current in the Gunn diode power sup
(D i /DRT), which showed that the absolute values of the
cillator modulation sensitivity with respect to the therm
resistance decrease as the ambient temperature and the
resistanceR0 increase.

A comparison between the calculated data and the
perimental results given in Ref. 1 reveals qualitative agr
ment. The results of the calculations indicate that quant
tive agreement is achieved in determinations of the lo
term instability of the oscillator characteristics
simultaneous allowance is made for the action of sev
y
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al

destabilizing factors, taking into account their signs, such
changes in the heat transfer conditionsRT and the ambient
temperatureT0. Determining the interrelation between the
parameters in a real device is a separate, fairly complica
problem.

It should also be noted that the quantitative changes
the long-term instability of the characteristics of a Gunn o
cillator depend on the factors responsible for the change
the diode resistanceR0. For example, a decrease inR0 by a
factor of two as a result of an increase inm(T) doubles the
instability of the output signal characteristics of the oscilla
compared with a similar decrease inR0 caused by an in-
crease inS or n0. The calculations show that this is becau
the self-heating of the diode crystal accompanying an
crease inm is less intensive than that caused by a simi
increase inS or n0. It should also be borne in mind that a
increase inS or n0 causes a more significant increase in t
output power of the emitted radiation compared with an
crease inm(T).

The results of experimental investigations reported
Ref. 1 indicate that when a pulsed power supply is used,
oscillator output characteristics are less unstable than w
the oscillator is supplied by a dc voltage source.

Results of calculations of the diode crystal temperat
as a function of time when the diode is exposed to a rec
e
ply
FIG. 3. Temperature of Gunn diode crystal versus tim
when the crystal is exposed to a rectangular sup
pulse of different lengthtP , 1—2.5 ms; 2—10.0 ms;
3—20.0 ms. a—n05131015 cm23, RT5100 deg/W;
b—n05231015 cm23, RT5100 deg/W; c—n052
31015 cm23, RT5150 deg/W.
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gular supply pulse for various values ofR0 andRT and pulse
lengthtp are plotted in Fig. 3. The minimum pulse repetitio
period for which cooling takes place, increases with incre
ing pulse length. This dependence is appreciably strong
tp is comparable with the cooling time.

As a result of the calculations, it was also establish

FIG. 4. Maximum length of supply pulsetP for which the output signal
from the Gunn oscillator reaches a specific level of instability as a resu
changes in the heat transfer conditions and the ambient temperature
function of the diode resistanceR0: 1 — T05290 K, 2 — T05300 K, and
3 — T05310 K.
s-
if

d

that the maximum supply pulse lengthtp , for which the
instability of the output signal from a Gunn oscillator reach
a specific level as a result of changes in the heat tran
conditions and ambient temperature~Fig. 4!, increases as the
resistance of the semiconductor diode structure increase

To sum up, the experimentally observed interrelation
tween the resistance of diodes in weak electric fields and
characteristics of microwave oscillators based on these
odes has been described by modeling the electrical and
mophysical parameters of Gunn diodes. This allows the m
characteristics of diode microwave oscillators to be predic
from easily measured parameters of dc diodes.

The results indicate in particular that by using diod
with low R0 consistent withtp , the maximum output powe
can be increased with the level of signal instability remain
the same.

1D. A. Usanov, A. V. Skripal’, and A. A. Avdeev, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.65~10!,
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Influence of potassium and fluorine on the formation and properties of the high-
temperature 2223 phase in a „Bi, Pb …-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system

V. V. Petrashko, N. D. Zhigadlo, B. V. Novysh, Yu. A. Semenenko, N. A. Prytkova, and
V. P. Yarunichev

Institute of Solid-State and Semiconductor Physics, Belarus Academy of Sciences, Minsk
~Submitted November 11, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 8–15~May 26, 1998!

An investigation was made of how the partial replacement of oxygen with fluorine and of
strontium with potassium influences the formation and properties of the superconducting phases
in a ~Bi,Pb!–Sr–Ca–Cu–O system. It was established that simultaneous anion–cation
substitutions have a positive influence, speeding up the formation of the 2223 high-temperature
phase. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!01905-3#
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The fluorination of oxide superconductors in a~Bi, Pb!–
Sr–Ca–Cu–O system promotes the formation of the 2
high-temperature superconducting phase~see Ref. 1 and the
literature cited!, increasesTc(R50) ~Refs. 1 and 2!, and
improves other physical properties.3 However, the use of dif-
ferent fluorine-containing reagents leads to variations in
properties.2,4,5 The technology required to produce superco
ducting materials with highly reproducible stable propert
has not yet been developed.

We have already established that the addition
potassium to samples having the composit
Bi1.7Pb0.3Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy helps to increase Tc(R50)
and j c~77 K! ~Ref. 6!. In Ref. 7 we obtainedTc(R50)
5112.8 K for samples having the compositio
Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr1.98K0.02Ca2Cu3F0.8Oy .

Here we report an investigation of the influence of p
tassium and fluorine on the formation of superconduct
phases in a bismuth system, and on the variation of its ph
cal properties.

Samples having the nominal compositio
Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr22xKxCa2Cu3FzOy2z (x50, 0.02, 0.05;z50,
0.8! were prepared by solid-phase synthesis in air usin
mixture of Bi2O3, PbO, SrCO3, CaCO3, CuO, K2CO3, and
PbF2 powder. The mixed and ground powder was calcin
for 16 h at 750 °C. The calcined powder was crushed
pressed into pellets 12.8 mm in diameter which were initia
annealed for 69.5 h at between 820 and 827 °C and t
after repeated crushing and pressing, the actual synthesis
performed at 838° for 190 h. The phase composition of
ground powder samples was investigated using a DRO
4-07 diffractometer, using CuKa radiation. The supercon
ducting properties of the samples were studied by measu
the resistive and current–voltage characteristics. The t
perature dependence of the electrical resistivity and the c
cal current density at liquid nitrogen temperature was m
sured using a dc four-probe method. The criterion for
critical current was 1mV/cm.

Figure 1 shows diffraction patterns obtained fro
ground pellets for samples synthesized for 69.5 h at temp
tures between 820 and 827 °C and then cooled inside
furnace. For all samples, regardless of the fluorine and
3741063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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tassium content, the 2212 phase is the main supercondu
phase. The 2201, Ca2PbO4, and (Sr,Ca)2CuO3 phases are
detected as impurity phases, and negligible amounts of
2223 phase are identified. It can be seen from Fig. 1
under these synthesis conditions, partial replacement of o
gen with fluorine and strontium with potassium has no s
nificant influence on the formation and growth of the 22
superconducting phase, although the partial substitution
divalent strontium with monovalent potassium promotes
celerated growth of the Ca2PbO4 and ~Sr,Ca!2CuO3 phases
in samples having the stoichiometric compositi
Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr22xKxCa2Cu3F0.8Oy .

Figure 2 shows diffraction patterns of samples synt
sized at 838 °C for 190 h. It can be seen that the sam
have multiphase structures. The phase content depend
the type and amount of additive. The main phases are
superconducting 2223~dominant! and 2212 phases. The rela
tive volume fractions of these superconducting phases~ne-
glecting other nonsuperconducting phases!, determined from
the intensities of the 002 diffraction peaks using the ra
@H(002) orL(002)]/@H(002)1L(002)#, whereH andL are
the intensities of the high-temperature~2223! and low-
temperature~2212! phases, respectively, are given in Table
It can be seen from Table I and Fig. 2 that the volume fr
tion of the 2223 phase increases substantially, from 72%
85%, when some of the oxygen in the initial sample is
placed with fluorine. An even greater increase in the volu
fraction of the 2223 phase is observed when oxygen is p
tially replaced with fluorine, and strontium is replaced wi
potassium~Figs. 2c and 2d!. As the potassium concentratio
is increased fromx50.02 tox50.05, the volume fraction of
the 2223 phase increases from 90 to 93% and the conte
the 2212 phase decreases.

In addition to the main superconducting phases~2223
and 2212!, all the samples contain the 2201 and Ca2PbO4

phases as impurities, but their content is much lower th
that in samples synthesized at temperatures between 820
827 °C. The content of the Ca2PbO4 phase in samples con
taining fluorine and potassium is slightly lower than that
the initial sample containing no potassium or fluorine~Fig.
2!. After synthesis at 838 °C, very small quantities of t
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~Sr,Ca!2CuO3 phase are only present in the initial sample b
for samples with added F, or K and F, this phase is
identified on the diffraction patterns. Table I gives the latt
parameters of the 2223 phase determined from the diff
tion patterns given in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the addi
of F, or of K and F, reduces the lattice parameters. A gre
reduction in the lattice parameters is observed for sam
with both K and F added. The ratio of the unit cell volum
for samples with added F and with added K and F to the u
cell volume for samples with no additives was 0.9973 a
0.9913, respectively. A similar effect was observed3,8 when
0.4 mole of CuF2 was added instead of CuO t
Bi1.65Pb0.35Sr22Ca2Cu3O10 samples. The samples with adde
K and F possessed greater hardness, which was obse
during grinding of the pellets and may indicate that the
additives have a positive influence on the mechanical pr
erties.

The temperature dependence of the electrical resisti
of samples synthesized at 838 °C is plotted in Fig. 3a. T
R(T)R(200) curves for all the samples reveal a superc
ducting transition near 110 K which is attributable to t
2223 superconducting phase with a zero-resistivity temp
ture „Tc(R50)… which depends on the composition of th

FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns of Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr22xKxCa2Cu3FzOy2z samples
synthesized at temperatures between 820 and 827 °C for 69.5 h: a! x50,
z50; b! x50, z50.8; c! x50.02,z50.8; d! x50.05;z50.8.
t
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samples~see Table I!, and an almost constant transition tem
perature~Fig. 3!. The addition of fluorine and of potassium
and fluorine together during slow cooling of the sampl
reducedTc(R50), although the x-ray data~Fig. 2 and Table
I! show that these samples have a high content of the 2
phase. This may be partly caused by a deterioration in
quality of the weak bonds at grain boundaries of the 22
phase, as is evidenced by the lower critical current of
samples~see Table I!. The samples synthesized at 838 °
were then annealed in air at the same temperature for 1 h and
quenched by rapid removal from the furnace.

Figure 3b illustrates the influence of quenching on t
temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity. For
sample with added fluorineTc(R50) increases after quench
ing, whereas for the initial sample and those with both p
tassium and fluorine added this temperature decreases~see
Table I and Fig. 3b!. X-ray examinations do not reveal an
substantial influence of quenching on the phase composi
of samples synthesized for 190 h, with the 2223 phase do
nating as before. The decreases inTc(R50) for the initial
sample~72% 2223 phase! may be attributed to the loss o
oxygen caused by quenching, which is consistent with
published data~see, for example, Ref. 9!. The increase in

FIG. 2. Diffraction patterns of Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr22xKxCa2Cu3FzOy2z samples
synthesized at 838 °C for 190 h: a! x50, z50; b! x50, z50.8; c! x
50.02,z50.8; d! x50.05;z50.8.
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TABLE I. Structural and superconducting characteristics of Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr22xKxCa2Cu3FzOy2z (x50, 0.02, 0.05;
z50, 0.8! samples.

Quantity Phase Phase Tc(R50),* j c(77)
, Lattice parameters**

K(x) F(z) 2223~%! 2212~%! K A/cm2 a, Å c, Å

x50; z50 72 28 109.8~108.7! 27.6 5.411 37.115
x50; z50.8 85 15 109.9~110.8! 4.5 5.406 37.083
x50.02;z50.8 90 10 106.6~101.0! 4.7 5.399 37.019
x50.05;z50.8 93 7 105.6~99.4! 2.6 5.398 36.972

* Values ofTc(R50) in parentheses refer to quenched samples.
** Lattice parameters given for the 2223 phase.
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Tc(R50) for the fluorine-containing sample agrees with t
results of Ref. 4 in which it is assumed that in samples w
added F, the carrier concentration should be above optim
to obtain maximumTc and a reduction in the oxygen conte
after quenching should reduce the carrier concentration
thus increaseTc(R50). The existence of an optimum carrie
concentration for maximumTc in a bismuth system wa
noted in Refs. 9 and 10. According to this reasoning,
results wherebyTc decreases in samples with both K and
added may be interpreted as the result of a decrease in
concentration of carriers relative to the optimum in this ca
However, the results for the fluorine-containing samp
agree with the results of Ref. 4.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity
Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr22xKxCa2Cu3FzOy2z samples: a! synthesized at 838 °C for 190 h
~cooled inside furnace! and b! after quenching from 838 °C.
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A comparison of the data plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 ind
cates that in order to increase the volume fraction of the 2
phase during synthesis at 838 °C, the maximum poss
quantity of the 2212 phase and the intermediate Ca2PbO4

and ~Sr,Ca!2CuO3 phases must be formed in the initial ca
cined materials at the preliminary synthesis stage at temp
tures between 820 and 827 °C. Interaction mainly betw
these phases during synthesis at 838 °C gives a high y
of the 2223 phase~up to 93% for the sample withx50.05
andz50.8).

To sum up, it has been established as a result of th
investigations that in a~Bi,Pb!–Sr–Ca–Cu–O system, th
simultaneous partial substitution of oxygen with fluorine a
strontium with calcium in samples having the nominal co
position Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy substantially increases th
formation of the 2223 superconducting phase during syn
sis at 838 °C. Quenching from the synthesis temperature
fluorine-containing samples increasesTc(R50), whereas for
samples with both F and K added this quenching redu
Tc(R50). Mixtures of the 2212, Ca2PbO4, and
~Sr,Ca!2CuO3 are clearly efficient starting materials for th
preparation of bulk samples with a high content of the 22
high-temperature superconducting phase.

This work was financed by the Basic Research Fund
Belarus.
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Influence of a methane atmosphere on the temperature dependence of the conductivity
of polycrystalline silicon films

V. N. Shabanov and D. V. Shengurov

N. I. Lobachevski� State University, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted November 14, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 16–19~May 26, 1998!

The possibility of using polycrystalline silicon films in gas sensors is investigated. An analysis is
made of the influence of a small quantity of methane admitted into the surrounding medium
on the temperature dependence of the layer resistivity of films doped with acceptor impurities.
It is established that the resistivity increases appreciably in the temperature range between
470 and 500°. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02005-9#
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Polycrystalline semiconductor films are used as ac
elements in many solid-state gas sensors. These sensor
erate on the principle that their electrical conductiv
changes when gas molecules are adsorbed from the
rounding atmosphere. Films of metal oxide semiconduc
such as ZnO, SnO2, TiO2 , and so on, are used for this pu
pose. One of the mechanisms responsible for influencing
electrical conductivity of the films is a change in the ba
bending in the crystallites as a function of the species
quantity of adsorbed particles, which is caused by change
the energy barriers at the grain boundaries and in the c
centration of mobile carriers. This mechanism is obser
most clearly when the density of biographical surface sta
is low.1

In this context, it is interesting to study the possibility
fabricating gas sensors using polycrystalline silicon fil
coated with a thin layer of silicon dioxide, where the dens
of biographical surface states is,109–1010 cm2 ~Ref. 2!.

Polycrystalline silicon films are also of interest for ma
ing gas sensors intelligent, since the fabrication technol
for these films is compatible with integrated circuit techn
ogy.

Here we report results of studies on how a small quan
of methane admitted into the surrounding medium affects
temperature dependence of the layer resistivity of polycr
talline silicon films.

The polycrystalline silicon films were prepared by m
lecular beam deposition from subliming silicon sources us
a technique described in Ref. 3. The sources were sin
crystal silicon wafers doped with B, Ga and Al to concent
tions of 631019 cm23, 631019 cm23, and 631018 cm23,

TABLE I. Parameters of polycrystalline silicon films.

Sample
No. Source

Tl ,
°C

Film
thickness,

mm

Maximum
gas sensitivity,

(DR/R)3100%

Temperature
at maximum

gas sensitivity,
°C

89 KDB20.005 600 0.4 15 480
250 KDG20.005 700 1.5 40 500
168 KDA20.005 600 1.2 57 470
3771063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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respectively. The choice of sources with this dopant conc
tration was based on the need to obtain polycrystalline s
con films possessing fairly high conductivity.4 The substrates
were silicon wafers coated with thermally grown SiO2

;0.5 mm thick. The residual gas pressure in the grow
chamber during deposition of the films was;1025 Pa. The
parameters of the films are given in Table I.

The gas sensitivity and the temperature dependenc
the resistivity of these polycrystalline silicon films we
measured in a vacuum system consisting of a working ch
ber and a VN-2MG roughing pump. The limiting vacuu
was 1.5 Pa. Methane was admitted to the chamber fro
cylinder via a flow regulator. In the presence of gas,
pressure in the working chamber was increased to 25–30
which corresponds to a concentration of methane molec
of ;331015 cm23. The chamber contained a system of co
tact probes, a Chromel–Alumel thermocouple, and a hea
The resistivity of the sample was measured with a V7-
multimeter.

The sample was placed in the vacuum chamber
evacuated. When the pressure reached;2 Pa, the heater wa
switched on and the sample was heated to 550–580°C. A
the temperature, resistivity (R) of the sample, and pressur
had stabilized, the working volume was valved off from t
pump, a batch of methane was admitted, and the resist
of the sample was measured. Figure 1 shows a plot of

FIG. 1. Time dependence of the change in the resistivity of polycrystal
silicon films in a methane atmosphere.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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change in resistivity as a function of time after the admiss
of gas. After the resistivity stabilized, the change in the
sistivity DR was determined, the valve opened, and
chamber evacuated to its former pressure. In this case
value of R generally recovered. The temperature was th
reduced by 50–70°C and the entire measurement cycle
repeated. At the temperatures where the sensitivity was h
est, the measurement cycles were repeated two or t

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the relative change in the resistiv
polycrystalline silicon films in a methane atmosphere:1 — Al-doped film,
2 — Ga-doped film, and3 — B-doped film.
n
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times. The results showed good reproducibility.
The results of measurements of the gas sensitivity of

polycrystalline silicon films are plotted in Fig. 2, which give
the relative change in the resistivityDR/R as a function of
temperature. The maximum value ofDR/R when methane
was admitted was 57% for sample No. 168 doped with A

We attribute the increased resistivity of the films duri
the admission of gas to an increase in the height of the
tential barriers at the grain boundaries caused by the ads
tion of methane. The bell-shaped temperature dependenc
the gas sensitivity is typical of many semiconducting g
sensitive elements. As yet, no definitive explanation can
put forward for this observation.

The results indicate that the resistivity of acceptor-dop
polycrystalline silicon films increases appreciably in a me
ane atmosphere at sample temperatures of;470–500°C.
The dependenceDR/R(T) is bell-shaped.
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A new method of producing thin films
M. A. Khodorkovski , A. L. Shakhmin, S. V. Murashov, A. M. Alekseev, Yu. A. Golod,
and A. N. Fedorov

‘‘Applied Chemistry’’ Russian Scientific Center;
St. Petersburg Joint Research Center
~Submitted October 10, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 20–23~May 26, 1998!

A new method is proposed for the deposition of thin films using a pulsed supersonic molecular
beam seeded with molecules of the material being deposited, and a comparison is made
between this method and the conventional one. Taking as an example the unique properties of
thin fullerene films obtained experimentally by this method, it is concluded that this
method is potentially useful for depositing films of various materials. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02105-3#
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Descriptions of adsorption processes available in the
erature make very little allowance for the kinetic a
vibrational–rotational energies of the impinging molecu
This factor is attributable to the methods of forming the v
por phase conventionally used in the deposition of thin fil
and epitaxial layers, where the energy of the adsorbed at
and molecules is determined by the evaporation tempera
of the initial materials and does not exceed 0.2–0.3
However, the binding energy between adsorbed molec
and a surface and between the molecules themselves
many respects determined by their energy paramete1

Methods of producing thin films are now beginning to
developed in which the kinetic energy of the adsorbed m
ecules may reach several tens of electron volts.2 One of the
most promising of these is the seeded supersonic molec
beam method.3 In addition to having a high kinetic energy
the velocity distribution of the molecules in these beams w
correspond to very low temperatures~down to T520 K
~Ref. 4!! as a result of gasdynamic cooling. This narro
velocity distribution in supersonic molecular beams of a
sorbed particles is responsible for producing homogene
bonds between the adsorbate and the surface and betwee
particles themselves. Unlike diffusion beams, the values
these parameters can easily be varied over a wide rang
varying the conditions in the nozzle chamber~species and
pressure of the carrier gas, temperature and nozzle geom
and so on!.

Here we report the development of a new method
seeding supersonic molecular beams by passing a strea
carrier gas from a supersonic nozzle through a gas cell c
taining molecules of the material being deposited. Separa
the zones where the supersonic carrier-gas molecular bea
formed and seeded allows us to vary the parameters of
gas cell and the nozzle source independently. This me
that our method can be used to deposit thin films of alm
any materials. In addition, by varying the kinetic energy
the deposited molecules over a wide range~0.3–10.0 eV!, it
is possible to obtain not only films with new properties b
also those with prescribed properties.

As far as we are aware, no applications of this method
3791063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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deposit thin films have been described in the literature.
We used our method to deposit thin films of fulleren

~86% C60 1 14% C70) and their properties were compare
with those of thermally deposited films.

A conventional pulsed supersonic molecular beam s
tem ~see Fig. 1! was fitted with time-of-flight mass-
spectrometric diagnostics which could be used to monitor
beam composition during the film deposition experimen
The carrier gas was helium at a pressure of up to 5 atm in
nozzle chamber. A Knudsen cell at a temperature of 40
600 °C was used to admit fullerene vapor into the flux
molecular helium. The working chamber was evacuated
residual pressure of 1028 Torr. Depending on the condition
in the nozzle chamber and the temperature in the Knud
cell, the kinetic energy of the fullerene molecules was in
range 0.1–2.0 eV. The concentration of fullerene vapor
the flux could produce 200 nm thick films in 1 h.

The investigations revealed that the properties of th
films differ substantially from those deposited by other me
ods, and specifically:

– the molecular structure of the fullerenes showed

FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus to form a supersonic molecular beam
carrier gas seeded with molecules of the material being deposited,
time-of-flight mass spectrometric diagnostics:1 — entrance of drift tube of
time-of-flight mass spectrometer,2 — window for coupling in laser radia-
tion, 3 — sample attached to rotating rod on sample manipulator,4 —
skimmer,5 — vapor source of material to be deposited,6 — supersonic
pulsed nozzle, and7 — carrier gas intake.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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degradation under laser irradiation until they evaporat
whereas conventional films started to deteriorate at la
power densities two orders of magnitude lower;

– the desorption temperatures were 500 °C, wher
those for thermally deposited films were 300 °C.

These properties are attributable to the formation
stronger bonds between the adsorbed molecules and the
face and between the molecules themselves. Thus, the c
bilities of the method described above combined with
experimental results confirm the potential usefulness of
method for depositing thin films with new properties.
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films, and also R. Naaman~Weizman Institute of Science!
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work.
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Investigation of the structure of thin layers of hexadecane on a metal substrate
by infrared spectroscopy

V. I. Vettegren’ and A. I. Tupitsyna
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Infrared spectroscopy was used to analyze the structure of 0.5–10mm thick layers of
hexadecane on a metal substrate in the range 3000–2800 cm21. The results suggest that density
fluctuations occur in layers between 3 and 10mm thick, whereas the hexadecane crystallizes
in thinner layers. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02205-8#
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Studies of the structure of thin layers of wetting liqu
on the surface of solids are of major interest for surfa
physics and chemistry. Here we report results of a study
the structure of hexadecane (C16H34) in layers between;0.5
and 10mm thick on an Al surface using infrared spectro
copy ~the melting point of hexadecane is 18.2 °C at 1 atm!.

Aluminum plates were washed with acetone, a layer
C16H34 was applied with a soft brush, and the plates w
placed horizontally in an external reflection adaptor, wh
was mounted in the cell section of a Specord-75 IR infra
spectrophotometer. A light beam was directed onto the s
strate at an angle of 20° and passed through the sample
before and after being reflected by the metal. The spe
were recorded at 25 °C. The thickness of the layer was
termined by weighing and from the intensity of the 13
cm21 reference band. Overlapping bands were separated
ing the Peakfit program.

Figure 1 shows the infrared spectrum of a 0.5mm thick
layer of hexadecane in the range 2800–3000 cm21. This
ranges includes the 2924 and 2855 cm21, and 2959 and
2873 cm21 bands assigned to the CH2 and CH3 antisymmet-
ric and symmetric vibrations, respectively, and also
;2900 cm21 band assigned to Fermi-resonant interact
between the CH2 symmetric mode and the CH2 overtone of
the scissoring mode.1

According to data given in Ref. 2, the widths of the 29
and 2855 cm21 bands at 0.75 maximum are 17 cm21 and
9 cm21 for liquid hexadecane, whereas those measured b
for a 0.5mm thick layer on an Al surface are 13 and 7 cm21,
respectively. It was shown in Refs. 2–4 that the widths
these bands are predominantly influenced by three fac
the degree of conformational order, the rotational motion
the molecules, and the interaction between the vibratio
modes under study and low-frequency libration–torsional
brations of methylene groups. The authors of Ref. 2 inve
gated the widths of the infrared bands of CH stretching
brations of hexadecane molecules enclosed in nar
channels formed by urea molecules. Under these conditi
the methylene groups are completely conformationally
dered, but at room temperature they can rotate about t
axis and retain libration–torsional degrees of freedom~rota-
tion of CH2 groups!. The band widths of the stretching v
3811063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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brations of CH2 groups at 0.85 maximum measured by us
a thin layer of hexadecane were slightly smaller than
values given in Ref. 2, at 25 °C ('1 and 0.5 cm21 smaller
for the 2924 and 2855 cm21 bands, respectively!. However,
when the rotational degrees of freedom are completely
zen, the widths of these bands at this height are reduced
and 3 cm21 for the antisymmetric and symmetric mode
respectively.2 These data suggest that in a 0.5mm thick layer
on an Al substrate C16H34 molecules are conformationall
ordered~i.e., contain no Gauche conformers! and possess
rotational degrees of freedom.

Conformational ordering of the chains and the prese
of rotational degrees of freedom are typical of the hig
temperature crystalline phase of alkanes and thus we po
late that in a thin layer on a metal surface, hexadecane fo
a high-temperature crystal with hexagonal symmetry.

When the thickness of the C16H34 layer is increased
above 3mm, the 2924 cm21 band splits into two. This split-
ting increases with increasing thickness and reaches 20 c21

~2935 and 2915 cm21) in the spectra of 10mm thick samples
~Fig. 2!. The spectra of the 10mm thick samples also revea
splitting of the 2855 cm21 bands by 4 cm21 and of the
2900 cm21 band by 6 cm21.

It has been established that5 the frequency shifts of the

FIG. 1. Infrared spectrum of a thin layer~0.5 mm! of hexadecane on an
aluminum substrate in the range 2800–3000 cm21.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Infrared spectra of layers of hexadecane of varying thi
ness on an aluminum substrate in the range 2800–3000 cm21.
Layer thickness: a — 2 mm, b — 5mm, and c — 10mm.
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CH2 stretching vibrations are mainly caused by changes
the valence bonds and angles in the CH2 group. Deformation
of molecular bonds and angles is caused by severe com
sion or stretching of the samples:6 compression causes
high-frequency shift and stretching causes a low-freque
shift, with these frequency shifts being considerably stron
for the antisymmetric vibrations compared with the symm
ric ones.5,6 For these reasons, the splitting of these bands
be attributed to the existence of density fluctuations.

The amplitude of the density fluctuations in a 10mm
layer calculated from the band shifts was'5–7%~the Grün-
eisen parameter for the antisymmetric mode of the C2

group was taken as 0.07~Ref. 8!!. It is known that the prob-
ability of the formation of high-intensity fluctuations in
creases abruptly near phase transition points.7 Thus, the ex-
istence of intense fluctuations may be taken as a precurs
hexadecane crystallization.

The half-width of the 2935 cm21 band was the same a
that for the 2924 cm21 band in a 0.5mm thick layer, 24
cm21, while the half-width of the 2915 cm21 band was 40
cm21. These data can be explained by the fact that in regi
of high density, the hexadecane molecules exhibit confor
tional ordering, whereas in regions of low density they a
disordered.
in
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The effects observed suggest that when the thicknes
a layer of hexadecane on an aluminum surface decreas
phase transition takes place and a high-temperature cr
forms.

The authors would like to thank I. Markovich~Jerusalem
University! for supplying the hexadecane.
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Theory of internal thermal equilibrium in inhomogeneous structures
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Characteristic features of the establishment of thermal balance between the phases are identified
for an arbitraryP-component composite and the time constant for temperature equalization
is calculated. An analysis is made to ascertain how the size distribution of the impurity phase
influences the time behavior of the composite temperature. A Laplace transformation is
used to find a general expression fordT0(t) and the specific form of this functional dependence
is calculated when the particles of the finely dispersed phase have a Poisson distribution.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02305-2#
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In most cases, problems associated with studies of
conduction in various types of crystalline, amorphous, a
liquid structures, and other considerably more comp
structures, particularly composites and composite mater
have been resolved, and a vast number of original arti
and books have been published on these topics. The m
comprehensive information which reflects the essence of
problems in these materials can be found in books1,2 ~see
also Refs. 3–7! which are rightly regarded as classics a
reflect and accurately describe not only an abundance of
perimental data but also problems which are purely exerc
in applied calculations. For example, the authors of Re
give numerous examples of solutions of fundamental pra
cal problems which are important for pure engineering ap
cations.

However, it must be said that despite the extensive ra
of conceivable and speculative examples contained in
literature, there is, in our view, an equally important proble
from not only the procedural point of view, but also from th
practical point of view, which requires an adequate desc
tion and accurate solution. Here we refer to a compo
whose basic matrix contains finely dispersed formatio
~subsequently called the impurity phase or simply impuriti!
whose physical parameters differ from those of the m
phase.

Suppose that such a structure is heated. Since the
cific heats and thermal diffusivities of the two phases
different, the heating of the composite will be extreme
nonuniform and inhomogeneous. In this context, we can
sume that at any time the average temperature in the m
matrix will be T0 and that in the impurity phase will beTb ,
where the Greek subscriptb, having values of 1,2,3,. . . ,P,
characterizes the number of physically different pha
whose number isP. Heating then ceases and the compos
is placed instantaneously in a thermally insulated med
~i.e., within a timedt!th.c., whereth.c. is the time constan
for establishment of the temperature over the entire sam
as a result of heat conduction!. The question then arises as
how the temperature should be redistributed in the struc
if we assume, for the sake of argument, thatTb.T0? The
present paper is devoted to answering this question.
3831063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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Let us take the specific heat per unit mass of the m
matrix asc0m and that of the impurity phase ascbm . Obvi-
ously, as a result of the contact influence of the finely d
persed impurities on the main matrix and because of th
large number~but small size!!, the temperatureT0 increases
and Tb decreases. The equilibrium temperature of all t
subsystems fort⇒` will then by given by

Teq5
m0c0mT01(PmbcbmTb

m0c0m1(mbcbm
, ~1!

wherem0 andmb are the masses of the two phases, resp
tively.

The heat conduction equations which describe the
proach of the two subsystems to the common tempera
Teq are then written as the following system:

H C0dṪ05¸0DdT02 (
b51

P

(
i 51

NP

a0b*
~ i !~dT01dTb

~ i !!,

CbdṪb
~ i !5¸b

~ i !DdTb
~ i !2ab0* ~ i !~dT01dTb

~ i !!,

whereNP is the total number of particles of thePth impurity
phase and the new indexi 51,2,3,. . . ,NP labels these par-
ticles, dT05Teq2T0, dTb

( i )5Tb
( i )2Teq, C05r0c0m , Cb

5rbcbm , r0 is the density of the main matrix, andrb is the
density of the finely dispersed phase.

The coefficientsa* which appear in Eqs.~2! and~3! are
related to the usual heat transfer coefficients bya0b*

( i )

5a0b
( i ) /d1 andab0* ( i )5ab0

( i ) /d2, wherea0b
( i ) is the coefficient of

heat transfer from the main matrix to thei th particle of theb
impurity phase,ab0

( i ) is the coefficient of heat transfer from
the i th particle of theb impurity phase to the main matrix
and the linear dimensiond is of the same order of magnitud
as the path lengthl of that quasiparticle which is typical of a
given material. If the main matrix and the impurity phase a
dielectrics and the temperature of the medium is lower th
the Debye temperature, acoustic phonons play the role
these quasiparticles.8 If the temperatures are high, optica
phonons may well play this role. That is to say, for a diele
tric we haved1> l 1ph5c1st1, wherec1s is the velocity of
sound in the impurity phase andt1 is the relaxation time,
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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which is associated with interaction between impurity-ph
phonons and phonons of the main matrix in the bound
region, andd2> l 2ph5c2st2, where c2s is the velocity of
sound in the main matrix andt2 is the relaxation time asso
ciated with interaction between phonons in the main ma
and boundary phonons in the impurity phase. Quite clea
the relaxation timest1 and t2 differ because of the differ-
ence between the phase volumes for the two types
phonons. It should also be noted that if the particles of
finely dispersed phase are too fine, the role of the path len
l 1 and l 2 may be converted simply to the average line
dimensionR of these particles.

Equation~2! is averaged over some arbitrary volumedV
considerably greater than the volume of the particles of
finely dispersed phase, i.e.,vb

( i )!dV!V, wherevb( i ) is the
volume of thei th particle of theb phase andV is the volume
of the composite. Clearly, if we imagine the volume of t
entire composite to be divided intoq volumes dV (q
5V/dV), on average equal, each of the elementsdV may
contain between one and several impurity particles. We s
therefore assume that the change in the average temper
T05^T0&5*T0dv/dV caused by the presence of several i
purities in the volumedV is equal to the natural temperatu
fluctuations of the main matrix. This implies that

E
dV

¸0DdT0dv/dV5~¸0 /dV!E
dS

¹dT0dS.

However, the last integral will be of the same order of ma
nitude aş 0dT0 /L2 because of the continuity of the heat flu
from the volumedV, provided that on the surfacedS sur-
rounding the volumedV there are no external heat source
This condition can always be satisfied by suitably select
the volumedV so as to eliminate any impurity particles fro
its surface. The parameterL characterizes the linear dimen
sion of the regiondV. As a result of this averaging, th
system of equations~2!–~3! has the form

H C0dṪ052a0* dT02 (
b51

P

(
i 51

NP

a0b*
~ i !dTb

~ i ! ,

Cb
~ i !dṪb

~ i !52ab0* ~ i !~dT01dTb
~ i !!.

The quantitya0* in Eq. ~4! allows not only for the dimen-
sions of the region of integrationL but also for its limits
between the main matrix and the impurity phase, and
given by

a0* 5¸0 /L21 (
b51

P

(
i 51

NP

a0b*
~ i ! .

Since the times being considered aredt!Rb
2/min$xb

(i)%,
wherexb

( i ) is the thermal diffusivity of the impurities andRb

is their linear dimension, the inhomogeneous term¸b
( i )DdTb

( i )

in Eq. ~5! can be dropped.
The solution of Eq.~5! obviously has the form

dTb
~ i !5Be2gb

~ i !t2gb
~ i !e2gb

~ i !tE
0

t

dT0~t!egb
~ i !tdt, ~5!

where
e
y

x
y,

of
e
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r

e
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-

.
g

is

gb
~ i !5ab0* ~ i !/Cb

~ i ! . ~6a!

The integration constantB will be discussed at the end of th
calculations.

If the discrete indexi is replaced by the size distributio
function of b-phase particlesf b(R), Eq. ~4! with allowance
for the solution~6! is written as follows:

C0dṪ052a0* dT02B (
b51

P

NbE
0

`

f b~R!a0R* e2gbRtdR

1 (
b51

P

NbE
0

`

f b~R!a0R* gbR

3E dT0~t!e2gbR~ t2t!dtdR. ~7!

We solve this equation by means of a Laplace transform
tion. In fact, since the transform is

dTp5E
0

`

dT0~ t !e2ptdt, ~8a!

and the inverse transform is

dT0~ t !5E
s2 i`

s1 i`

dTpeptdp/2p i , ~8b!

we have, from Eq.~7!

C0~dT~0!1pdTp!52a0* dTp2B (
b51

P

Nb

3E
0

`

f b~R!ab0R* dR/~p1gbR!

1 (
b51

P

NbE
0

`

f b~R!ab0R* gbRdR

3E
0

`

dtE
0

t

dT0~t!e2gbR~ t2t!2ptdt.

~9!

Changing the order of integration by means of a Dirich
transformation9 reduces the last integral to the form

J5 (
b51

P

NbE
0

`

f b~R!ab0R* gbRdRE
0

`

dtE
0

t

dT0~t!

3exp$2gbR~ t2t!2pt%dt

5dTp( NbE f b~R!ab0R* gbRdR/~p1gbR!, ~10!

and we finally have
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dTp52

C0dT~0!1B(
b51

P

NbE
0

`

f b~R!ab0R* dR/~p1gbR!

a0* 1C0p2(
b51

P

NbE
0

`

f b~R!ab0R* gbRdR/~p1gbR!

.

~11!

We now calculatedTp for a specific dependencef b(R). Let
us assume that the distribution function is defined as a P
son distribution, i.e.,

f b~R!5~R/R0b!kb exp$2R/R0b%/kb!R0b , ~12!

wherekb are integers.
Since the coefficients of heat transfera0b (ab0) are in-

versely proportional to the area of the contact surface,a0b

(ab0) is proportional toR0
22. Using Eqs.~12! and ~6a!, the

integrals appearing in Eq.~11! can easily be calculated usin
the Cauchy theorem and residue theory. Assum
B5dT0(0), we then have

dTp52
C01(b51

P Nb J1b~p!

a01C0p2(b51
P NbJ2b~p!

dT0~0!, ~13!

where

J1b5~pCb/4kb! !~Cbp/ab* !kb/211

3exp$2~Cbp/ab* !1/2%,

J2b5~pCbp/4kb! !~Cbp/ab* !kb10.5

3exp$2~Cbp/ab* !1/2%,

whereCb is the specific heat of theb finely dispersed phase
ab* 5ab /d1, andab is the coefficient of heat transfer of a
individual b-phase particle.

Using a Mellin transformation, we can write the chan
in the temperature of the main matrix as

T0~ t !5Teq2dT0~0!Re

3E
s2 i`

s1 i`@ept~C01(NbJ1b~p!!#dp

@a01C0p2(NbJ2b~p!#
. ~14!

This integral is easily estimated in two limiting cases:~a!
upu@ab* /Cb and ~b! upu!ab* /cb . In case~a!, (NbJ1,2b(p)
is exponentially small and the integral~14! for s,a0* /C0

gives

T0~ t !5Teq2dT0~0!e2a0* t/C0, ~15!

i.e., the cooling time is

t1cool>C0 /a0* . ~16!

In case~b!, (NbJ1,2b(p) is proportional topn. The denomi-
nator of the integral~14! is

Z5denominator5C0Fa0* /C01p

2~pp/4! (
b51

P

~~Cbp/ab* !kb11.5!/kb! G .

Assuming thatkb50, we then have
is-

g

Z/C05~a0* /C01p2pp5/2D/4!,

where D5(b51
P (Cb /ab* )3/2. That is to say, for largeupu

@a0* /C0 we have

p0>~4a0* /pC0D !2/5@a0* /C0 . ~17!

Thus, in this case the cooling time is

t2cool>~pC0D/4a0* !2/5. ~18!

Whena0* is of the order ofab* , C0 is of the order ofCb and
t2cool>@pP(C0 /a0* )(C0 /a0* )3/2#2/5, or

t2cool>~C0 /a0* !P2/5.t1cool. ~19!

To sum up, we mention the results which in our view are
most important.

1. A theory has been constructed for the establishmen
thermal equilibrium in complex composite structures wh
the main matrix containsP impurity phases with specific
physical characteristics~heat transfer coefficienta, specific
heatCb , and thermal conductivity̧ b).

2. It has been shown that the size distribution of t
impurity phase has a very strong influence on the time ta
for the establishment of thermal equilibrium. This spread
taken into account by introducing the distribution functio
f b(R).

3. It has been demonstrated that the time taken for
establishment of equilibrium between the two subsyste
~impurity 1 main matrix! depends very strongly on the num
ber of impurity phases~see formula~19!! and on the relation
between the properties of the main matrix and the impur
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Mechanisms of photocurrent amplification in isotypic n 1 –GaSb–n 0 –GaInAsSb–
n 1 –GaAlAsSb heterostructures

S. V. Slobodchikov, Kh. M. Salikhov, Yu. P. Yakovlev, and B. E. Samorukov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted October 2, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.24, 37–42~May 26, 1998!

Measurements of the current–voltage characteristics, the photocurrent, and its dependence of the
latter on the bias voltage~forward and reverse! and the magnetic field were used to
determine the current transport mechanisms in isotypicn1 –GaSb–n0–GaInAsSb–n1 –GaAlAsSb
heterostructures. Two mechanisms of photocurrent amplification were observed. In structures
with binary injection in the diffusion approximation amplification is caused by a change
in the lifetime with the level of dark carrier injection. In structures with drift transport,
amplification is caused by a ‘‘transit’’ effect. In both cases, the trapping levels play an
important role. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02405-7#
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Gallium antimonide heterostructures with narrow-g
ternary and quaternary solid solutions are finding import
practical applications. Thesep–n heterostructures have bee
used to fabricate light-emitting diodes,1 lasers,2 and
photodiodes3 in the middle infrared. Less attention has be
paid to studies of the electrical and photoelectrical proper
of isotypic heterostructures. The authors of Ref. 4 repor
some results of studies of the photoelectric characteristic
these isotypic heterostructures, where the observed photo
rent amplification was attributed to increased transparenc
the barrier at the heterojunction.

Here we report new data which reveal a link betwe
the current transport mechanism and the photocur
amplification mechanism inn1 –GaSb–n0–GaInAsSb–
n1 –GaAlAsSb heterostructures~Fig. 1a!. The fabrication
technology for the heterostructures was basically the sam
that used in Ref. 4. We used a standard photolithograp
technique and vacuum deposition to fabricate mesaph
structures with a mesa diameter of 300mm and a 50mm
diameter Ohmic point contact to the illuminate
n1 –GaAlAsSb surface and a fused contact ton1 –GaSb. For
the investigations the structures were mounted in a stan
TO-18 casing.

The current–voltage characteristics, photo-emf, and p
tocurrent were investigated as functions of the forward~at
n1 –GaSb! and reverse bias, and the photocurrent was a
studied as a function of the magnetic field. Figure 1b sho
current–voltage characteristics measured atT5300 and
78 K. Two types of characteristic were typically observed
T5300 K: a! an exponential dependence of current on vo
age at low biasI;exp(qV/nkT) with n51.7–2~curve1! and
b! a power dependenceI 5b1Vn11b2Vn2 with n151–1.3
andn252.8–3.4~curves3 and4!.

We postulate that this behavior is caused by the bin
injection of nonequilibrium carriers into then0 layer, with
the diffusion mechanism of current transport predominat
in the first case and the drift mechanism predominating in
second. The current–voltage characteristic at 78 K confi
this assumption~curves2 and5!. Curve2 has a short section
3861063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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with I;V2, after which the characteristic has a cutoff, whi
leads to anS-shaped characteristic, followed by a breakdow
section withI;V6. In group ‘‘b’’ structures, the forward and
reverse branches have two sections withn153 andn256.
The S-shaped current–voltage characteristic is caused
modulation of the lifetime of the carriers injected into then0

layer as a result of the presence of a high density of h
trapping centers.

The condition for complete filling of trapping levels5

Vt5qNtw
2/« with Vt51 V for an n0 layer of thickness

w5431024 cm and«512 gives a density of centersNt

5531014 cm3. The dependenceI;V2.823.4 reflects the di-
electric relaxation of carriers injected into then0 layer. The
deviation from the theoretical curveI;V3 is either caused
by a decrease in the effective base lengthw (n2.3) or by an
increase (n2,3), depending on how ideal the injecting co
tacts are.6 It is important to note that dielectric relaxatio
takes place when the base transit timet tr is shorter than the
Maxwellian relaxation time and the lifetimetp .

Figure 2 gives the photocurrent as a function of the f
ward bias for type ‘‘a’’ structures with an exponenti
current–voltage characteristic and as a function of the
ward and reverse bias for type ‘‘b’’ structures. In the fir
case, the maximum gain forl51.2 mm illuminating
radiation was;200 and decreased with increasingl: for
l51.6mm it decreased by 30% and forl51.9mm by 60%.
This behavior was attributed to an increase in the photoc
rent at zero bias. The gain of the ‘‘b’’ structures was su
stantially lower (;25) and did not depend on wavelengt
The photocurrent in the ‘‘a’’ structures increases appro
mately exponentially as a function of forward bias betwe
0.3 and 0.6 V. Unlike the experimental data reported in R
4, the structures studied exhibited no gain at low forwa
bias or when reverse-biased.

We postulate that the exponential increase in the pho
current I ph;exp(qV/nkT) with n52.3 is caused by binary
injection under diffusion conditions where the photocarr
lifetime varies with the level of injection. In this case, w
have n5cosh(w/L) ~for w.L), where L is the length of
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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diffusive displacement. Formn;103 cm2V21s21, we have
w/L51.5. Modulation of the nonequilibrium carrier lifetim
is caused to a greater extent by trapping at deep levels ra
than in the potential well of the valence band offset at
heterojunction, although the latter is not completely elim
nated. In group ‘‘b’’ samples this factor is negligible. F
these samples, at low bias~Fig. 2, curve2! the photocurrent
typically decreases with increasing voltage and then be
to increase, reaching a maximum under conditions of die
tric relaxation withI;V2.823.4. This is because, for a hig
densityNt , the probability of injected dark and optical ca
riers undergoing intensive trapping and recombination
higher in comparison with group ‘‘a’’ and their lifetime fall
sharply. Increased injection of dark carriers leads to filling
trapping centers, which reduces the recombination of opt
carriers and enhances their lifetime. This results in amp
cation of the photocurrent owing to the ‘‘transit’’ effect o
the n0 layer when the gain is defined ast/t tr and
t tr5w2/mnV. If it is assumed that we have for then0 layer
mn5103 cm2 V21s21, w5431024 cm, andV51 V, we

FIG. 1. a — Band profile ofn1 –GaSb–n0–GaInAsSb–n1 –GaAlAsSb het-
erostructure; b — current–voltage characteristics. Structure ‘‘a’’:1 — for-
ward branch logI5f(V), T5300 K; 2 — characteristic atT578 K, logI
5f(logV). Structure ‘‘b’’: 3 and 4 — forward and reverse branches o
current–voltage characteristic logI5f(logV), 5 — characteristic atT578 K.

FIG. 2. Photocurrent versus bias. Structure ‘‘a’’:1 — forward bias logIph

5 f (V); structure ‘‘b’’: 2 — reverse bias logIph5 f (logV).
er
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obtain t tr58310211 s, which givest5231029 s. Amplifi-
cation is observed on the forward and reverse branches o
current–voltage characteristic although its value for the sa
bias is naturally lower in the second case and reaches
same maxima at voltages more than twice as high.

The influence of the magnetic field on the photocurre
~Fig. 3! is quite different and may indicate the type of am
plification mechanism. For structures with a diffusio
mechanism of current transport a 40–50% increase in
photocurrent is observed forH 5 20 kOe, whereas for struc
tures with a drift current, the photocurrent is reduced
20%. In the first case, the increase in the photocurrent m
be caused by an increase in the gradientsdn/dx anddp/dx
since the Hall field of the dark carriers ‘‘compresses’’ t
diffusion fluxes, impeding flow parallel to the plane of th
heterostructures.

In the second case, the magnetic field reduces the d
sive displacement length of the electron–hole plasma carr
in the n0 layer as a result of additional scattering whic
increases the transit timet tr .

These experimental results suggest that several amp
cation mechanisms may be present inn1 –GaSb–
n0–GaInAsSb–n1 –GaAlAsSb heterostructures, dependi
on the specific technological fabrication conditions.
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FIG. 3. Photocurrent versus magnetic field. Structure ‘‘a’’:1—illuminated
by l51.8 mm light, 2—illuminated byl51.2 mm light ~right-hand scale
on ordinate!; structure ‘‘b’’—illuminated byl51.7mm light.
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A possible method of reducing the magnetic field in a relativistic backward-wave tube
I. K. Kurkan, V. V. Rostov, and E. M. Tot’meninov

Institute of High-Current Electronics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Tomsk
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A new configuration is proposed and implemented for a relativistic backward-wave tube using
the symmetric TM01 mode which can appreciably enhance, by a factor of 2–3, the
generation efficiency of high-power 3 cm radiation pulses using low magnetic fields. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02505-1#
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One possible application of a relativistic backward-wa
tube ~BWT! is as a source of high-power microwave puls
in nanosecond radars.1 Efficient oscillation is achieved in
strong magnetic fields, which are required to form and tra
port the high-current electron beam. Thus, to date, pu
periodic operation has been implemented using super
ducting solenoids. In view of the expense and maintena
difficulties, it is important to reduce the magnetic field
levels attainable in permanent magnets while maintaining
BWT generation efficiency at around 20–30%~Ref. 2!.

A conventional relativistic BWT uses the TM01 lowest
axisymmetric mode, and the average diameter of the ripp
slow-wave structure is close to the wavelength. In a mod
ating structure of these transverse dimensions, wave se
tion and single-frequency oscillation are relatively easy
achieve. However, when the magnetic field is reduced,
fects associated with the transverse motion of the elect
begin to play an important role. So-called cyclotron abso
tion of the oppositely propagating electromagnetic wave
violation of the starting conditions for oscillation are o
served near the cyclotron resonancevB5v1kiv i ~Refs. 3
and 4!. Herev i is the longitudinal electron velocity,ki is the
longitudinal wave number,v52pc/l, andvB5eB/mcg is
the cyclotron frequency. For the wavelength rangel'3 cm
and energiesg'2, exact resonance corresponds toBR

'1.2 T. A reduction in the efficiency is observed over a ve
wide range of magnetic fields (DB/BR;1).

This is typical of relativistic electronics, since the rat
of the power bunching parameter responsible for the tra
verse driving of the electrons to the inertial bunching para
eter is proportional toI b

1/6g1/2b il/r 0Z1/3 ~Ref. 4!, whereI b is
the beam current,b i5v i /c, r 0 is the average radius of th
slow-wave structure, andZ is the impedance of the couplin
with the spatial harmonic. This notation omits any fac
which describes the radial structure of the wave, i.e.,
TM01 mode is being analyzed. In weak fields with an indu
tion of 0.4–0.8 T, the electron beam structure contain
fraction of particles with a high transverse velocity:b'

max

'E' /gB ~Ref. 5!, whereE' is the electric field strength nea
the cathode. This gives rise to additional effects which
duce the efficiency, the most important of these being
dispersion of the electron longitudinal velocities. Reson
absorption near the second harmonic of the cyclotron
quency may also be observed. An analysis of these proce
3881063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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yields the conclusion that the radii of the cathode (r c) and of
the slow-wave structure must be increased and the hig
possible impedancesZ must be used. If increasingr c does
not sufficiently improve the quality of the electron beam
decompression in a magnetic field decreasing smoothly f
the cathode to the slow-wave structure should be used
achieve a further reduction in the velocity spread.6

Thus, the selective excitation of the working wave is
key factor toward increasing the transverse dimensions.
selection element in the proposed BWT system using
TM01 mode is a resonant reflector7 which is used to reflect
the oppositely propagating wave, instead of a wavegu
with an upper cutoff, i.e. a low-pass filter, with the radiusr
,n01l/2p (n0152.405). The equivalent electrical circuit t
describe the mechanism for reflection of the TM01 mode
from a special cavity is a simplified version of a band-st
filter, a parallel resonant circuit built into a discontinuity in
transmission line. The cavity geometry is formed by an a
symmetric groove of radiusb and width L bordered by
waveguides of radiusa matched at the edges. Althoug
rounded transitions having a radius of curvature'(b2a)/2
were used experimentally, we can assume for simplicity t
the groove has a rectangular profile.

In the wavelength rangen02/b,2p/l,n02/a, where
n0255.52, conditions for the existence of at least o
trapped-mode oscillation TM02 are satisfied. The frequencie
of the natural oscillations in the absence of losses may
determined similarly, as in the well-known quantum
mechanics problem of finding the energy levels in a rect
gular potential well of finite depth.8 The natural oscillation is
only unique if the conditionn02L(12a2/b2)1/2,2a is satis-
fied. The existence of diffraction losses and Ohmic los
causes a downward shift of the resonant frequency. Since
coupling coefficient between the natural oscillation and
TM01 traveling wave is a function of the step height, th
diffraction Q factor may be taken to be smaller than t
Ohmic Q factor:Qd!Q0. For copper walls and a frequenc
of 10 GHz, we findQ0;104. Then, in accordance with
Ref. 9, the reflection coefficient at the resonant frequenc
close to unity,R'12Qd /Q0.

For the experiments we used a reflector geometry wh
provides fairly good coverage of the generated spectr
(Qd'10). It is fundamentally important that even for a rel
tively low Q factor, as a result of the difference in the rad
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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distribution of the field, thez component of the electric field
in the central plane of the reflector~at the radius'0.7b) is
almost an order of magnitude greater than the amplitude
the first negative spatial harmonic in the slow-wave str
ture. Thus, the reflector also functions as a modulating g
The depth of velocity modulation of the electrons may
very substantial, so it is important to optimize the position
the reflector relative to the first ripple of the slow-wave stru
ture. The choice of this distance (Ldr in Fig. 1! influences the
evolution of beam bunching, but at the same time it can
be arbitrary since it determines the phase difference betw
the modulating field and the spatial harmonic at the beg
ning of the slow-wave structure. A numerical analysis o
linear boundary-value problem for a BWT with prelimina
electron modulation in ad-gap revealed that if the phasing o
the fields is favorable, the starting current of the generato
almost halved~the depth of modulation was chosen on t
basis of real experimental conditions!.

The experiments were carried out using a pulsed s
noid and the SINUS-6K electron accelerator. The maxim
amplitude of the accelerating voltage could reach 600 V w
an electron beam current of 5.5 kA. The current pulse len
was 18 ns. As might be expected, the experimentally de
mined dependence of the pulse power on the distance
tween the reflector and the beginning of the slow-wave str
ture ~Fig. 1! has a clearly defined optimum. The maximu
microwave radiation power was 0.8 GW, which correspon
to an efficiency of 24%. The generation efficiency in a ma
netic field of 0.7 T was almost the same as that in a str

FIG. 1. Schematic of relativistic backward-wave tube with resonant refle
and experimental dependence of output power on reflector position.
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magnetic field~Fig. 2!. The pulse length was around 10 n
When electron beam decompression was used with the
at the cathode exceeding that in the moderating structure
a fixed excess of 1.4, the generation zone expanded tow
weaker fields, which was observed as a shift of the left-ha
boundary by approximately 20%.

To sum up, the first experiments to produce a modera
oversize BWT with a resonant reflector have shown that
efficiency in weak magnetic fields can be enhanced appre
bly and the fields required can be generated using a per
nent magnet.

This work was partly supported by the GEC–Marco
Research Center~UK!.
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Initial stages in the formation of a CsAu surface alloy
M. V. Knat’ko, M. N. Lapushkin, and V. I. Paleev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 23, 1997!
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Threshold photoemission spectroscopy is used to study the formation of a CsAu alloy during
deposition of Cs on an Au substrate. It is shown that both the Cs surface layer and the
CsAu near-surface alloy undergo indirect photoexcitation. It is found that the formation of a
CsAu alloy is accompanied by a sharp rise~by several factors of ten! in the photoemission current
while the photoemission threshold remains almost constant. This behavior is attributed to
the formation of a band of electronic states near the Fermi level. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02605-6#
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The interaction between alkali metal~M! atoms and gold
has been studied on numerous occasions. The adsorptio
alkali metal atoms leads to reconstruction of the surface la
and to the formation of MxAuy alloys in the near-surface
region of the gold substrate.1–6 In this case, the properties o
the alloys differ substantially from those of gold metal. A
loys of CsAu are usually formed by exposing a gold su
strate to cesium vapor atT.250 K. The CsAu alloy is
formed by the diffusion of Cs atoms into the gold metal af
a Cs monolayer coating has been formed.4 The compound
thus obtained has a CsCl crystal structure and a lattice
stant of 4.25 Å. Moreover, CsAu is an ionic semiconduc
with a band gapEg52.6 eV ~Ref. 1!. However, very few
experimental investigations have been made of its electr
structure near the Fermi level (EF). This is because the ul
traviolet spectroscopy conventionally used for this purp
exhibits very poor sensitivity to states nearEF which are
responsible for the semiconducting properties of the soli

This shortcoming does not arise in threshold photoem
sion spectroscopy,7 which has been successfully used
study the adsorption of alkali metal atoms on Cs/W~Ref. 7!
and Cs/Ag metals,8 and also on Cs/Si~111! semiconductors.9

A characteristic feature of this method is that it can sepa
the surface and bulk photoemission, since the componen
the electric vectorE i of light parallel to the surface only
induces bulk photoemission, while the componentE' nor-
mal to the surface induces emission mainly from the surf
layer. In addition, the threshold photoemission method
sensitive to states nearEF . We used this method to study th
adsorption of Cs on Au, which changes the electronic str
ture of the surface and near-surface layers of the gold s
strate.

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahi
vacuum system atP'5310210 Torr. Gold foil of 99.99%
purity was used as the substrate. The gold was purified f
contaminants by heating in vacuum atT51100 K for 10 h
and then atT51100 K in oxygen at pressurePO2

5231026

Torr for 2 h ~Ref. 10!. An atomically pure flux of Cs atoms
was then directed onto the Au substrate at room tempera
The coverage was assessed from the cesium depos
time t.

We recorded the following:~a! the spectral dependenc
3901063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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of the integrated photoemission currentsI s(hn) and I p(hn)
using s- and p-polarized exciting light, respectively, in th
energy rangehn51.4–3.5 eV for various Cs depositio
times ~the s-light only has the«i component, while the
p-light has bothE i andE' components!; ~b! the concentra-
tion dependence of the reflection coefficientsRs(t) and
Rp(t) as a function of the Cs deposition time on an A
substrate forhn51.96 and 2.81 eV. The angle of incidenc
of light on the sample wasg545°.

The spectral dependence ofRp,s for pure Au varies
abruptly in the energy rangehn51.4–3.5 eV. The deposition
of Cs on Au caused no change in the reflection coefficie
Rs andRp of the substrate to within 0.5% (hn51.96 eV! and
1.5% (hn52.81 eV! for all the deposited Cs films. Thus
these coefficients remain the same as the initial values
pure gold, which indicates that they vary negligibly as
result of processes induced by Cs adsorption. Therefore
normalized the measured photocurrent to the same num
of absorbed photons~the coefficientsRs,p were calculated
using the Fresnel formulas, using known values of the p
mittivity «Au(hn) ~Ref. 11!.

Figure 1 gives the spectral dependence of the photo
rents I s,p(hn) for various times of Cs deposition on an A
substrate. For timest,200 s, the photocurrentsI s(hn) and
I p(hn) are the same, within experimental error, over the
tire spectral range. Further deposition of Cs (t.200 s! leads
to substantial differences in the shape of these curves and
magnitude of the photocurrents in the energy ran
hn51.4–2.6 eV. For short Cs deposition times, the pho
emission is obviously excited from the same spatial region
the bulk of the substrate, whereas for longer deposit
times, photoemission begins to be excited from the surf
layer.

Since it is known that CsAu is a semiconductor, an a
proach proposed in Ref. 10 can be used to analyze the
tocurrent spectrum. In this approach, the dependence of
photocurrent on the excitation energy near the photoemis
thresholdhn0 is described by the following expression:

I ~hn!5c~hn2hn0!n,

wherec is a coefficient andn is an exponent whose valu
depends on the mechanism of photoexcitation.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We used this approach to analyze the curves plotte
Fig. 1, and found that for cesium deposition timest,200 s,
this exponent isn51. This value ofn is indicative of direct
optical photoexcitation of the semiconductor structure in
bulk of the solid. In our case, this may be attributed to
initial stage of growth of the alloy into the Au substrate.

We observed that further deposition of Cs was acco
panied by a change in the mechanism for the photoexcita
of emission by p- and s-polarized exciting light. For
s-polarized lightn increases ton53, which corresponds to
indirect optical excitation in the bulk of the solid. This valu
of n is observed for the classical Si semiconductor13 and for
the adsorption of Cs atoms on this semiconductor.9 For
p-polarized light,n increases ton52 which corresponds to
indirect optical transitions accompanying surface photoem
sion and indicates that the Cs surface layer becomes m
lized. Metallization of the Cs surface layer was detected
threshold photoemission spectroscopy in a Cs/Si~100! sys-
tem at submonolayer Cs concentrations.9 In a Cs/Au system
metallization of the Cs surface layer was detected by neu
ization of metastable-excited atoms.4

Figure 2a gives the photoemission thresholdshnp,s
0 as a

function of the deposition timet of cesium on Au. For shor
Cs deposition times, the thresholdshns

0 and hnp
0 are the

same. Fort.100 s, some difference can be observed
tween the thresholdshns

0 andhnp
0 . Figure 2b gives the pho

tocurrentI s(t) as a function of the cesium deposition tim

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the photocurrentsI s(hn) ~a! andI p(hn) ~b!
for various times of Cs deposition on Au:1 — t565 s, 2 — t5200 s,
3 — t5270 s, and4 — t5370 s.
in
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for the excitation energyhn51.96 eV. Since thes-polarized
light only excites bulk photoemission, it is logical to expe
that theI s(t) profile will reflect the changes inhns

0 , as was
observed in a Cs/Si~100! system.14 In our case, it can be see
that for t.240 s, even negligible changesDhns'0.1 eV
change the photocurrent severalfold.

For example, the timesta andtb correspond to the sam
photoemission thresholdshns

0(ta)5hns
0(tb) although the

photocurrentI s(ta) is ten times smaller thanI s(tb). This dif-
ference can only be explained by an increase in the densr
of electronic states involved in the photoelectron emiss
process. Thus, the adsorption of Cs is accompanied by
increase inr, i.e., by the formation of a band of CsAu ele
tronic states in the near-surface region of the substrate
result of growth of the alloy into the substrate. This band
positioned near and belowEF and determines the electro
physical and chemical properties of the alloy. We assu
that the minimum ofhnp,s

0 corresponds to the formation of
monolayer Cs coating on the substrate after which the C
surface alloy begins to grow rapidly into the gold. This b
havior is consistent with the results of Refs. 4 and 6 in wh
it was found that the alloy begins to form after a monolay
Cs coating has formed on the Au.

To sum up, adsorption of Cs before formation of
monolayer is accompanied by diffusion of Cs atoms into
Au substrate and by the formation of a subsurface Cs
alloy. After the CsAu alloy has been formed, the Cs surfa

FIG. 2. a — Photoemission thresholdshns
0 ~1! andhnp

0 ~2! versus time of
Cs deposition on Au: b — photocurrentI s(t) versus time of Cs deposition
on Au for the excitation energyhn51.96 eV.
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layer begins to become metallized and further growth of
CsAu alloy is accomplished by diffusion of Cs atom
through the already-formed alloy.
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New prospects for the development of short-wavelength x-ray holography
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A description is given of an original proposal to use an analog of a Mach–Zehnder
interferometer to record holograms in the x-ray range. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!02705-0#
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The implementation of short-wavelength x-ray holog
phy is extremely important for the development of micro
copy, and also for visualizing the internal microstructure
substances opaque to optical radiation. Thus, sh
wavelength x-ray holography is of particular interest as
complement to electron microscopy and optical holograp
The method opens up new prospects for x-ray flaw detect
holography of micro-objects, and coherent x-ray optics.

There is no doubt that certain difficulties must be ov
come to implement x-ray holography. No intense sources
coherent x-rays are available. However, estimates of the
herent density of the radiation intensities of existing x-r
sources1,2 indicate that a resolution of around 1mm is a re-
alistic proposition for x-ray holography. The development
x-ray interferometry and the fabrication of x-ray cryst
monochromators as distinctive sources of coherent x-r
have led me to the idea of using x-ray beams diffractio
collimated in crystal monochromators for short-wavelen
x-ray holography using an interference technique.3,4

Comparing the problem of recording x-ray interferen
patterns with the recording of holograms, we note that, s
ject to certain constraints, these patterns may be consid
to be holograms and the object image may be reconstru
in visible light. Assume that an x-ray monochromatic bea
having the amplitudec0

i (r ) is incident on a triple-unit inter-
ferometer cut from perfect monolithic crystal at the angle
incidence~Fig. 1!. If the first unit is fairly thick (mt1@1,
wheret1 is the thickness of the first unit andm is the linear
absorption coefficient of the crystal!, diffraction of the pri-
mary incident wave in this unit results in the formation
almost identical wavesch(r ) andc0(r ), propagating in the
directions of reflection and transmission, respectively.5,6 Dif-
fraction of these waves in units2 and3 produces the wave
of interest to us, having the amplitudescho andcoh , which
converge at the entry face of unit3. Diffraction and interfer-
ence in unit3 produces the beams4 and5. The waveschoh

and cohh propagate in the direction of beam4, while coho

andchho propagate in the direction of beam5, interfering in
the spatial regions where they overlap. We estimate the
mensions of the angular regiona of those Fourier compo
nents of the wavec0

i (r ), which, on passing through unit1
and a vacuum layer of the same thicknesst1, are identical in
the sense of acquiring the additional phase
3931063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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kt1~12n!

cos~uB1a!
2

kt1~12n!

cosuB
,

p

10
, ~1!

wheren is the refractive index of the crystal anduB is the
Bragg angle.

When t1;1021 cm, k;108 cm21, and 12n;1025,
condition~1! yieldsa;1023 rad. Since the angular region o
transmission of the crystal is of the same order of magnitu
for an ideal interferometer geometry the phase surfa
c0

i (r ), ch , andc0 are similar. The experimental results~Fig.
2! show that for an ideal interferometer geometry, the int
ference patterns are equidistant fringes and are obtaine
interference between two plane quasimonochromatic wa
choh andcohh or coho andchoo .

In this case the wavecohh may be considered to be th
reference wave andchoh the object wave. Thus, these inte
ference patterns are very simple x-ray holograms. The an
between the directions of propagation of thechoh andcohh

waves is extremely small, However, so that the distance
tween the interference fringes is much greater than the wa
length of visible light~Fig. 2!. Thus, the object wavechoh

cannot be reconstructed from this hologram using opt
laser light. In order to reduce the distance between the in
ference fringes to the order of the wavelength of visible lig
the angle between the directions of propagation ofchoh and
cohh must be increased as far as possible. This can
achieved by placing a suitable homogeneous prism in
path of the reference wavecoh which does not deflect this
wave from its reflection position~see8 in Fig. 1!. The angle
of deflectionDa of the wavecoh incident normally on the
entry face of the prism is given by

Da;~12n!tan a, ~2!

wherea is the prism angle andn is the refractive index of
the prism.

The angular region of transmission of the crystal is
the order of ten arc seconds, and thus the angle betwee
directions of the waveschoh andcohh may be increased up
to this limit in accordance with Eq.~2!. Consequently, the
distance between the interference fringes may be reduce
the wavelength of visible light so that the object wavechoh

can be reconstructed by optical laser radiation. Structu
modifications can be introduced In the left arm of unit2 ~in
the region of diffraction of the wavech) without deflecting
the wavech from its reflection position~i.e., the shaded are
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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in Fig. 1!. A corresponding object wavechoh is then formed,
whose phase surface is similar to that of the wavech0 in
accordance with formula~1!. By reconstructing the wave
choh with optical laser radiation, we obtain a visible, magn
fied image of the inhomogeneities in the shaded part of
crystal.

FIG. 1. Interferometer system for recording short-wavelength x-ray h
grams.
e
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Relation between the plasticity index and the pseudopotential of covalent
tetrahedral crystals

A. F. Shchurov, V. A. Perevoshchikov, and A. V. Kruglov
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On the basis of experimental results of measurements of the plasticity index of covalent crystals
including Si, Ge, and III–V compounds, it is established that the low-temperature plasticity
characteristics of tetrahedral crystals are related to the pseudopotential. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!02805-5#
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The literature now contains a wealth of theoretical a
experimental results which indicate that the plastic proper
of covalent crystals are related to their electron
structure.1–7 The authors of Refs. 4 and 5 give dependen
of the plasticity characteristics~such as the activation energ
and dislocation velocity, critical shear stress, and hardn!
on the crystal band gap~Fig. 1!. It is known6 that the dislo-
cation velocity may be given by

Vd5Btmexp~2U0 /kT!, ~1!

whereB and m are constants andt is the applied stress. I
can be seen from Eq.~1! that asU0 increases, the dislocatio
velocity decreases. Thus, as can be deduced from Fig. 1
plasticity of covalent crystals decreases as the band gaEg

increases. In Refs. 4 and 7 the correlation betweenU0 and
Eg is explained by the need for covalent bonds to be bro
during the motion of dislocations and by the transfer of el
trons from the valence band to the conduction band.
3951063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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Here we attempt to show how the low-temperature pl
ticity characteristics of covalent tetrahedral crystals are
lated to the pseudopotential.

The dimensionless parameterdH , known as the plastic-
ity index, was taken as the plasticity characteristic. This
dex determines the fraction of plastic deformation in the to
elasticoplastic deformation taking place beneath an inde
in the absence of any macroscopic damage to the mat
and may be given by8

dH51214.3~12n22n2!HV/E, ~2!

whereHV is the Vickers hardness,E is Young’s modulus,
and n is the Poisson ratio. The measurements were m
using a PMT-3 device.

For the investigations we used silicon and germani
elementary semiconductors and III–V compounds comp
ing phosphides, arsenides, and antimonides of indium
gallium. All the samples were rectangular wafers measur
at least 10310 mm, at least 1 mm thick, with the mai
or
nt
FIG. 1. Correlation between the activation energy f
motion of dislocations and the band gap for covale
crystals.4
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Plasticity index versus pseudopotential of covale
crystals.
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surface oriented in the~111! crystallographic direction for S
and Ge, and in the~111!B direction for III–V compounds.
The surfaces of all the samples were treated and prepare
follows: bilateral ~on the working and nonworking sides!
mechanical grinding and diamond polishing was followed
chemical dynamic polishing9 to remove the structurally dam
aged layer of single crystals and obtain a surface wit
roughness height of<0.05mm.

Microindentation can be used to determine the char
teristics of low-temperature plastic deformation produc
mainly by dislocation glide, without the application of high
temperature deformation processes. Almost all the d
available in the literature refers to relatively high tempe
tures, but the low-temperature behavior remains little stud
because of the brittle fracture of the materials. For lo
temperature plasticity one of the present authors put forw
the hypothesis that the activation energyU0 for the motion
of dislocations~Peierls barrier fors50) is related to the
pseudopotential.10 Here it is shown that if dislocations mov
conservatively through the crystal lattice, the energy for
arrangement of atoms in a dislocation center without a
change in the average density is proportional to the effec
spherical potentialVeff(r ), which is proportional to the
square of the pseudopotentialW(q) ~Ref. 11!. From this it
follows that the activation energyU0 is related to the band
gapEg sinceEg52uW(q)u ~Ref. 12!.

Here we establish a correlation between another plas
ity characteristic, the plasticity indexdH), and the pseudo
potential.

The electronic states in III–V compounds and in carb
group crystals can be conveniently described using a la
Jones band whose volume is sufficient to accommodate
four electrons from each atom. The planes bounding
Jones band are~220! planes for which diffraction is weak
as

y

a

c-
d
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-
d
-
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-
y
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However, diffraction processes may cause electron tra
tions across the entire Jones band accompanied by a ch
in the electron wave vector by@111# 2p/a ~Ref. 11!. This
corresponds to a large matrix elementW111 which deter-
mines the band gap at pointX. Thus, the gap at the~220!
face is 2uW111u, and the matrix element is given by13

W111524pZe2/V0q2«~0!, ~3!

whereq52pA3/a, Z is the number of valence electrons p
atom,V0 is the atomic volume, and«(0) is the static permit-
tivity.

Using known experimental values of«(0) ~Ref. 11!, we
calculated 2uW111u and plotted the plasticity indexdH as a
function of the theoretical value of the band gap 2uW111u
calculated using the pseudopotential method~Fig. 2!. A clear
relationship is obtained, which indicates that pseudopoten
theory may be applied to describe the plastic properties
covalent crystals.

The value ofW111 can easily be calculated using data
the crystal and electronic structure of a material, making
possible to obtain a theoretical prediction of its plastic pro
erties.
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A new mechanism is proposed for the quenching of photoconduction and a negative internal
photoeffect caused by the metastable nature of defects. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~98!02905-X#
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It can now be considered to be well-established t
photo-, thermal-, recombination-, and exciton-stimula
transformations of metastable defects have a strong influe
on the elastic, thermal, electronic, and magnetic propertie
solids1–9 and are responsible for many phenomena and
fects, especially the formation of dissipative structures a
the photovoltaic effect, among others. The idea that suc
mechanism may be responsible for these two effects was
suggested in Ref. 1 and was confirmed experimentally2–7

The formation of dissipative structures was attributed to
photostimulated transformation of metastable EL2 defect
gallium arsenide in Ref. 2, to the photostimulated genera
of metastable dangling bonds in hydrated amorphous sili
in Ref. 3, to the injection transformation of charge states
metastable manganese impurities in silicon in Ref. 4, to
photostimulated transformation of metastable gallium im
rities in lead telluride in Ref. 5, and to photostimulated stru
tural conversions in germanium disulfide in Ref. 6, and
on.

Here it will be shown that the metastable nature
defects may also be responsible for the quenching of ph
conduction and a negative photoeffect. Since these eff
have an adverse influence on the characteristics of, e.g.,
toelectric solar energy converters, and metastable defect
cur in many semiconductors widely used in modern pho
energetics ~for example, in silicon, gallium arsenide
hydrated amorphous silicon, and so on!, it is interesting to
study the mechanisms responsible for the quenching of p
toconduction.

An analysis is made of a semiconductor contain
metastable defects with the concentrationNR

t , of which a
negligible fractionNR

a is in a recombination-active state, i.e
they exchange carriers with both allowed bands. The larg
fraction of these centers,NR

p , are in a recombination-passiv
state, i.e., carriers do not recombine via these cent
It is postulated that the recombination-passive cen
undergo photo-, recombination-, and exciton-stimula
transformation which helps to transfer them to t
recombination-active state. The centers are transformed
spontaneously.

The kinetics of the relaxation of excitation in this type
semiconductor is described by the system
3981063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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5
dn

dt
5CnNR

a@n1f R2n~12 f R!#1F52Un1F, ~1!

dp

dt
5CpNR

a@~12 f R!p12 f Rp#1F52Up1F, ~2!

dNR
a

dt
52

NR
a2NR0

a

tN
1G, ~3!

NR
t 5NR

a1NR
p , p5n1NR

a f R . ~4!2~5!

Here F is the rate of photogeneration of free carriers,G is
the rate of stimulated conversion of recombination-pass
centers to recombination-active ones,n1 andp1 are the sta-
tistical Shockley–Read factors related to the energy levelER

of the recombination-active center, andf R is the degree of
electron filling ofNR

a .
Let us consider the case where the activation of a pas

center is stimulated by illumination. In this case, the termG
in Eq. ~3! may be expressed asG5¸F* NR

p , whereF* is the
number of photons incident per unit time per unit volum
which transfer the center to the recombination-active state
photostimulation. ThenF andF* may correspond to differ-
ent frequency ranges of the incident photons.

Under steady-state conditions (dn/dt5dp/dt5de/dt,
Un5Up5U), by linearizing Eqs.~1!–~5!, we can obtain a
system of algebraic equations for the small increments of
free electron concentrationDn5n2n0, the hole concentra-
tion Dp5p2p0, the concentration of recombination-activ
metastable centersDNR

a5NR
a2NR0

a , and also the degree o

filling D f R5 f R2 f 0, whose solution can give

Dn5

F@CpNR0
a f 01Cn~n01n1!1Cp~p01p1!#

2CnCp¸F* ~NR
t 2NR0

a !NR0
a n0f 0tN~11¸tNF* !21

CnCpNR0
a @NR0

a f 0~12 f 0!1~n01n1! f 01~p01p1!~12 f 0!#
,

~6!

Dp5

F@CnNR0
a ~12 f 0!1Cn~n01n1!1Cp~p01p1!#

2CnCp¸F* ~NR
t 2NR0

a !NR0
a @p1~12 f 0!tN /~11¸tNF* !#

CnCpNR0
a @NR0

a f 0~12 f 0!1~n01n1! f 01~p01p1!~12 f 0!#
,

~7!

DNR
a5¸tNF* NR0

p ~11¸tNF* !21. ~8!

Here n0, p0, NR0
a , and NR0

p are the concentrations of elec
trons, holes, recombination-active, and passive centers
thermodynamically equilibrium state. By analyzing Eq
~6!–~8!, we can easily establish that for¸tNF* ,1, Dn and
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Dp decrease, whileDNR
a increases as the rate of photostim

ulated transformation of metastable defectsF* increases,
when

F@CpNR0
a f 01Cn~n01n1!1Cp~p01p1!#

.CnCp¸F* ~NR
t 2NR0

a !
NR0

a n0f 0tN

~11¸tNF* !
, ~9!

F@CnNR0
a ~12 f 0!1Cn~n01n1!1Cp~p01p1!#

.CnCp¸F* ~NR
t 2NR0

a !NR0
a p1~12 f 0!tN

11¸tNF*
. ~10!

Thus, the carrier lifetimet

t5
Dn

U
5

1

CpNR

n01n1

n01p0
1

1

CnNR

p01p1

n01p0
, ~11!

obtained from Eqs.~1!–~2! under steady-state conditions d
creases, which supports the evolution of an optical photoc
duction quenching effect. For high rates of photostimula
conversions of metastable defects to the recombinat
active state, inequalities~9!–~10! are not satisfied. Thus, th
increments of the electron and hole concentrations,Dn and
Dp given by Eqs.~6! and~7! respectively, become negativ
which implies a negative photoeffect.

It should be noted that this effect may also occur a
result of recombination- and exciton-stimulated rearran
ments of metastable defects. In this case, recombinat
passive centers are converted to the recombination-ac
state as a result of the action of the energy released by
radiative recombination of electrons and holes, and also
exciton annihilation. The system~1!–~5! was analyzed as
suming that the functionG in Eq. ~3! is G5¸* npNR

p in the
first case andG5¸eNR

p in the second. Conditions for th
onset of photoconduction quenching and the negative ph
effect were obtained in both cases.

This effect may also occur as a result of the influence
thermal effects when the recovery of the recombination
tivity of a center is thermally stimulated. In this case, t
termG in Eq. ~3! should be viewed as an increasing functi
of the crystal temperature. The concentration
recombination-active centers then increases with temp
ture, which is accompanied by a reduction in the lifetime a
n-
d
n-

a
-

n-
ve
n-
y

o-

f
c-

f
a-
d

indicates the onset of a thermal photoconduction quench
effect.

It is known that at high temperatures defects are
nealed. In this temperature range the rate of thermally stim
lated activation of recombination activityG and the lifetime
tN of metastable defects in Eq.~3! decrease with increasin
crystal temperature, which causes a drop inNR

a and recovery
of photoconduction.

To sum up, photo-, thermo-, recombination-, a
exciton-stimulated transformations of metastable defe
may give rise to photoconduction quenching and a nega
internal photoeffect. Under the conditions of the quench
effect, the carrier lifetimet decreases as the rate of conve
sion of the metastable centers increases. This decrease i
lifetime t reduces the short-circuit currentJsc and the open-
circuit voltageVoc of the photocells:

Jsc5qF cosh21~w/L !,

Voc'
kT

q
ln@JscL~qDp!21coth~w/L !#,

whereL5(Dt)0.5 is the diffusion length,D is the diffusion
coefficient, andw is the base length. Thus, the quenchi
effects ultimately lower the efficiency of semiconductor ph
toconverters.

The author would like to thank Prof. A. Yu. Le�derman
for useful discussions of this work.
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Laws governing dilatational contrast transmission electron microscope images
and the accuracy of models of nonequilibrium ordering in III–V compositions

K. S. Maksimov and S. K. Maksimov

Moscow Institute of Electronic Technology
~Submitted September 15, 1997!
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Expressions are given for the fields of the elastic displacements and the elastic component of the
excitation error for a composition-modulated crystal. Calculated and experimental dilatational
contrast transmission electron-microscope images are compared for a spontaneously modulated
GaAsP/GaAs composition. It is demonstrated that the experimental images correspond to
continuous variations in the composition which are possible in a ‘‘synergistic’’ model of
nonequilibrium order. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!03005-5#
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Epitaxy of III–V compounds is accompanied by no
equilibrium ordering:1–3 compositional self-modulation1–3,5

and atomic order.3,6 These two types of ordering are e
plained using different models,3,5 and it has been shown tha
atomic order is associated with surface reconstruction.3 Both
types of ordering are observed in the same structures an
the same processes.2 Thus, in Refs. 7 and 8 they were inte
preted in terms of a unified model based on the assump
that surface reconstruction increases the mixing energy (V).
This hypothesis contradicts that put forward in Ref. 2, wh
the atomic order in III–V compounds is attributed to a d
crease inV caused by this reconstruction. The hypothe
put forward in Ref. 2 was confirmed by molecular dynam
calculations using a pseudopotential6 although these calcula
tions contain various assumptions. Thus, the question a
whether the interpretation, from Refs. 3 and 6 or that fr
Refs. 7 and 8 is correct needs to be resolved experiment

It is easier to check experimentally the self-modulati
behavior, for which the model described in Refs. 7 and
competes with the model of conjugating phases, which
tributes self-modulation to equilibrium spinod
decomposition.9–11

We studied the compound GaAs12yPy(001)GaAs, ob-
tained from the vapor phase1,3 and consisting of a layer o
length'20mm formed by continuously increasing the fra
tion of GaP fromy50 to y50.4, and a layer for which the
growth conditions should givey5const50.4. At this com-
position, spontaneous oscillation of the composition occ
in the @001# direction of growth, with a period of a hundred
of nanometers and an amplitudeDx of several mol.%~Ref.
1! so that the modulation can be studied using transmis
electron microscope~TEM! images.

The contrast of a TEM image is determined by the var
tion of the excitation errorw ~Ref. 12!:

w5we1wB ,

wherewe is the component of the total error caused by el
tic deformations of the grating andwB is caused by devia
tions of the crystal from the exact Bragg condition.
4001063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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On the basis of Ref. 13, the displacements in an ob
consisting of two elastically connected volumes with varyi
lattice parameters are described by

u5«yy~xc2Xm!1
11s

12s
e18F E

0

~xc2Xm!•e18 Da

a0
dx8

2«yy~~xc2Xm!•e18!G , ~1!

whereu is the displacement vector,«yy is the constant strain
over the entire object in the directions perpendicular to
direction of variation of the lattice,xc is the vector of the
instantaneous point,Xm is the vector of the point lying on the
interface at the center of the crystal,s is the Poisson ratio,e18
is the unit vector in the direction of variation of the comp
sition, Da is the variation of the lattice parameter, anda0 is
the averaged lattice parameter.

Expression~1! can be used to calculatewe :

we5jgF11s

12s
~g0•e18!S B•e181u0

g0•e18

g0
D

3S Da

a0
2«yyD1u0«yyg0G , ~2!

wherejg is the extinction distance,g0 is the effective dif-
fraction vector of the averaged grating,B is the unit vector in
the direction of the electron beam, andu0 is half the scatter-
ing angle. For the calculations we tooks50.32.

Two types of TEM images are observed for GaAs
GaAs. If the direction of modulation lies in the plane of th
image, the TEM images possess dilatational contrast.14,15 If
this direction is inclined relative to this plane, images
inclined boundaries are obtained at which a specific inter
ence contrast is formed by interference between waves s
tered by different sections of the bicrystal.14

For the dilatational-contrast TEM images used in t
present study, it can be shown that if the thickness and
citation errorwB are constant, the light sections correspo
to regions with a higher fraction of GaAs and that simil
compositions have the same intensity level.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Section of GaAsP/GaAs heterocomposition,@110#
projection, dark field, A — unmodulated section of GaAsP
layer; B — second misfit network, and C — region of
spontaneous compositional modulation.
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As we move in the@001# direction of growth from the
GaAs substrate to the epitaxial GaAs12yPy layer on TEM
images from the 004 reflection and the~110! projection
plane, the structure of the heterocomposition varies
follows.1,2 The GaAs substrate contains no structural defe
The substrate/epitaxial layer interface is indicated by the
misfit network. A section free from modulation extends fro
the heterojunction to a depth of'5 mm in the epitaxial layer.
The second misfit network occurs at the interface betw
the unmodulated and spontaneously modulated volu
~Fig. 1!. Intensity oscillation caused by compositional mod
lation is observed for the layer of varying composition a
for the layer with^y&50.4 ~Fig. 1 and 2!.

As the distance from the heterojunction increases and
ratios between the molar fractions of GaAs and GaP va
the oscillation period changes, as does the ratio between
total length of the sections enriched in GaAs or GaP, but
amplitude of the intensity oscillation~which is proportional
to the amplitude of the variations in composition! remains
almost constant over the length of the modulated comp
tion ~Fig. 2!, which is consistent with both the models bein
compared. The existence of an initial unmodulated laye
also consistent with both models of self-modulation.

If the differences in the intensity levels on the TE
images of the layer preceding the second misfit network
s
s.
st

n
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-

e
y,
he
e

i-
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d

the contours on the images of the modulated structure
exclusively assigned to differences in the compositions
the GaAs-enriched domains the content is higher than in
layer preceding the network, which is consistent with t
model described in Refs. 7 and 8. This conclusion requ
confirmation, however, because the volumes separated b
misfit network are strained differently.

In Fig. 2 the intensity oscillates smoothly. The TE
images in the 220 reflection where the dilatational contras
suppressed, reveal variations in contrast caused by groo
of the surface, which can also be seen in Fig. 1, but the s
of these variations is much smaller than the oscillation per
and the grooving is not periodic. Thus, the smoothness of
intensity oscillation cannot be attributed to variations in t
thickness of the object synchronous with variations in
composition. This smoothness of the intensity oscillati
also cannot be explained by surface relaxation, since the
fluence of the surface sharpens the intensity variation on
dark-field TEM images, even with sinusoidal variations
the composition.16 For the dilatational TEM images, th
smoothness of the intensity oscillation reflects the continu
of the variations in the lattice period, i.e., is caused by c
tinuous variations in the composition.

The model described in Refs. 7 and 8 has two stage
parabolic variations in composition and two abrupt stag
ns;
he

e
by
e-
ant.
FIG. 2. Intensity profile in@001# direction; dark field

using 11̄3 reflection,@110# projection,x axis — dis-
tance inmm; y — relative intensity; the profile was
obtained by averaging more than 400 individual sca
the increase in the average intensity level toward t
right edge is caused by a variation inw resulting from
bending of the foil; in the section for which the profil
is plotted, the molar fraction of GaP increases
'10%. As the composition varies, the oscillation p
riod changes but the amplitude remains almost const
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Spinodal decomposition leads to the formation of two pha
of constant composition separated by a transition reg
whose length is determined by the interatomic interact
distance, i.e., does not exceed'1 nm ~Ref. 13!.

Modeling the TEM images of objects whose compo
tion varies as in the model described in Refs. 9–11, e
with transition regions of tens of nanometers, shows that
model cannot be used to explain the smooth intensity os
lation. The observed characteristics of dilatational TEM i
ages are more consistent with the model from Refs. 7 an
especially the variant where parabolic variations in com
sition within compositional domains exceed abrupt var
tions at domain boundaries.
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Measurement and stabilization of the energy parameters of laser radiation using
nonlinear optical effects 1…

B. N. Morozov

All-Russia Scientific-Research Institute of Physicotechnical and Radio Engineering Measurements,
Mendeleevo, Moscow Province
~Submitted July 8, 1996; resubmitted March 6, 1997!
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A new method is reported for the measurement, stabilization, and control of the energy
parameters of laser radiation based on the optical rectification effect and the photogalvanic effect.
It is proposed to use the same nonlinear optical crystal mounted inside a laser cavity for
harmonic generation, as a voltage or current detector, and also as a modulator. A brief comparison
is made with earlier methods. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!03105-X#
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A well-known method1 of stabilizing the powerP of
pulsed laser radiation is based on the optical rectifica
effect2 using feedback systems. The voltage conversion e
ciencyVi

(0)/P in the optical rectification effect can be appr
ciably enhanced if the nonlinear optical crystal is moun
inside the laser cavity.3

Here we report a new, efficient method for measurem
stabilization, and control of the energy parameters~powerP
and energyW) based on using the optical rectification effe
inside a laser cavity. This reduces the overall size of a
switched laser. One of the simplest systems for controll
the energy parameters of laser radiation is shown in Fig.
The optical rectification signalVi

(0) from a crystal capacitor6
is passed through an amplifier8 to an electrooptic switch3.
This stabilizes the powerP1w of the fundamental-frequenc
laser radiation and its second harmonicP2w which is gen-
erated in the crystal4. The P2w radiation is linearly polar-
ized by means of a Glan prism5 inserted in a cavity formed
by a nontransmitting mirror1, a transmitting mirror7, and
the active element2. An additional pulsed voltage sourc
Uconstcan also be connected to the switch3, which increases
or decreases~depending on the sign ofUconst) the output
energy parameters of the laser radiation, thereby acting
controller.

A second possible system is shown in Fig. 1b. In t
case, the crystal generates the harmonic 2w, produces
~simultaneously4 with the 2w second harmonic generatio
process! the voltageVi

(0) by means of optical rectification,4

and also functions as a Q switch. In order to make suffi
ciently accurate calculations of the absolute or relative2 val-
ues of the crystal nonlinear susceptibilitiesi j , we need to
know their relationship simultaneously for optic
rectification,2 second harmonic generation, and the el
trooptic effect, particularly linear effects. These relationsh
have been established theoretically in the microwave ran5

The nonlinear susceptibilitieşi j
(0) for optical rectification de-

pend very weakly on the laser wavelengthl ~Ref. 2! and
their signs can be measured experimentally.6 The theoretical
relation betweeņ i j

(w) , ¸ i j
(0) , and¸ i j

(2w) can be obtained from2
4031063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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Pi
~2w!5¸ i j

~2w!Ej
~w!Ek

~w! for the second harmonic,

Pi
~0!5¸ i j

~0!Ej
~w!Ek

~w! for the optical rectification effec

Pi
~w!5¸ i j

~w!Ej
~0!Ek

~0! for the electrooptic effect,

whereP are the nonlinear polarizations.
A third version of the system is shown in Fig. 1c.

nontransmitting metallized grating-like mirror1 in which the
voltageVm

(0) is generated by optical rectification in the meta7

serves as a source of fairly high currentj m
(0) or Vm

(0) which,
after being passed through the amplifier8, modulates and
controls~particularly stabilizes! the powerP and energyW
of the fundamental-frequency radiation at frequencyw. In a
metal the optical rectification effect is stronger than that in
nonlinear optical crystal.

In noncentrosymmetric crystals, the photogalvanic~pho-
tovoltaic! effect8 competes with~accompanies! the optical
rectification effect. The optical rectification signal does n
depend on the size of the laser beam cross section, whe

FIG. 1.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the photogalvanic effect does, so that these effects ca
distinguished experimentally. The voltage~and current! pro-
duced as a result of the optical rectification effect and
photogalvanic effect in nonlinear optical crystals are of co
parable magnitude. The photogalvanic effect can also oc
in glasses doped with semiconductors.9 This effect is caused
by the separation of photoinduced charges in the activa
glass.

The proposed autonomous method of stabilization
advantages over the method based on the nonlinear op
activity10 in crystals, since in this last case the laser radiat
intensityJ does not depend linearly on the angle of rotati
of the vectorE in the crystal and stabilization of the powe
density in time and space involves 5–10% losses of the l
radiation powerP incident on the crystal. When stimulate
Brillouin scattering is used, measurements of the intensitJ
require11 an elaborate system for recording the frequen
difference by a heterodyning technique.

1!Presented at the Joint Conference on Coherent and Nonlinear Optic
Petersburg, May 1995~Presented prior to April 15, 1995 at Moscow Sta
University!
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Interaction between relativistic charged particles and an extended strong rf field
O. P. Korovin, E. O. Popov, S. O. Popov, and I. V. Rozova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted October 16, 1997!
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An investigation is made of the interaction between relativistic charged particles and a high-
intensity microwave electric field over long interaction lengths. The microwave field has no
magnetic component over the entire interaction length. It is shown that the interaction of
the relativistic particles has features which depend on the relation between the incoming particle
energy and the field strength. In particular, part of a monoenergetic particle beam may be
accelerated by the beam’s own energy with some of the energy being transferred from the beam
to the field. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~98!03205-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Progress in fundamental research in high-energy phy
involves increasing the energy of the pulsed and cw powe
charged particle accelerators. This in turn necessitates
creasing the electromagnetic field strengths in the accele
ing structures and transmission lines. The factors which
termine the behavior of the charged particles in accelera
gaps at high field strengths are of decisive importance un
these conditions. Increasing the field strength in systems
small drift gaps increases the probability of electrical bre
down. A large gap has a higher electrical strength and c
sequently, in microwave devices the output power of
device or the accelerated particle energy may be increase
enlarging the drift gap. However, studies of large gaps
few in number. It has been assumed that in this case,
particles interact inefficiently with the field. Here we sha
show that under certain conditions, efficient interaction
tween a charged particle and an rf field may be achieve
large drift gaps. We shall study the behavior of charged p
ticles in an extended electromagnetic microwave field a
function of the particle energy on entry to the interacti
space, the input phase of the field, the oscillation freque
of the field, and the length of the interaction space. The pr
lem will be analyzed for a microwave field with no magne
component which is encountered, in particular, when a p
ticle beam propagates along the central axis of a cylindr
cavity utilizing the TM01N mode.

A mathematical model described in Ref. 1 was used
calculate the motion of a particle of any mass and charg

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The equation of motion for a particle is

dmv

dt
5qE1q~v3B!, ~1!

wherem5m0 /A12v2/c2 is the particle mass,m0 is the par-
ticle rest mass,v is the particle velocity,c is the velocity of
light, q is the particle charge,B is the magnetic induction
andE is the electric field strength.

In the absence of a magnetic field, we have
4051063-7850/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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dmv
dq

5qE0 sin q5
qV0

h
sin q, ~2!

whereh is the length of the interaction gap,V0 is the ampli-
tude of the voltage, andE0 is the amplitude of the electric
field strength.

After integrating expression~2!, we introduce the func-
tion A(q):

A~q!5
b

~12b2!1/2

5
be

~12be
2!1/2

1S qV0

m0c2D S l

2phD @cosqe2cosq#,

~3!

whereb5v/c is the electron velocity in units of the velocit
of light, l is the wavelength,be is the particle velocity, and
qe is the phase of the microwave field at the beginning
interaction.

Equation ~3! describes the particle motion in a time
varying electric field. The path covered by the particle in t
accelerating gap as a function of the input phase of the
crowave field is calculated using the formula:

S5
c

vEqe

qh A~q!dq

@11A2~q!#1/2
. ~4!

Thus, by integrating Eq.~4! with a variable upper limit
qh , we can determine when the particle leaves the inter
tion space.

The kinetic energyW of the particle leaving the interac
tion space is determined from the well-known relation:

W5m0c2@~12b2!21/221#. ~5!

Based on this model, a code running under Windo
95/NT was developed which can completely describe
interaction process. It can be used to calculate the interac
between particles of any mass, charge, and energy wi
microwave electric field of any frequency and strength.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Maximum energy~upper trace! and average
energy~lower trace! acquired by an electron as a func
tion of the drift gap length.
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During development of the application we created d
namic link libraries and an ActiveX mathematical mode2

The results were analyzed using multiplication.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the calculations we specified the frequency and a
plitude of the microwave electric field, the electron ener
on entry to the interaction space, and the phase of the fie
the beginning of interaction. By varying the initial phase
the field between 0 and 360 deg at intervals of 1–3 deg,
can identify the nature of the interaction of the field with
continuous electron beam. To check the accuracy of the
culations we analyzed the interaction between a charged
ticle and a three-dimensional standing-wave field in a re
angular waveguide, for which this problem is a particu
case. Although the programs were developed for differ
cases and the problems were solved by different method
all cases the results of the calculations agree to within at l
0.1%, which suggests that they are reliable.

The calculations were made for frequencies between
and 3 GHz in microwave fields between 100 kV/m and 1
MV/m for input electron energies between 7 keV and 7
-

-
y
at

f
e

l-
ar-
t-
r
t
in
st

.8
0

MeV. Figures 1a and 1b give the maximum energy acqui
by the electrons and the average energy received or impa
by electrons which started with input phases between 0
2p, plotted as a function of the length of the interactio
space. The electric field strength was 100 MV/m, the f
quency 1.3 GHz, and the input electron energy 7 MeV.

An analysis of the curves yields the following concl
sions.

1. In a comparatively long gap of 8 cm~Fig. 1b!, the
electrons acquire an increased energy of 6.45 MeV or;80%
of the maximum possible which they would acquire in a
field of 100 MV/m. In this case, the total energy transferr
from the field to the electrons is close to zero, i.e., the el
trons are accelerated by the energy of other beam electr
This observation may be of interest for superconduct
cavities.

2. When the length of the drift gap is half the wav
length, the electrons are sorted into fast and slow, depen
on the input phase. The electrons exiting in the bunch wh
started near zero input phase subsequently remain the
energetic.

3. For relativistic electrons, the maximum energy a
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FIG. 2. Particle energy distribution as a function o
input phase of field in the range between 0 and 2p
over a length of 28 cm.
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quired by the electrons in the section equal to half the wa
length is 63.4% of the energy increment which they wou
have acquired in this section in a dc field whose strengt
equal to the amplitude of the ac field.

4. As the electrons propagate in the field, after each s
tion of length equal to the wavelength, they acquire a ma
mum energy of;7.3 MeV, the same as the first maximum
to a high degree of accuracy~Fig. 1a!.

5. Of particular interest is an accelerating gap who
length is;5/4 of the wavelength of 28 cm~Fig. 1b!. In this
gap the most highly accelerated electrons acquire an a
tional energy of;4.6 MeV. For this case, the electron
which started in one period, on average transfer an energ
>200 keV per period to the field. Figure 2 shows the el
tron energy distribution at the exit from a gap 28 cm long
a function of the input phase. This implies that energy
transferred from the electrons to the field, accompanied
the acceleration of some of the electrons, i.e., the elect
are accelerated by the electron beam energy itself. A sim
-

is

c-
i-

e

di-

of
-
s
s
y

ns
ar

effect can be observed in large drift gaps only for relativis
electrons. For example, in a 32.4 cm long drift gap the el
trons acquire an energy of 7.1 meV entirely from the ene
of other electrons, without acquiring energy from the field

These calculations have shown that under certain co
tions in large drift gaps, electrons may interact efficien
with a microwave field and may be accelerated by the e
tron beam energy itself. These characteristics are only typ
of relativistic electrons.

The authors would like to than V. O. Na�denov for use-
ful discussions and interest in this work and K. V. Veres
chagin for helping to debug the program.
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Influence of nitrogen on the optical and mechanical properties of diamond-like
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Optical and mechanical properties of diamond-like carbon films grown by chemical vapor
deposition were investigated as a function of the nitrogen content in the gas mixture. The
nonmonotonic variation of the optical band gap and the microhardness of the films are
interpreted using a model which allows for the influence of nitrogen on their structure. It is shown
that nitrogen-containing diamond-like carbon films hold out promise as protective and
antireflection coatings for silicon solar cells. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Studies of diamond-like carbon films are attracting co
siderable interest because of the prospects for using the
protective and antireflection coatings in modern optoel
tronics devices.1,2 At the same time, diamond-like carbo
films can be used to reduce the work function of fie
emitters,3 to fabricate light-emitting structures,4 to modify
the properties of porous silicon5 and in other applications
The properties of these films can be varied widely by vary
the deposition conditions. In chemical vapor deposit
~CVD!, which is widely used to deposit diamond-like carb
films, one of these parameters is the gas composition in
reaction chamber. It has been shown in various studies
the properties of these films are substantially influenced
nitrogen even when this is added to the gas mixture in sm
quantities.6,7 However, since different methods and depo
tion regimes were used, the mechanism responsible for
influence of nitrogen on diamond-like carbon films has n
been definitively established and the results are freque
contradictory. Thus, studies of the influence of nitrogen
the optical and mechanical properties of diamond-like car
films are undoubtedly of interest, and this is the aim of
present study. In addition, the optical and mechanical pr
erties mainly determine the fields of practical application
these films, for instance as protective and antireflection c
ings for solar cells.

The diamond-like carbon films used here were depos
from a capacitive rf discharge plasma~13.56 MHz! at a low
gas pressure in the reaction chamber (P50.2–0.8 Torr!. The
working mixture was a mixture of CH4:H2:N2 gases and
films containing different amounts of nitrogen were obtain
by gradually replacing hydrogen with nitrogen at a fixed
bias across the substrate~1990 V! and at room temperature
The optical properties of the films were investigated usin
spectral ellipsometer with a rotating analyzer in the spec
range 1.5–5.5 eV. The well-known Tauc relation was use
determine the optical band gapEopt from the measured spec
tral dependence of the optical constants. The refractive in
n, extinction coefficient k, and film thicknessd at l
5632.8 nm were determined using an LE´ F-3M laser ellip-
4081063-7850/98/24(5)/2/$15.00
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someter. The mechanical properties of the films were inv
tigated using a Nano Indenter-2~Nano Instruments Inc,
Knoxville, USA!. The average values of the microhardne
H were determined by averaging over ten measurements
the investigations we used a Berkovich indenter with a 0.
load. All the experiments were carried out at room tempe
ture.

Figure 1a givesEopt as a function of the nitrogen conten
in the gas mixturePN2 . It can be seen that when nitrogen
added to the gas mixture in concentrations up to 10–15
Eopt decreases but asPN2 increases further,Eopt begins to
increase and forPN2540% reaches 3.96 and 2.2 eV for film
grown at gas pressuresP50.8 andP50.2 Torr in the reac-
tion chamber, respectively. In contrast, the microhardnes
the films ~see Fig. 1b! initially increases forPN2,15% and
then decreases again whenPN2.15%. This nonmonotonic
behavior ofEopt andH is attributed to the influence of nitro
gen on the structure of the films and may be explained us
the following model. When the nitrogen content in the g
mixture and thus in the film is negligible, the nitrogen atom
are mainly incorporated at the boundaries ofsp2 clusters. In
this case, by impairing the symmetry of the graphite rin
the nitrogen leads to an increased content of thesp2 disor-
dered phase in the film.6,7 This should reduceEopt and in-
crease the microhardness, as was observed experimenta

This conclusion is supported by an increase inn andk
whenPN2 increases to 15–20%~these results are not given!.
As PN2 increases further, the excess nitrogen begins to
come incorporated betweensp2 clusters, leading to a reduc
tion in the internal mechanical stresses and stimulating
formation of sp3 coordination carbon–hydrogen bonds.
this case the films become less dense and more transpa
which is observed as an increase inEopt ~see Fig. 1a! and a
decrease inn and k. Naturally, the microhardness of th
films should also decrease~see Fig. 1b!. At P50.8 Torr and
PN2540%, the values ofEopt andH indicate that a polymer-
like film is formed with a high hydrogen content. The influ
ence of the pressure in the chamber on the properties o
carbon films is caused by a change in the kinetic energy
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the ions in the plasma and has already been discussed.7,8

Thesea-C : H : N films were deposited on silicon sola
cells to illustrate the scope for their practical application
protective and antireflection coatings. The parameters of
films and the efficiency of the solar cells before and af
deposition of the films are given in Table I. Note that tw
types of films were used. Films obtained atP50.2 Torr and
PN2 5 10% were used as antireflection coatings~see Series 1
samples in Table I!. In this case, the refractive index of th
film n52.07 corresponds well to the optimum antireflecti
condition: nfilm5(nSi)

1/2 for a single-layer coating.9 The
fairly high value ofk and lowEopt do not have any signifi-
cant effect because the light absorption losses are neglig
for the film thicknesses used. It can be seen from Table I
the deposition of ana-C : H : N antireflecting film can en-
hance the efficiency of the solar cell by a factor of almost
~Sample 1a!.

The films exhibit high thermal stability, since therm
annealing did not influence the optical properties of the fil
or the characteristics of the solar cells~Sample 1b!. The con-
siderable hardness of the series 1 films is important for
restrial applications of solar cells. Thesea-C : H : N films
may also be used as protective coating for solar cells

FIG. 1. Optical band gapEopt ~a! and microhardnessH ~b! of a-C : H : N
films versus nitrogen content in gas mixturePN2: 1 — P50.2 Torr and
2 — P50.8 Torr.
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space. In this case, thick films must be used to protect aga
protons in the solar wind and ultraviolet radiation. The mo
suitable films for this application are those obtained atP
50.8 Torr andPN2540% ~Series 2 samples in Table I!
which have lowk and highEopt. In this case, the light ab
sorption losses in a 1.5mm thick film reduce the efficiency
of solar cells with these coatings by more than 1%~Sample
2a!. Proton irradiation of aa-C : H : N 1 solar cell structure
does not degrade the characteristics of the solar cell~Sample
2b!, which indicates that these films possess good radia
resistance. However, the efficiency of an unprotected s
cell drops catastrophically after irradiation~Sample 2c!.

In conclusion, these results indicate that changes in
nitrogen content when the other deposition parameters
fixed substantially influence the structure of diamond-li
carbon films and can modify their optical and mechani
properties over a wide range. Using these films as antirefl
tion or protective coatings can substantially enhance the
ficiency and radiation resistance of silicon solar cells.

This work was supported by the Ukrainian Ministry o
Science~Project No. 4.4/406! and by the Ukrainian Scienc
and Technology Center~Project No. 382!.
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TABLE I. Parameters of diamond-like carbon films and efficiency of silic
solar cells before and after deposition of these films.

Diamond-like carbon film

Sample Eopt, Solar cell,
No. d, nm n k eV H, GPa efficiency, %

1 2 2 2 2 2 10.4

1a 67 2.07 0.12 1.77 9.6 14.0
1b* 67 2.07 0.12 1.77 9.6 14.0
2 2 2 2 2 2 11.2

2a 1500 1.65 0.005 3.96 1.32 10.3
2b** 1500 1.66 0.006 3.93 1.32 10.2
2c*** 2 2 2 2 2 4.3

*Sample 1a after annealing at 350°C for 1 h in anitrogen atmosphere.
** Sample 2a after multienergy implantation of 50 and 100 keV H1 ions

with doses of 3.33101513.331015 cm22.
*** Sample 2a after multienergy implantation of 50 and 100 keV H1 ions

with doses of 3.33101513.331015 cm22.
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